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Now you can take home some of the best Arcade games you've ever played,

to play on your own personal computer!

ning has taken the superb graphics and addictive game play of Arcade hits Double Dragon an

Sidewinder and faithfully reproduced them in home computer versions.

Join in deadly combat with the savage street gang of the infamous Shadow Boss in Double Dragon,

ulge in an orgy of action and destruction in the high-energy shoot-em-up Sidewinder (part of the Awesome Arcade

Action pack on Amiga and Atari ST). Go on the rampage and smash buildings and munch tiny natives in Aaargh!

Nothing but endless Arcade action - Arcadia has spared no quarter!
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What can you do about the drug

problem in America? Play LA
Crackdown.

That's what.

You're the vet-

eran detective.

Your assign-

You can bug thethugs and match TTlPnt IS \C\
the warehouse, both at the sunn- time 1

1

u~'1 il l° LV/

uncover a major ring bent on dis-

tributing an evil synthetic drug.

You've got the highest of high-

tech surveillance vans to work

from. You've also sot a rookie to

work with. We're talking "rookie"

rookie. Zero experience.

You'll need to architect his

every move. Watch him photograph

clues. Plant bugs.Tail suspects. And
question everyone from seedy

thugs and crooked chemists to

slick international heavies.

You'll also need to draw on

every strategy brain cell available.

If you're not thinking every minute,

you might just spend all evening

waiting on a street corner for a

suspect whds never coming.

LA. Crackdown. If you think

your nervous system can handle

the surprise action and tricky men-

tal clues, there's only

one thing you need

to do. Move to L.A.

L.A.CRACKDOWN
Commodore 64/128. IBM&
companies, Apple //«S compatibles

Circle Reader Service Number 43.

BY
Double Dragon is a joint publication of Arcadia and Tradeweit.

© 1 9B8 Mastertronic International, Inc. Licensed from Technot Japan.

Arcadia is a member of the Mastertronic Group.

ARCADIA 7 1 1 West 1 7th St., Unit G9, Costa Mesa, CA 92627.

Tel. (714)631-1 001.
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F-19 STEALTH FIGHTER will turn your PC into the hottest new
flying machine on today's electronic battlefront. The graphics are
that vivid ... the animation that smooth ... and the feeling of flight

that convincing. It's out of sight!

But F-19 is no joy ride. Dramatic game play challenges you with

a lifetime of action. Fight your way through hundreds of missions
packed into the real-world regions of Libya, the Persian Gulf, the

North Cape and Central Europe.

ON THE COVER
CARRIER COMMAND from Rainbird was a big hit in Europe

and is fast becoming one here in the U.S. thanks to great graphics,
complex strategy and tremendous arcade action. See page 16.

Combat will dazzle you as never before. In heart-stopping
dogfights, use TrakCam to lock onto enemy MiGs. Or engage
TactiVue for an outside perspective that always keeps you
and your target in sight.

To be literally out of sight, learn the secrets of stealth flying —
maintaining a low electromagnetic profile to evade enemy
radar and mastering the tactics that only a stealth pilot dares
to try.

•
V K » T • O & O f T W * *

.

180 Lakefront Drive. Hunt Valley, MD 21030 (301) 771-1151

For IBM-PC/XT/At/PS2/TANDY/compalibles. Supports VGA,
MCGA. EGA. CGA and Hercules graphics.

3an't find F-19"> Call (301) 771-1151. weekdays 8am to 5pm
:ST and order by MC/VlSA; or mail check/money order lor

international. Allow 1-3 weeks for U.S. delivery.
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Editorial Office

Editors Page
Rating the Ratings

Letters

We've received a number of letters (see

page 9) and calls in regard to some of the

ratings that appeared in our October sports

issue so we decided to shed a little more
light on the ratings situation.

Associate Editor Rusel DeMaria gives us

his views on our rating system in the follow-

ing editorial. Anyone with an opinion on
ratings is certainly welcome to write and
give us their views as well. The way we see

it, the more the merrier, so keep those

letters coming in.

And please remember to vote (page 61)

for your choices for the best games of the

year and become eligible to win one of the

35 prizes being given away.

Back in the September issue of COM-
PUTER PLAY, 1 was privileged to review

John Elway's Quarterback, an entertaining

football simulation. Though I liked the

program well enough, I also found some
reasons to criticize it - after all, that's my
job as a reviewer. But 1 thought it a fine

program.

However, as a matter of policy, I was
expected to rate the program according to

COMPUTER PLAY's rating system which
takes into account the packaging,
documentation, graphics quality, and
payability of the game. This weighted scale

then helps us produce an overall rating we
call the CP Rating.

I've never liked rating systems, and
Elway's Quarterback fell victim to one of

the reasons why. To me, ratings are too

arbitrary. Let's face it, we're trying to

quantify something that is inherently sub-

jective. Sure, it works; it helps you see

quickly how good (or bad) a program is,

but it also comes with its share of pitfalls.

You see, ratings are subject to some of

the same maladies that most of us suffer.

Ratings can have a bad day. Some of us see

things through rosier glasses than others.

And sometimes a game is strong in the areas

where it counts the most, but just average in

areas where it makes little difference.

In the case of Elway's Quarterback, I was
just judging on a somewhat stiffer yardstick

than the reviewers of the other football

games in that issue, and consequently,

Quarterback received a lower CP rating

than some of its peers. It should have
scored as high or higher than the others.

Ratings can vary also with factors that we

all experience. 1 might rate a game slightly

differently at the end of the day than at the

beginning. If I get my tax bill that day, it

might have an even greater effect on my
ratings. For all I know, biorhythms might

effect ratings. The poinf is, no one is going

to give exactly the same rating to a product
day in and day out. It's too subjective.

Also, you have to rate programs against a

common denominator. So if a program has

absolutely adequate documentation and
packaging, it is a fine package, but the

ratings cannot be the same for those

categories as it would be for a program that

had superior packaging and documenta-
tion. Now could it? However, the game
with everything else being adequate could
be a superior game to play. Low scores in

the other categories could drive down its

CP rating, though we do weigh the

payability above all else.

Still, I hope you get my point. I hate to

see people rely too heavily on ratings. I've

been doing them for years in various

magazines, and even in private studies.

They are good benchmarks for approx-
imating opinions. Just don't expect them to

be accurate to the finest detail. If two
ratings are at all close, don't assume that

you should necessarily reject the one with

the lower score.

There's no wrong or right here. You as a

reader, are entitled to use all the tools you
can to decide where and how to spend your

money, and we hope the ratings systems will

help. However, I, for one, ask you to pay
attention to what is actually said in the

review more than what the numbers reflect.

I^may sometimes be wrong in a review - it

happens rarely, I think -- but at least I spell

out in some detail why I say something, if I

like it, I tell you why. If I don't like it, I tell

you why not.

As a final word, witness the ratings of

Olympic events like gymnastics and diving.

In one, there are perfect 10's given out in

almost every event, even though it becomes
meaningless when all the competitors get

10's and there is no room for discrimina-

tion. On the other hand, divers rarely get

close to a ten, and a really good dive still

may only score in the high 8's up to 9.5.

And even there, where everyone watches

the same event, the scores often vary a lot.

As I have said many times, ratings don'i

mean much, but we all love them.

So enjoy the ratings we provide, but

please don't take them too seriously.

Send letters to the editor to: Computer Play, 3321 W. Dempster, Skokie, IL 60076

Some Criticism—
Ii is with very mixed feelings that I crammed the

October issue of Computer Flay.

Of course, I was gratified to see our John Elway's

Quarterback featured on your ttont cover, and the lead

review in you special sports section. And I thought the

comments by Rusel DeMaria were very fair. For the

most part, he seemed to like the game (although he

thought the manual was a little weak, and was disap-

pointed that Quarterback was not installable on a hard

disk).

However, Mr. DeMaria aiso complained that the

game is not copyable, which is untrue -- it is I00^o

copyable, using the standard disk copy command.

Another error was evident in the pricing. You listed

Quarterback at $44.95. when in fact the IBM version

which was reviewed retails for $29.95 for the 5-1/4" or

the 3-1/2" versions, or $34.99 for the combined version

(available from a few selected retailers). Neither are any

of the other machine versions (Commodore 64, Apple

II, or Apple 1IGS) priced at $44.95.

Actually, my principle concern was not in mistakes

made, or in the content of the review. I would NEVER
question the right of a journalist to publish his or her

opinion of a product, however negative (which this was

not). My "beef" is with you, the Editor, in your presen-

tation of the reviews of six football games. (Some of the

comments may also apply to the other sport reviews, but

I have not concerned myself with those here).

The reviews were written by four different people,

with obviously different standards. That their standards

varied was apparent by the obvious enthusiasm of a

couple of the reviewers for ANY football game that had

graphics. They each gave their products a 9 for graphics.

Yet Quarterback's graphics were clearly better (accor-

ding to the screen shots with the reviews) than at least

one of these, and although Quarterback was not a clear

winner against the other when viewing a static screen. I

have seen the other game animate, if you can call n that!

Yet this other game got a rating of 9 for graphics and

John Elway's Quarterback, a direct translation o^ a

popular Coin-op Arcade game with skillfully animated

graphics, scored only an 8 for Graphics?

To use another example of this disparity of standards

that is NOT about my own product. NFL Challenge

scored an 8 for Documentation (a higher rating that the

reviewer gave the game for Payability). I will not argue

the Payability rating, however it is clear that the

reviewer didn't attach much importance to Documenta-

tion. Most people I know regard NFL Challenge's

Documentation as top-of-the-line.

Because of the presentation (with similar-looking

ratings boxes at the end of each review), a reader looking

at this issue might be pardoned for assuming that all of

these games were evaluated according to identical

criteria. And that according to these criteria, one game

was the best, and one game (not Quarterback, I migh

point out) was inferior. In fact, they were all evaluated

by the varying criteria of the individuals, so that no such

conclusions should be drawn. The presentation, quite

simply, is deceptive.

On another issue, I was frankly suprised find you

reviewing a non-shipping product, TV Sports Football.

When you were urging me to send you Quarterback

A.S.A.P. for review, you stated that you would NOT be

reviewing any products that were not shipping by the

review dedline in early August (it was a friendly threat to

encourage me to do everything possible to get it shipping

and send you the first copy off the line). I was puzzled

then to see in your October issue, on newsstands in

September, a review of this product which was not yet

released (even for the Amiga, which according to the

review was supposed to be the first shipping version).

While I understand that some magazines "review**

products that are far from completed, simply on the

strength of what they are told from a well-know

publisher, I understood you to say that you were NOT
going to do this. 1 am disappointed, not by the fact that

you published a review of Vaporware, which is unfor-

tunately not an uncommon practice in this industry, but

thai you did so atret specifically stating thai JTOU would

not

.

It I'm being loo critical, I apologize. POttibly n is

because I know thai just because you and yOUl col-

leagues have only recnilv given birth CO < OMPL I LK
PLAY does not mean that you arc lacking in expeiicnce.

You have been in business for YEARS I rankly. sou are

too good to be making mistakes like this. I have high

hopes for COMPUTER PLAY's future as an important

voice in the electronic games industry, and I want it to

be as good as 1 know it can be.

Annette Childs

Vice President o^ Marketing

Mastertronic International

Ms. Childs has made some interesting points which

are for the most part true. We are constantly trying to

upgrade the level of our reviews and their consistency

and we welcome any suggestions which would help us to

achieve that.

New Subscriber—
I know you are a new magazine but 1 think you're

great. Since this magazine came out it changed my whole

outlook on computers. 1 am subscribing to

COMPUTER PLAY this week, after buying the August

issue. I bought THE THREE STOOGES game because

of the cover story you did on it.

Thank you for keeping me up to date on computer

games. Good Luck!!!

Jimmy Riches

Farmingdale, NY

Bards Tale Tips—
I have just read your first issue, and 1 am almost literally

blown off my feet! Your magazine is probably the best

I've ever come across for computer games! Well, after

reading all the fabulous reviews, 1 saw the WRITERS
WANTED sign. I am a Commodore 64 user and have

some lips for THE BARD'S TALE PART 11 "The

Destiny Knight".

1

.

You should build new characters. Don't import them

from other games. They will do good if you make them

anew

.

2. When you are ready to get going, go around town

and kill monsters until you are at least level 4. This act

will be like a quick start for your party. Kick in lots oi

doors!

3. Once you find you are strong enough for the starter

dungeon, enter it! Map out EVERY INCH of the lair.

Once you get to level 2, immediately go west. There arc

many tough monsters in here and you can find LOTS of

magic items! If you go 1 1 squares west you will end up in

a room that says, MANGAR WAS HERE. Get out as

SOON as possible! If you don't -your party will slowly

die!

4. This is the order in which you should have your

party, (a good example)

Paladin (They make very bold leaders)

Monk (They arc the VERY best fighters after Level 8.

They also require no weapons or armor.)

Fighter (Preferably a dwarf. Fighters are all-around

good weapon weilders, they can use many magical ones).

Rogue (They aren't that great of fighters! Put them in

the 2nd row and let the throw a boomerang or shoot

arrows. They are useful in opening chests, believe me!)

Conjurer and Magician (They become the most power-

ful characters in the game! Be sure to let them master

their own spell level. Magicians should learn REST and

DEST. They're very nice.)

That is all. Thank you for your interest in your

readers! 1 have only one complaint. Why are you so

crazy about Macintosh stuff? 1 and a lot of other people

own C64's. Don't leave us out. I also own a NINTEN-
DO. Thanks!

Josh Hardina

No Nintendo—
I say ixnay the olumnay on intendoNay!!! Ay! Great

mag. I've been reading it since Issue No. 1.

lose Alexander

Chicago, IL

Hints for Ultima IV

Items you've been Uiokm lor:

SKUI I latitude PI, Longitude MF (only when it's

dark)

BELL-Latitude NA. Longitude LA
BOOK-Lybrary-Castle l.ycaum (look under V)

CANDLE-Village Cove (left of Ankh there's a secret

door)

WHEEL-Losi Hope Bay (south ol Britannia)

Three syllables for the word:

I -COR 2-AMO 3-VER
White Stone-serpents spine (north ol Britannia castle),

(must have balloon)

Night Shadc-1 space north of the shrine ol sacrifice.

(only when it's dark)

Mandrake Root-Bloody plains (poison area), (only

when it's dark)

Gary Seaman
Wallkikk. NY

Foreign Reader—
I have a lot to say. so in order to maximize efficiency

in this letter. I will keep all sections brief and give all

sections subject headings.

SUBJECT: The premiere issue of Computer Play

Magazine.

Great! Finally, a magazine that covers the software

with both informative and well written reviews. This is

something I've been looking for for a long time.

I would definitely like to thank you for publishing a

list of Game Company Addresses. It has already been

helpful in allowing me to contact Koei Corp.

SUBJECT: Hints for Might & Magic (New World

Computing, Inc.)

1) Find the brothels Zam (Por(smith 12,2) and Zom
(Algary 1,1) and gj^ the chest at the coordinates they

give you.

2) Morango the Mystic, reader of resistance, is in

Algary (5,14).

3) Sec the gypsy outside Sorpigal at 9,11 in order to

cross the wooden bridge in the ocean.

4) Climb to Blithes Peak and learn some interesting

geography.

5) Trade with the Hermit in Sector C-3 2,10 and then

search the coast beyond where pirates have been seen

(see #4).

6) Seek and slay the four beast depicted on the map
and then visit then spin the wheel on Luck Island.

7)Food problems? Trade with the Nomads in Sector

D-l 10,13.

8) Seek a prisoner in each of the six castles (find

Ranalou in the Korin Bluffs for easy access to the

castles) and act according to your alignment. Then sit on

the scales of judgement near Dusk.

9) Need a merchant pass? Search the wagons in Sector

C-l.

10)Lord Kilburn is in Sector C-3 6,14 and he needs a few-

good men.

11) Help that which is AL1LN in the desert.

12) Need experience? Fight the wyverns in the Wyvern

Peaks.

13) Increase your Personality in Sector D-2 10,12.

14) Increase your Accuracy 10' under Dusk at 15,15.

15) Increase your Speed 10' under Dusk at 14,5.

16) Increase your Luck in Dragadune at 1,1.

17) Deactivate the fields under Erliquinn with the cikJc:

Y1CU2ME3.
18) Visiting the Fabulous Fountain of Dragadune (13.13

on first level) is a valuable EXPERIENCE.
54
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Industry News & Hews
By Rusel DeMaria

l his month, I'm happy 10 repon, the

computer entertainment business is doing

quite well. I'.vayi'iK' seems lo be happy

with sales and with theii directions.

Several companies are trying 10 increase

I heir levels ol technology or are hiring

more professional personnel to augment

their lilies. OlhCl companies are using

celebrities lo add appeal lo their

programs. In general, there seems lo be a

mood ol confidence and high expecta-

tions.

Some indicators Ol the prosperity

"Sierra has announced that King's Quest

IV has gone SPA Gold (over 100,000

copies sold) in the period between its

initial release on 9/26 and 10/6 - a matter

ol' weeks! they are also increasing the

technology ol their products. All games,

beginning with KQIV, have double the

graphic resoultion ol the ones that preced-

ed them (from ISO \ 200 pixels to 360 by

200). Also, Sierra has announced that it

will support three different music card

standards -- the Roland MT32, the Ad Lib

card, and the IBM music card, lo make
the use o! these cards worthwhile. Sierra is

using professional composers like William

Goldstein (who wrote the score lor Fame,

and who writes lor Touchstone Pictures),

as well as Supertramp drummer Bob
Siedenberg. As it that weren't enough.

Sierra went public last October. New titles

from Sierra include Leisure Suit Larr\

Goes Looking for Love in Several Wrong
Places, and Police Quest II (which should

be hitting the stores about now). On
another note. Sierra tells us that last year

during the Christmas season, their hint

line switchboards were so busy that they

lied up phone lines 200 miles away.

Therefore, they are beeling up their hint

line hours. From November to Match,

they will have at least seven operators on

duty lor ihe additional hours from 5pm to

9pm (west coast time).

Another indicator ot the growing

popularity ol' computer entertainment is

the resurgence ol hand-held games.

Gregory Fischbach, president of Acclaim,

tells me that hand-held games are

interesting from both the retail and the

consumer standpoinis. Ihcy are strong in

Europe and Japan, and on the rise here.

Acclaim will introduce two il its games

-Rambo and Air Wolf - in hand held

formats. Fischbach also hinted that in the

second wave ol hand-held games, we

could expect to see larger internal

memorys, and therefore more
sophisticated games. 1 asked him about

the possibility of color LCD games, but he

thought they would be a while coming

because the costs would be prohibitive.

Acclaim is also coming out with an

Othello game lor Nintendo, and the first

Infrared (wireless) Remote Controller, a

pad similar to Nintendo's that retails for

$39.95. Ibis infrared device will work

anywhere in a room trom up to 30 lect

away.

Konami is also coming OUl with hand-

held versions ot some of its games. Titles

we know about include Double Dribble,

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, and

Contra, with several more as yet unan-

nounced. In their Ultra line, Konami is

reintroducing iwo older titles, <J*bert and

(iyruss.

People at Origin Systems have been

crowing lately. Thai's because, at the

Computer Game Developer's Conference

in September -- a real heavyweight gather-

ing of the creme de la crcme of game
programmers and developers orgaini/ed

by Chirs Crawford and Stephen Friedman

-Origin walked away with the award for

Best Software Publisher ot the Year.

Origin has released Ultima V. 2400 AD,
and Autoduel, this year, followed by their

newest title. Times ol' Lore which features

a score by a well-known knglish composer

and professionally rendered graphics.

limes of Lore is described as a

fantasy/ role playing/arcade action game
somewhat less ambitious than the Ultima

scries. It should be out by the time you

read this on the C64 and Apple II with PC
and Alari ST versions to follow this

month. Also coming -- sci I'i Space Rogue
featuring a 3D space flight simulation.

Space Rogue is described as role playing in

space and will be available first on the

Apple II and C64. Also coming are con-

versions o\ Ultima IV, Auloduel, and
Moehius for the Mac.

Nintendo - Nintendo's big news,

obviously is the release of Super Mario

Bros, and Legend of Link, which should

be out by the time you read this. They are

also shipping a new peripheral package

that includes their PowerPad accessory.

This physical fitness device comes with

several games -- World Class I rackmeet.

Dance Aerobics, and Super Team Games.

We'll tell you more about it as soon as we
have one. The PowcrPad will be bundled

in with specific Nintendo sets, and will not

be sold separately (at least not for now).

The set will include the standard Nintendo

equipment, including the light gun, plus

the PovserPad and games for it. The retail

price of this set will be S149.95. Donkey
Kong classics (already out), a collection of

older games has been shipping for some
time.

Following their success with the Soviet

import, Tetris, Spectrum Holobyte is on

the trail ol another Glasnost game.

However, this one is still top secret as we

go to press. They will tell us that Falcon

will be available on the C64 and Gato is

coming on the Amiga, and a IIGS version
|

of PT 109 is on the way.

PCAI should have released their Mac-

game Road Racer by now. Also, they

want you to know that their top-rated golf

simulation, formerly referred to as

McGolf 3.0 is now called McGolf Classic.

The very popular McGolf program which

carries a slightly lower price tag is still

shipping.

Atari is offering a rebate for XE game
system (the system that can be upgraded

to a Personal computer with the addition

of a drive). Ihe $50 rebate is a substantial

savings. Atari has also announced that its

founder and original visionary, Nola

Bushnell, will be producing games for

them.

Mastertronic - Mastertronic was put-

ting the final touches on War in Middle

Earth when I spoke with them. This

adventure game is based on the J.R.R.

Tolkien trilogy of the Lord of the Rings.

It teatures Irodo, Merrie, Pippin, and the

other familiar characters lorm the classic

books.
War in Ihe Middle Kartli will feature a

three level map -- an overall bird's eye

view which divides the entire map into 36

screens, and a player view. You have to

help Irodo and his allies take the ring and

throw it down the volcano in evil Mordor
to save Middle harth. However, War in

Middle Karlh docs not follow the book so

closely that you can't choose your own
path. There arc an infinite variety of ways

to play the game. Look also for computer

versions of Double Dragon (being

distributed by Electronic Arts), and

Barbarian.

Microillusions is bringing out Kaery

Tale Adventure and Firepower for C64,

PC, and Mac. Romantic Kncounlers, a

text adventure for the Mac, and several

Hanna-Barbera titles, including Seooby

Doo, Jctsons, Flinlstones, and Johnny
Quest lor the various formats. They also

released Sky Travel for the Apple II, C64
and Mac. Sky Travel is a complete guide

to the stars, and worth geting if you have

any interest in astronomy.

CM Products has announced their

GamcCard III Plus-MCA for the

MicroChannel bus of the IBM PS/2 series

of computers. As far as we know, this is

the only game adapter available for the

MicroChannel bus. CM has also come out

with a low cost joystick, the Mach I. I've

used this stick lor the past few weeks, and

it works perfectly well. The Mach 1 Plus

has a button on the slick. The Mach I sells

for $28.95, and the Mach I Plus for

S34.95.

Mindscapc has released its Sega games

for computer. Out Run, Space Harrier,

and Alien Syndrome are all shipping on

Atari ST, Amiga, C64. Shadowgate,

Uninvited, and Deja Vu are now available

for the IIGS, and a new title is Road
Raider by Chris Gray (author of In-

filtrator). In Road Raider, you play a

bounty hunter chasing Dr. A. Noid who
has an evil plot to intorduce an addicting

food that causes lethargy. There are three

levels of difficulty in this action game,

including a demolition derby in the third

level. Road Raider will be available on

Atari ST, Amiga and C64. Th^ Mindscapc

Frecbic promotion is good until January

3 1st. If you purchase a Mindscapc game
with the Freebic sticker on it, you can

send in for a list of titles that Mindscape
will ship you for free.

Masterplay is shipping its first product,

Star Sega: One (Beyond the Boundary),

an imaginative and unusual game which

features a playing board and several

booklets of text to detail the story. The
game play is controlled by the computer

and can include up to six players at a time.

Star Sega: One was written by Andrew
Greenbcrg (of Wizardry fame) and Mike

Massimila. It represents a new idea in

computer gaming.

PDI has brought us the GreatWeslern

Shootout (which was first democd at

Applefest). This game for the IIGS works

by mouse. You move a crosshair around

screen and seek out bad guys in caves,

towns, saloons, etc. But don't shoot the

Good guys! PDI is also releasing a

commercial version ol the popular

shareware title, NetTrek. The commercial

version will leaturc some improvements in

game play and smoothness of
operation. NetTrek is a game that can be

played by up to six competitors over the

LocalTalk cabling of a Macintosh net-

work. New also with the commercial ver-

sion will he a computer opponent -- in

case everyone is lo busy working to play

when you're ready. PDI is also releasing

Strategic Conquesl for the Mac.

Koei should have Genghis kahn on the

market by now, and they plan to release

3.5 inch versions of all other products.

They are also looking at European

distribution over the next few months. A
Koei spokesman expressed the company's

appreciation of the great acceptance they

have received in America considering the

fact that their games deal with a very dif-

ferent culture. Ihe also told me to expect

to see a Nintendo version of Nobunaga's

Ambition in April.

Given chip shortages, Vic Tokai has

bumped two games from this year, but

they may introduce 7 new games next

year. They are still deciding among them.

Choices include Terracrcsla, Chesterfield.

Kid Cool, and Aeginas Prophecy. An
upcoming game, Clash at Demonhead,

should prove to be a hot title. This adven-

ture game includes a complex plot and fast

action. Also watch lor Golgo 13 Part 2.

Broderbund is releasing Carmen USA
for Mac, Carmen World for GS, and they

are planning to put out all Carmens on all

popular machines. Next year they will

release Jam Session on the IIGS. Two
recent releases. Operation: Clean Slreets

and Space Racer, offer 3-D animations.

Clean Streets let you make your day as

Cleanup Harr>, an undercover cop who
leads the light against illegal drugs in the

streets. In Space Racer, you engage in a

highly dangerous race through outer

space. Both games feature animated 3-D

graphics.

Taito's news includes the October

release of Arkanoid tor IBM. IIGS, Apple

II, and Atari ST, a new game, Bubble

Bauble, which features two dinosaurs that

blow bubbles at evil beasts (for Amiga and

ST), Operation Wolf on C64, Amiga, and

ST, Renegades for Amiga, ST. C64, IBM.
IIGS and Apple II, Sky Shark for theC64.

Sir Tech should have released Wi/ardrv

V, Heart of the Maelstrom, and Minds of

Kintar. Ihcy are also sponsoring a

national promotion which lets dealers pur-

chase the first three Wizardry titles and

gel the fourth free.

360 Pacific has introduced Thud Ridge,

a Vietnam F-105 I lumderchief fighter

simulation which includes ten historical

missions for the IBM, Alari ST, and

Amiga.

LucasFilm's long anticipated WWII
Naval air combat simulator Battlehawks

'42 is out. This game features digitally

rendered graphics that are of very high

quality as well as 4 key historical battles

and more than 30 missions. Also Zak

McCracken for Amiga.

Accolade's Gran Prix Circuit features a

choice of cars from one of three teams
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ENCOUNTER HIGH
SPEED ACTION IN
AN INTELLIGENT
GAME OF TACTICAL
WARFARE.

THE TIME: The 22nd Century.

THE PLACE: 64 islands in the

Southern Ocean.

THE PROBLEM: A worldwide en-

ergy crisis.

THE MISSION: Gain control of

the islands, set up centers to mine,

recycle and produce materials to

form a large network of power

plants.

JUST ONE MORE PROBLEM:
Enemy terrorists are destroying

the islands. . .one by one.

FAST-PACED ARCADE AC-
TION: You are in control of up to

4 aircraft and 4 amphibious vehi-

cles simultaneously. Capture

enemy islands and destroy its

forces

STRATEGIC TACTICAL WAR-
FARE: Conduct war maneuvers in

a huge territory that includes over

60 islands. Protect your ship with

defense drones and 360-degree

turret mounted laser cannon with

telephoto tracking.

SENSATIONAL GRAPHICS:
Three-dimensional solid filled

graphics, smooth scrolling, fabu-

lous sound and special effects.

ADDICTIVE, HOURS OF PLAY:

Your choice of action game or

strategy game, plus save-game op-

tion provides hours and hours of ex-

traordinary adventure!

mmm
AINBIRD

P.O. Box 2227.

Menlo Park. CA 94026.

415/322-0900

Circle Reader Service Number 35.

Computer Play

HOW TO ORDER Visit your software dealer today, or call (8001 237-6900 from U.S. or Canada for Visa. MasterCard.

AmexorCOD To order by mail, send check/money order Raribrd. PO Box 8123. San Francisco. CA 94128 CA add

6% sales tax and TX add 7*4% Shaping/handling is $4 50. 2-3 weeks for delivery.

AVAILABLE IBM CGA/EGA/VGA S39.95 Amiga end Atan 512K £44.95. Macintosh 512K

64/128 coming soon
Rambird and Ramt>rd logo are trademarks of Bnfsh Telecommuncatjons pic. Macintosh is a uw fc

"

Computer, inc. IBM. Commodore and Atan are registered trademarks of International Busrawi Mm »••• < xr*

dore Electronics Ltd .
and Atan Corp

,
respectively



Take a good look at the four

games to your left. Can you

feel your pulse racing? Your

breath getting shorter?

Don't worry, it's a perfectly

normal reaction to seeing so

much fun and excitement at

one time.

Now that your adrenaline is

pumping properly, we proudly

present the full line of hits

from Tengen for the Nintendo

Entertainment System®:

GAUNTLET. Yes, the legendary

arcade hit is now available on

the NES! Choose your hero

from the same four characters:

Thar, Thyra, Merlin or Questor.

The unique 2-player option

lets you join forces with a

friend to defeat hordes of

swarming monsters and to col-

lect food, treasure and magic

potions. We've also added a

host of new features. Tengen 's

Gauntlet sends you on a noble

quest: The recovery of a sacred

orb lost somewhere in a huge

universe known as the Five

Worlds. Each World comes
with bewildering mazes and

untold dangers to challenge

even the most skillful adven-

turer. Live all your sword-and-

sorcery fantasies today!

R.B.I. BASEBALL. It's the only

game on the NES that is offi-

cially licensed from the Major

League Baseball Players Asso-

ciation. So when your lineup

includes such power hitters as

Don Mattingly or Andre

Dawson, you're getting their

actual stats and skills. And
when Cy Young winners like

Fernando Valenzuela and
Roger Clemens wind up,

they're pitching with their

individual style, speed and
stamina. Are you ready to play

in the Major Leagues with real

superstars? Then you're ready

for R.B.I. BASEBALL!

PAC-MAN. The biggest hit of

the decade is back — just for

you! Guide PAC-MAN around

the baffling maze to gobble all

the dots and rack up points in

a big way. Blinky, Pinky, Inky

and Clyde, the not-so-friendly

ghosts, are dying to do some
gobbling, too. Except their

favorite food is PAC-MAN!
His only defense is to eat the

energizers, special pellets

which empower him to gobble

the ghosts, but only for a short

while. Find out for yourself

how the ever-lovable PAC-MAN
captured the hearts of millions

of people around the world!

TETRIS. The first game soft-

ware from the Soviet Union is

an intense battle of wits.

Rotate and flip moving geo-

metric blocks into unbroken

rows. When you fill up a row,

it disappears from the screen

and your scort/rises. Nothing

to it, right? Wrong! When you
can't find the way to make the

pieces fit together and more
blocks tumble down ever

faster, you'll wish you had ten

hands— and ten brains. Play

this addictive mind game by

yourself, against a friend or

against the computer.

You better stop reading

now or you're liable to over-

heat from sheer anticipation.

Save some of that energy for

running to your local dealer so

you can play the games today!

1901 McCarthy Blvd., Milpitas, CA 95035 • (408) 435-2650

GAUNTLET: ® and ©1985. Atari Games Corp. R.B.I. BASEBALL: TM and ©1987, Alan Games Corp; ©1986, 1987, Namco. PAC-MAN: ® and ©1980, 1984 Namco, I td.

TETRIS: I'M and ©1987, AcademySoft-K.lorg. All Rights Reserved. Tetris licensed to Andromeda Software Ltd.; and sublicensed to MIKRORSOKT LTD and Sphere, Inc. 1988 l.n.

All Rights Reserved. Original concept, design and program by Alexey Pazhitnov and Vadim Gerasimov, respectively,
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Air Hockey of the Future
TOM CLANCY'S

By Margot Corns Lock

( )nce upon .» lime, in the hectic land oi pioneer

c omputer magazining (now defunct), there lived

,i brilliant and cantankerous art director who

spurned computers. Not only had this suprising-

ly young fellow no time tor computers, but in a

cm when nearly all innovation <\nd excitement

on these revolutionary machines came in the

form oi computer games, he had nothing but

contempt lor sport and game altogether.

Around the clock worked the young statt, mu\

so did this artist, despite the pings and jingles of

Super Invader, Crossfire, Space Eggs and Lode

Runner tumbling in from the editorial depart-

ment. Stoically, he bought himself the largest

stero speakers in the world and cranked up

Mahler and The Potographer and even Einstein

on the Beach.

Spacing Out
Despite it all, the magazine empire prospered

and grew, and eventaully it converted an aban-

doned factory to make room for itself. The art

director found himself with a wonderful, huge

space for his drawing tables and light tables dm\

pasie up tables (\\m\ even lor his dark room. Me

also found himself with a growing staff eager tor

some respite during the long deadline hours.

which had not decreased with growth.

So. on a whim that shall never be understood.

the art director purchased another table which

he puttingly, sweatingly placed in the center of

the art cave. Rvd and white and blue, halt a ton

oi battered but solid high techy metal, the table

glittered in the bits of light from the small, high

old-tactory windows. Statt from all departments

gathered around. What was it^ Could it be. ..no.

not from this all-work taksmaster. Yet...

All eyes upon him, the art director pulled out

two shufflers and a puck. Sternly, sharply, almost

malevolently, he panned his audience.

"Who's firsts" he commanded.

Alone at the Top
He could not be beaten. His addiction grew and

the magazine empire faded, and drowning the

moans from management row, the screel ot

metal on metal, the shoosh of air, the thunk of

puck in goal resounded from the art cave by day

and night, and, at deadline, through the wee

hours of the morning.

Through it all, despite Apple's progression the

Macintosh, that man still spurned computers.

Disaster fell around him, bills went unpaid, staffs

diminished; still his lust lor air hockey remained

insatiable.

At List the empire tell, the staff was gone and.

standing alone with no one left to beat, the

brilliant, cantankerous art director watched as

uncaring movers strained the shiny table away.

10

High Tech Solace

Today, his story need not be such a tragic one.

Today, thanks to Christopher Cross. Gene Port-

wood and Lauren Elliot, this miserable figure

could have bolstered his spirit and fed his addic-

tion at the Shufflepuck Cafe.

Not only does Shufflepuck Cafe otter air

hockey you can carry in your pocket, but its

denizens include some of the most challenging

air hockey players on the planet. Besides DC3-

ALSO, the robot bartender who'll let you

program him to practice what you need most,

<\nd the good sportsmanship ot the Woody

Allen-like novice Skip Feeney, there's a variety

of personalities and skills in the likes ol Vinnie

the Dweeb, Lexan Smythe-Worlhington. Neura

Ttoille. and the remarkable Princess Bejin.

Steroids Anyone?

the computer version-game and Broderbund has

done it well. The cafe itself has definite

ambiance and the characters of the opponents

are fun to watch and chat with. It's a great pro-

gram for someone who knows and loves air

hockey. If you've never played the game in real

life, try out the computer game first if you can.

That's all Sufflepuck Cafe is, albeit beautifully

done, so if you find you don't give a puck for air

hockey, you've no reason to visit the cafe.

Should you decide to take Shufflepuck Cafe

into your home, keep an eye out for a tall, very

skinny, dark and glowering art director with a

mean right sweep.

I totally dislike quickie evaluations but here

goes, under protest.

Bui the master challenge is reigning champion

Biff Raunch. Not only is he and amazing player,

but he sets the tournament rules: challenger

(that's you) must beat every seed in one session

before facing him. And while you're doing it, he

watches and rests. Hmmm.
Once you've dethroned Biff-um, well, that's the

idea, even if no one's ever done it-you can up

the challenge by choosing to play the game with

table top obstacles ot various si/es and speeds.

These can make for quite a different effect. At

any time you can alter your paddle si/e and

specifications <.\nd various other physics lactors,

but scores achieved in nonregulation play don't

count toward championship.

For Cafe Aficionados.

Shufflepuck Cafe Simulates air hockey

beautifully. It's a fun, fast-paced, active-even in

lame: SHUFFLEPUCK CAFE
Distributor: Mediagenic

Designers: Gary Sheinivald*

Chris Humphries
Ages: 12 and above

* Players: One
Pnce: $4435

Requirements: None
# Players: One at a time

Price: $39.95
Ability Level: Intermediate

Packaging: Good (8)

Documentation: Good (7)

Graphics/Text: Very Good (9)

Playability: Very Good (9.6)

CP Rating: 8.90
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Silently, beneath the chill

Atlantic waters, Russia's

ultra-secret nuclear submarine,

the Red October, is heading west?

The Americans want her. The Russians w&nt her back
The most incredible chase in history is on...

Dare to conquer other exciting Datasoft adventures. Command a massive
German battleship in BISMARCK, a deadly North Sea encounter. ALTERNATE
REALITY-THE DUNGEON invites you to enter the ominous realm of wizards,

enchantresses, ghouls, and thieves. You can save the world from a deadly
asteroid in COSMIC RELIEF or, as GLOBAL COMMANDER, prevent the Earth's

nations from turning each other into nuclear dust. The challenge is on...

-"sfjl'itifflrTf

Computer Play

We Challenge You
19808 Nordhoff Place

Chatsworth, California 91311

(818) 886-5922

The Hunt tor Red October is published under license tor North America by IntelkCreattons. inc

from GrandSJam Entertain merits Limned. © 1964 US Naval Institute

Costtbc ReW and Global Commander are trademarks of ImettOeabons. Inc © 1988 ImeKCreabons,

Inc All Rights Reserved.

Bismarck-The North Sea Chase is a trademark o1 PSS © 1967 imeflCrcabons, Inc All

Rights Reserved

Anemate Reality ts a registered trademark of Paradise Programming, Inc. © 1967 inteflCreations.

Inc All Rights Reserved

Datasott is a registered trademark oi lntei*»CreatJons, Inc

,
'

Visit your retailer

or call 800-245-4525 for ordering information.
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NBA Action Returns to Form

When I first heard about Jordan vs. Bird: One

on One. I was excited. You see, t happen 10 rank

the original One on One featuring Dr. )
<\nd

Larry Bird as one of my all-time favorite games.

So I figured that a game featuring ihe spectacular

Michael Jordan would have lo be great.

Right away. I noticed that this was not the

same game simply rehashed with new games.

Although the basic theme of the game is the

same -- one player going up against another in a

half court basketball contest - there are signili-

cant differences between the two games. It was

with mixed emotions that I first discovered these

differences. On the other hand, )ordan vs. Bird is

a much more sophisticated game, and a more

complex challenge. It also contains two

additional, and highly entertaining events -- the

3-Point Contest and the Slam Dunk Contest. On
the other hand, my favorite tricks trom the

original One on One didn't work anymore.

Patterns of joystick behavior learned trom hours

with the former game simply got me in trouble. I

had to relearn.

So there is a lesson in this. It is perhaps the

people who never played the original One on

One who will learn this game most easily. Throw

out your preconceived notions <\nd begin again.

Although you can use the keyboard to control

the players, I prefer a joystick. Like most games,

the joystick more accurately translates your

intentions into action. Basic controls during the

halt court game involve offensive shuffling or

running, spinning, and shooting. The game has

certain built-in functions so, tor instance, il you

are driving at a run toward the basket, chances

are you will dunk the ball - espe< ially it you are

playing lordan. However, if you stop first, you

will shoot a lump shot.

On defense, you must play tor position, go for

steals, and attempt to block the other player's

shot. To add realism and challenge 1
, you c an take

shots and also take stutter steps before beginning

your dribble to throw your opponent off.

In the original game, the player's movements

were very elegant, but fairly simple. Point them

in a direction, and they went that way. In this

game, there are some differences. As you try to

reverse direction on a dead run, you don't stop

on a dime and go the other way. Instead there is

a moment ot hesitation as you compensate lor

your momentum. This hesitation results in a very

different game. It is very hard to make tight little

turns. Even Jordan's quickness won't get him

around Bird unless he also uses his speed over a

distance, or takes Bird out with some nitty

moves. And. on detense. if you find vourselt

going tor a take or getting out ol position, you

may not be able to recover. Bird just needs an in-

stant tree to let a ^-pointer fly, and Ionian can

squirt through any crack in your defense to drive

to the hoop.

So you find yourself using different tactics,

depending on which player you con! ml Bird's

outside shooting is always formidable. mu\ he

uses his superior size to take all kinds oi |ump

shots, lordan is last, though, .\n<\ (.in drive

around Bird, leaving him staring at an empty

spot on the floor, lordan has a tew sweet spots"

where he can reliably fire a jump shot, hut his

real talent is the slam dunk, and it's easy to sky

him right over Bird and cram the ball. I lowever.

in games against the computer. Bird's i point

shot can often spell the difference, since the

computer isn't afraid to take Bird out pasi ihe

3-point line and let fly. Also. Bird is a bettei

rebounder, so if you are playing lordan. you

have to really work to keep the rebounds out ot

Bird's hands.

Missing from the original game are the shat

tered backboard (you don't see that anymore in

the NBA. either) and the foul shot. In lad H

there is one element lacking in realism it mav be

the fact that you can foul without any real penal-

ty (other than losing possession it it is an

offensive foul), Therefore, if the game is tight and

going down to the wire, you don't have to worry

about being overly aggressive. Fouls won't hurt

you.

In two-player (human against human) games.

strategy is different. Because we don't react as

last as the computer, take shots, stutter steps,

and changes oi pace will often takeout ,\n oppo-

nent, but. as usual. Bird's J-pointer is an

awesome weapon. I think, to be tair, lordan

should be able to pick up foul shots to make

some 3-point plays of his own (he can make a

J-ppinter trom time to time, but I wouldn't want

to bet the game on it), but then. Bird is a great

foul shooter, and would probably end up with

the edge there too.

The computer in this version is smarter than in

the original, or so it seems. I recommend some

practice at Recreation level play before attemp-

ting a game at Varsity, College, or Professional

level-unless you really like losing. On the othei

hand, the Protessional level is the most satistying

to play. The players get to show all their Stuff. But

it you really want to see them show all their

moves, set the game on Protessional level, then

tell the computer to play both lordan <\\u\ Bird!

I had a little trouble with two aspects ot the

game. One is the way the buttons on the joystick

work. Often it seemed that the buttons didn't

respond every time tor spins and fake shots, and

sometimes I was called tor travelling when I was

sure I had released the button in time. This could

cause some lustration. I also had trouble telling

where a rebound was, The computer has a great

advantage when c basing clown rebounds since it

doesn't need to use a pair ot three-dimensional

t'ves to see a two-dimensional image. Also, and

tins may be purely subjective, I think the pro-

grammers have built in a sense ot competition,

hoi instance, it really seemed lo me that when I

was doing especially well, the computer player

would step up its level ot plav to nullity my
games.

The J-po'mt contest is a lun tribute to Larry

Bird, the 3-point c hamp ot the NBA several years

running. In this game, you must fire up 3-point

shots as last as you cm from different positions

on the court, live bins each hold five balls. A

perfe< t store of 25 is possible, but you must also

beat the clock, so you don't want to make too

many lalse mows. In this game, timing is

everything as you attempt to scoop up a ball and

shoot m one smooth motion.

The Slam Dunk Contest is lots ot tun. In it you

get to choose trom an assortment ot real NBA-
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style show dunks, including Air Jordan, and the

Dr. ) Slam. You perform your acrobatics before a

panel of five judges who score your ettorts. Alter

picking the dunk to perform, you must

maneuver lordan to the correct spot on the tloor.

then press the fire button to initiate 1 the trie k At

the correct moment, you pull ba< k on the 5ti< k

to execute the mid-air portion, then release the

fire button to finish the dunk, hopefully with a

successful basket. It your timing is oil. howevei

you are more likely to end up fa< r down on ihr

iourt, and your scores will be very low. A

perfectly executed dunk earns you a perfect

store ol 50 points, and a visit Horn lordan

himself. Ihe graphics in this sc< turn are the most

appealing, and the dunks are e\. eilently

reprodui ed on ihe s< reen \u onK regret is that

you can'l perform these in< k\ moves during the

II i
i
>urt game By the was in the audieiu e ol

all tin* events is .i familial person wearing the

numbei 6 on his jersey. Nice oi you to come.

In short other than a tew frustrations due rm

human imperfections, I found lordan vs. Bird to

be a great entertainment .md \er> c hallenging. I

still like the original ( >ne On ( >ne, and bee ause

thev are very different games, i can play them

both with equal delight.

Entertainment Software
. . . "Flight Simulator 2 oi the sailing world. . .

"

Computer Gaming World Magazine

SAILING SIMULATOR STARTER
SET. ..$49.95 INCLUDES;
4 SAILBOATS, CHESAPEAKE
CHALLENGE & MASTER DISK

BOATING SIMULATOR STARTER
SET.. .$4995 INCLUDES:
4 POWERBOATS. CHESAPEAKE
CHALLENGE & MASTER DISK

Ut
1*1" f wBr

ADD TO YOUR COLLECTION
SIMULATOR VOYAGE
DISKS. ..$24.95 each

- San Francisco Sailabout
- New England Excursion
- Florida Fantasy
- Chicago Crossing
- Long Island Liberty

- California Cruising
- Vancouver Vacation

CATALOGUE AVAILABLE
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Educational

Software
Sailing Instructor Series

. .

.

' 'Realistic new series of soiling simulation ..."

Omni Magazine
Eight Lesson Modules available at $44.95 each MASTER SYSTEM $24.95

(REQUIRED one time) BASIC SAILING, SAILING THEORY. RULES OF THE
ROAD. NAVIGATION. RACING TECHNIQUES. =^
CRUISING TECHNIQUES. PASSAGEMAKING.

_:d^|=fc,
HEAVY WEATHER SAILING -==^_ s=
COMPLETE SAILING LIBRARY Includes ^Sl=l^
Master & All Eight Lesson Modules . $289 69 ^^=~ W^~

TO ORDER: Contact your favorite Marine Plolnhm
or Software Dealer or call 1-800-367-3622. ,-#Ul h' ,"

. ,^«>^_—_ M a r i n e S ys tem s . I n c

.

Circle Reader Service Number 45.

name: Jordan os Bird: One on One
Type: Sports Simulation

Formats: IBM, C64
Publisher: Electronic Arts

Garth Hitchens, Mark Madland,

Larry Bird, Michael Jordan

Ages: 10 to adult
* Players: One or Loo

Requirements: EGA,'VGA recommended,
448K: 256K io/CGA;

joystick recommended
Price: C64 $29.95; IBM $39.95
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Ability Level:

Packaging:

Documentation:
Graphics:

Realism:

Playability:

CP Rating:

Intermediate-Advanced
Good (8.5)

Very Good (9)

Very Good (9)

Good (8.5)

Very Good (9.5)

Circle Reader Service Number 12.

Wright Computer

LIST wrig4t
PRICETITLE PRICE

Beyond Zork 50 33

Breach 40 26

Chuch Yeager AFT 40 26

Earl Weaver BB 40 26 VISA • MASTERCARD
Falcon bU

King's Quest 1. II, III or IV 50

Nobunga 's Ambition 60

33

33

39
(316)681-0331

Pirates 40 26 Call Collect
Police Quest 1 or II 50 33

Romance of 3 Kingdoms 70 46

Silent Service 35 23

Space Quest 1. II or III 50 33

Star Command 50 33

Starfliqht 50

50

33

33Three Stooges

Ultima IV or V 60 39 Wright Computer
Universal Military

P.O. Box 780444
Simulator 50 33

Wichita, KS 67278-0444
'SEND FOR COMPLETE LISTING

"TITLES & PRICES ARE IBMW FORMAJ
'

' 'OTHER FORMATS AVAILABLE

Same Day Shipping (subject to availability)

Order by mail with money order or check (check orders not shipped until

Do not send cash

SHIPPING US orders sent U PS Add S2 50 lor shipping and handling US Mi

and APO available Call for shipping and handling costs

Kansas residents add 5% sales tax Prices sub/ect to change

Circle Reader Service number 49.
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From Origin, source of the classic,

award-winning Ultima™ series, comes

ft

V

1

A futuristic, fast-paced strategy role

playing game by Lord British and

Chuckles. Based on the
f

~

award-winning Car '—

Wars® board game
by Steve Jackson. / ^

1

V i

Drive

,feeways of the future wnere ^^^
the right of way goes to the biggest gu^i. Somewhere
within the 16 cities and outlaw-infested highways are the

clues you will need to complete the ultimate mission.

Step into the arena on Amateur Night and earn the ^^ /•*

right to custom-build your combat vehicles.

The AADA will offer you courier missions. The FBI

and the underworld will vie for favors. But watch out! To

survive you'll need road experience, the ability to decipher

clues, gambling skills, money, a super car— even a clone.

The final gauntlet will test your tactical skills and hair i

trigger reactions to the limit. But with triumph comes honor, and entry into the

elite circle of AutoDuellists. The challenge of AutoDuel® awaits you. Are you ready?

7T
136-B HARVEY ROAD, LONDONDERRY, NH 03053 (603) 644-3360

Ultima^V
The latest in the

award-winning

Ultima saga. $59.95*

Ultima^ IV

The first part

of the Avatar's

fantastic tale. $59.95*

Moebius
Exotic fantasy •

,

featuring 3-D

martial arts combat. $39.95*

Times of Lore™
A unique blend

of role-playing

and arcade action. $39.95'

r IBM-PC
I
Tandy I compatibles. Apple II Senes. Commodore 64128. Am>ga. Aiar.-ST and Macintosh To gel your copy ot these games fthMUM local retailer. (2) calll -800-999-49i39 8am to

>r by VISA/MC. of (3) man check (OS. $} or VISWMC 9. cardholder name and exp date to ORIGIN 136 -B Harvey Roao. Londonderry. NH 03053 'Add $2.50 shipping and handling to above poo
Available tor IBM-PC I Tand

EST to order by VISA/MC. oi

Allow 1 -2 weeks for delivery

ve prices.

Circle Reader Service Number 48.
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flamed. Sc k

aimyourgtijlsa c i it:

enemy into fish food
j

9WF
TOijFEM thecoma

Ascommander of a

powerful naval fleet,

you'll see destroyers

ah3 carriers sinking in

a cloud 6f smoke.
' Watfch pJanes strafing

I ^ by soylojv, you'll j

practically feel the

frilots, breathing.

u

j
4

Comraodqre 54/128.

j -
. Amiga, Alari ST, IBM

PC and compatibles.

Battleship is a trade-

,
, mark of Milton Bradley

j used under license.
'

- © Milton Bradley;

All rights reserved/

Screens from

Atari ST

A



Armageddon Arcade Action

By Jeffery Scott Hall

Road wars, from Arcadia Software, brings

home the same excitement as that of the original

coin-op version in the arcades. After the game
has loaded, you may start either a one or two

player game, and use a joystick or mouse lor

control. Once game play has started, you will

find yourselt entering the planet Armageddon in

what is now the 25th century.

THE ROADS OF THE FUTURE
In a remarkable feat of design and engineering

mankind has managed to link planets togethei

through the use of space highways controlled by

computers. However, something has gone

wrong and the roadways are no longer safe to

travel. Some of the electric side panels which

c reate a magnetic field to hold the cars on the*

road have malfunctioned and are now sending

devastating blue sparks across the roadway,

destroying anything that crosses its path. Also,

flying spikes have appeared on the road causing

vehicles to be either damaged or destroyed. The

satellites which were once used for communica-
tion are now dispersing high powered energy

beams directed at passing cars on the road,

disintegrating all that dare to cross its path.

You have been .issigned to take control of a

battlesphere and enter the space highways

destroying all the hazards that you find. Each

level of the game begins with two battlespheres

on the screen, in which the second one is either

controlled by another player or the computer.

The battlespheres are round, heavily armored

balls which travel next to each other at the same
speed along the road which encircles the planet.

Your battlesphere has two modes of operation,

which are: defensive and offensive. In defensive

mode, your shields will be up, making your

battlesphere completely round. This will allow

you to lake one direct hit from any object, and

pass safely through the deadly sparks from the

side panels any number of times. Offensive

mode will lower the shields exposing the lasers,

allowing you to destroy any targets you see fit.

Working together with the other battlesphere,

you must destroy the side panels which send the

deadly sparks across the road. You will also en-

counter other enemies which will try to stop

your mission. These include small, red balls

which will lock in on your location a shoot

towards you at warp speed. The only get passed

them is to destroy them first, or else you'll end

up space rubble, lust when you think you've

made it, a satellite will pop up and destroy your

battlesphere into a thousand pieces. If you find a

satellite, always destroy them first and then

worry about the other nasties.

However, in order to give you some extra

help, you will find an arrow which appears at

randon in front of the electric sparks emitted by

the side panels. If you run over this arrow while

you in defensive mode, you will be given an

extra minisphere which orbits your battlesphere.

For each mini-sphere that you collect, your fire

power will increase by twice of its last strength.

You may collect a total of three, at which point

you'll be rewarded with extra points for each

additional arrow you run over.

OTHER ROADS
After you have managed to destroy all of the

side panels in the current road, a bridge will

open up allowing your battlesphere to beam
over to another road. Each road that you will

encounter gets progressively tougher requiring

you to have even faster reflexes than the

previous one. At the time in which you beam
over, you will be given bonus points tor the

number of enemies that you destroyed on that

road, so make sure and use those lasers.

SUMMARY
Roadwars lacks two very important features

that I look for as in a game of this type, hirst, is

the lack of a pause option which allows game
play to stop and start at any point of play. I his

can get to be very tiresome because once you

get good enough an average game could take

about one or more hours before getting killed,

thus not having a pause option for breaks makes

game play very long. The last, and perhaps most

important is the failure to save the top ten scores

to disk. Also, the computer opponent doesn't

even keep score for you to really compete

against.

While I have the above complaints, I will give

Arcadia a great mention for graphics, sound

effects, and music. Game play is extremely fast,

requiring the most avid arcade person to spend

long hours before conquering several roads. If

you like arcade games, and don't mind the

before mentioned bad points, then Roadwars

would be an excellent choice.

*
-'.

Name: Roadwars
Type: Arcade

Formats: Amiga
Publisher: Arcadia Software

Distributor: Electronic Arts

Designers: Unknown
Ages: Wandabooe
# Players: One or Two

Price: $39.99

Difficulty: Intermediate

Packaging: Very Good (8)

Documentation: Average (6)

Graphics/Text: Very Good (8)

Payability: Very Good (7)

CP Rating: Z20

COMPUTER PLAY Reader Response Card

For free product Information

circle the number that
matches the advertiser's

reader response number as

listed In the Advertiser's In-

dex on Page 54

12 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48

49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56

57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64

65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72

73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88

89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96

97 98 99 100

This card void 2 months
from cover date

Name

Address

Clty/State/ZIp

Telephone

1. Circle what type of computer(s)

you currently own:

A - IBM PC/Clone

B - Apple
C - Commodore C64

2 Circle what peripherals

you currently own

A - Modem C - Hard Disk

B - Printer D - Color monitor

3 Circle how much spend each year

on computer gomes

A SO D - $300

B $100 E - $400

C $200 F - $500 +

4. What Is your age?

D Amiga
E - Macintosh

F - Nintendo

G-AtanST
H-Sega
l-Atan (Video)

E - Color Card
F - Joystick

1288

computer to help you crack the secu-

ity code. A working tape player to

)lay music clues. And a map to show

rvhich towers you have or have

lot searched.

Go then. Elvin is preparing to

aunch his missile attack in less than

;en hours.You must stop him. Or the

world will be terminally

ate for dinner tonight.

SIONII
EPtX
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With our new software, your favorite arcade games come alive
on your home computer.

I2«230

0-5DB

v-

Ifyou own an IBM, Amiga or Commodore
computer— Watch out! Because 4 of Konami's
most awesome adventures are about to invade.

You'll confront the missions you've dreamed
of in Rush 'N Attack, Contra, Jackal and Boot
Camp. And you'll find yourself face to face

against unequaled challenges, with incredible

graphics, awesome music, and sound effects

that'll blow you away.
So check out Konami's newest action

wherever great software is sold. And be
BlraufiHSSKl

;
\

i

Koatmi* »s,ir(\j.',i»7f,l!Mrtr/n,iiko(Kf-LiPt» IrvJuttrvCo ltd R\M* N Atuttc ' tonu.t v J.KK,il".in<iBooi C>*mp" mc U;Klom,uk\ of Konjnu Irx I BM* is

Circle Reader Service Number 26.

YOU'LL FIND
KONAMI GAMES IN
THESE STRATEGIC
LOCATIONS.

BABBAGES

CHILDWORLDAND
CHILDREN'S PALACE

ELECTRONICS BOUTIQUE

FEDCO STORES

LIONEL Kl § § IE CITY,

LIONEL PLAYWORLDAND
LIONELTOYWAREHOUSE

TOYS "R" US

WAREHOUSE
ENTERTAINMENT

ZAYRE
(Boston and Washington D.C. Area Stores Only.)

Attention Dealers:

For further information on Konami's line

of computer games, call customer service

at (312) 595-1443.

KONAMI
Only Rush 'N Attack and Contra will be available

for Amiga in 1988. c 1988. Konami Inc.

ARIZONA
MEV\
Compute or Play

1000 Fiesta Mall

CALIFORNIA
BAKERSFIELD
Software Etc

2701 Ming Ave
V Plaza

CHUIA VISTA

R & R Software
1048 3rd Ave
(6191426-7011

CITVOI INDUSTRY
Software I ti

ftynonaHwy -it A/i

FOSTER CITY

Home Computing
<y :

I

1125 E HtllvLtl'-Brvd.

*!03

SAN DIEGO
Computer Outlet

7940 Sirverton Ave
(619)740-0113

SUNNYVALE
HT Electronics

346 W Maude
(408)737-0900

TORRANCE
The Warehouse
19701 Hamilton Ave
(213)538-2314

CONNECTICUT
DARIEN
Walden Software

800 Post Road

NEW BRITAIN
Romek Home Computer

432W Mam St.

FLORIDA
GAINESVILLE
Florida Bookstore

1614 W University

(904(376-5606

LAUDERDALE L*KES
Software City

3700W Oakland Park

Bfvd

(305)735-6700

PANAMA CITY
Gulf Coast
Computers

674 W 23rd Si

PLANTATION
Software Software

612 Broward Mall

305)476-0595

WEST PALM BEACH
Computers 4 Rent

2695 N Military Trail

(407)471-1976

ILLINOIS
AURORA
Micro-Tech Solutions

99 1A Aurora Ave
(312)892-3551

CANTON
Blessman's Inc

I75S Mam

CHICAGO
Software Plus

62 1 2 N. Western Ave
(312)338-6100

DANVILLE
Data Center
108 N Vermilion

HANOVER PARK
Software Plus West
2001 Irving Park

(312)837-6900

LOVES PARK
Union Hall Inc

6321 N 2nd St

SPRINGFIELD
lllim Software Center

2036 S McAnhur

WHEELING
Software Plus

731 W Dundee Rd

(312)520-1717

INDIANA
PLAINFIELD
Simply Software

311 Gordon Dr.

KENTUCKY
LEXINGTON
Computer Dimensions

171 WLowryLn

LOUISIANA
SHREVEPORT
Discount Computer

Software
544 E Kings Hwy

MAINE
BELFAST ,

Skylight Software

22 Miller St

(207)338-1410

CARABOO
Mementos
86 Sweden St

(207)498-3711

WESTBROOK
Hands On Computers
861 Main St.

(207J 854-1155

MASSACHUSETTS
PITTSFIELD

Nk hols Electronics

274WahconahSt
(413)44 3 2568

WELLKSIY
rvVitmry Location

196 Washington St

|6!/|-M/-fc846

W : STER
Th* v fuv.tf Shop
84 Pleasant si

(617)791-5905

MICHIGAN
CLAWSON
Software Trends

230 S Mam St.

CLIO
The Edge Connector
124 North Mill

(313)686-1070

FLINT
I/O Software
G-3304ACorunnaRd

GARDEN CITY
Soft-House Computer

Center
3264 7 Ford Rd.

(313(522-3015

TRAVERSE CITY
The Software Shop
710 Centre St

MISSOURI
CAPE GIRARDEAU
Midwest Computers
203 West Park Mall

(314)339-0022

NEW JERSEY
BRIDGEWATER
Software Etc

400 Commons Way

WAYNE
Software Etc

Willoworook Mall

NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE
Page One
1

1

200 Montgomery
NE.

(505)294-2026

NEW YORK
ALBANY
Computer Cellar

911 Central Ave
(518)482-1462

BAY SHORE
Software Etc

1701 Sunrise Hwy

CHEEKTOWAGA
Papa's Computerware
2789 Union St

716)684-7272

FLUSHING
Software Etc

39-01 Main St

HIGHLAND FALLS
Software Affair

188 Mam St

(914)446-4121

HOLBROOK
Great Escapes

5801 Sunrise Hwy

KENMORE
Software Supermarket

3670 Delaware Ave
(716)873-5321

LATHAM
Contemporary
Computers

893 Loudan Rd
(518)783-1088

NEW YORK CITY

J&R Music World

23 Park Row
(212)732-8600

Leigh's Computer
14 75 Third Ave
(212)879-6257

RIDGEWOOD
Quo Vadis
70-20 Fresh Pond Rd

ROCHESTER
Leon's Computer Mart

103 Clinton Ave.

(716)325-2787

SCOTIA
Select Software

108 Mohawk Ave.

(518)382-7886

OHIO
DAYTON
Microtyne
4049 Marshall Rd.

FAIRFIELD
Microware Magic

6625 Dixie Hwy
(513)874-6560

MEDINA
Ram-Run Computer

Products

891 N Court
(216)263-4428

PENNSYLVANIA
WEST REDDING
English's Computers
608 Penn Ave

RHODE ISLAND
WARWICK
Software Connection
101 WNatickRd

WOONSOCKET
Galaxy Computers
332 River St

TEXAS
BEAUMONT
Software Rental

2855 Eastex

Freeway#D

FORT WORTH
Wedgewood Software
53l2Wbodway
(817(292-7353

HOUSTON
Floppy Wizard

271 Memorial
(713)461-8660

SAN ANTONIO
Computer Experience

5525 Blanco

(512)340-2901

UTAH
SALT LAKE CITY

Armadillo Brothers

3330 S State

(801)484-2791

VIRGINIA
MARTINSBURG
My Software Heaven
Meadowlane Plaza

Box 2
(304)263-1228

WOODBRIDGE
Virginia Micro

Systems

1 3646 Jefferson

Davis Hwy
[703)491-6502

WASHINGTON
LONGVIEW
Software Depot
1310Oceanbeach
Hwy

LYNWOOD
Family Computers
3333 184th St SW
(206)775-3530

PACOMA
Niobles & Bytes

4020 S Steele St #105

SEATTLE
Omni International

Trading Post

3826 Woodland ftirk

Ave N.

(206)54 7-6664

VANCOUVER
Software Support lot

2700 N E Andreison

D13

WISCONSIN
JANESVILLE
Romeyn Software

2100 E Milwau*'

MILWAUKEE
Computer Softw-

<

Center
10710 W.OklahOmi
Ave

RACINE
Compute! i\m>|iw

4901 W.-

Ave

Circle Reader Service Number 14.
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Strategy and Arcade Action Together
By Rawson SLouall

It is the 22nd < eniury and a world-wide energy

« r/si's has and iron » lad hold on the world This

time conservation won't help and QPE( had

nothing to do with it Even wlar and nuclear

energ) plant* i an i do ii all I his is one hei k ot a

crisis The <>nl\ solution lies in a group of 64 small

islands m ,i southern ot ean* These islands are the

only kt'\ lo survival but terrorist* are attacking

and destroying them one h\ one.

Carrier C ommand by Rainbird is one ol the

best simulation games thai I have ever played.

The player assumes the role of captain ol' a

sophisticated new aircraft carrier. Mis mission is

to foil terrorists' plans and to take over the tiny

islands. Only after they are taken over can a

manufacturing network be developed and the

energy crisis be resolved.

The player is at the helm ot is a futuristic air-

craft carrier that is designed to do the best. It can

travel at break-neck speeds. It is equipped with

the latest jets (Manias), amphibious tanks

(Walruses), drones, surface-to-surface missiles,

and decoy flares. It even has a space-age $60

degree turret-mounted laser cannon that makes

the ship virtually unsinkable. I hen again, we all

know what happened to the luantic...

The jets on the carrier are called Mantas

(Multi-role Aircraft for Nautical Tatical Assault).

The Manta, which looks like a sting ray. is

capable ol carrying a wide range ot clitterent

weaponry.

The other vehicle on the carrier besides the

Manta is the Walrus. The Walrus (Water and

Land Roving Utility Shuttle) is a highly advanced

and powerful lank-like amphibious assault vehi-

cle. It can be loaded with various kinds ol equip-

ment such as laser cannons, surface-to-surtace

missiles, as well as a variety ot different cargo

"pods".

These cargo "pods" that are dropped from the

Walrus are called "ACCB Pods"--(Automatic

Control Centre Builder), or just ACCB. The

ACCB is a state ot the art computer and droid

combination that Specializes in the unsupervised

construction of certain structures. These pods,

when dropped on a neutral island, immediately

start building the necessary structures for turning

the island into either a Defense island, a

Resource (mining) island, or a Factory Island.

By plac ing these ACCB's i>n islands, the player

constructs an island network that defines links

between Resourses and Factory Islands so that

new materials can be made. Also, this network

includes Defense islands and the player's Base

island (the headquarters ot all the islands.)

The urgent call ot distress reaches my carrier:

"Thermopolye under attack!" The terrorist* are

m<aiM76i2234 a strategically located island! All

hell will break loose it I don't do something* I

decide that I must stand firm. I must not concede

to terrorists. I must tight tor freedom...

c^
WALRUS flflV'

4 ::::::::

4 IN

ft UEL V
UEL SUPFiy

....X...

Carrier Command has some ot the best graphic s

that I have ever seen. They are soild-fill 5-D

graphics that scroll smoothly. Yet the speed ot

the scrolling is what really impressed me. The

-}-D graphics in Flight Simulator II simply "inch-

ed" forward, but the graphics in Carrier Com-
mand zoom in and out, scroll left and right, and

pan up and down as it the game were a movie

and the joint on the camera's tripod were oiled

The game manual goes into very interesting

detail on the storyline - how the islands formed,

what they're made of, and their use. However

many things were left out of the manual, lor

instance, it hardly says a word about the various

buildings and structures on the islands. Only

atter talking with someone at Rainbird did I learn

that the volcano-si/ed building is a hangar, the

'rotating multi-colored cube with stilts" is a

radar installation, and the grey thingamajig with

a Hashing red light is a missile launcher.

Included with the game is a cassette tape oi

music. The tape is nonessential to the game, but

it does add to the mood. Furthermore, the game
box is tough and sturdy and feels very slick (like

waxed paper.)

Carrier Command is such a complex game that it

boggles the mind. Vet the game is relatively

simple to learn and play. The depth ot the game
is such that everytime I played it I learned

something new. Because of this, the game is very

addictive and I have had a hard time quitting

each time I play. Carrier Command is really a

blessing to procrastinators the world over

because it gives one a perfect excuse tor putting

things off until later. I constantly found myself

saying, "Just one more game!"

The one thing that really struck me about the

game is how incredibly difficult it is. I have

played the game for months, and I still can't get

even close to beating the computer. The "action

game" version isn't quite as hard as I have done

better on it than on the "strategy game" version.

One feature that almost all great games have is

the ability to play it many clitterent ways. Carrier

Command incorporates this feature magnificent-

ly. One day I decided to play my own versions of

Carrier Command I played such impromptu

games as "Let's See How Many Missiles it Takes

to Sink My Own Carrier" and "Let's Land a Man-

ta let on an Enemy Island and See how Long it

Takes for it to Get Destroyed." I even played a

version of "Hind the Computer's Carrier -- at All

Cost!" I never did see the computer's carrier, but

I'm assured by Rainbird that it does exist, and

that it can easily be found.

All in all, I counted around a dozen different

ways that I could have fun with the game. I guess

what I'm trying to say is that no matter how
tough the game is, / never got bored playing it\

Carrier Command provides a world with an

environment where the player is invited to

explore and experiment. And the game owes its

incredible payability to this "environment." For

example. I could not only land my Manta on the

carrier, but also on an island runway. I could

also land the Manta on an enemy runway (but I

died soon atter). It's possible to go the right spot

in the game and see the terrorists' carrier. I even

crashed a Manta into a Walrus that I parked on

an island runway 30 minutes earlier. All of these

things that are possisble in real life are possible

in Carrier Command. It's obvious Rainbird went

the extra mile. The entire environment/3D

graphics effect is so awesome it's hard to

believe. You have to see it to believe it.

As the front of the box denotes, Carrier Com-
mand is "high speed action in an intelligent

22
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Score Big with the Marines

By John S. Manor

I've always been partial to arcade combat

games, Leatherneck from Microdeal (the game

division of Michtron) doesn't approach the

depth of, say, the stand-up arcade version of

Commando, but I find it to be a reasonably

entertaining entry into the field of Rambo-siyle

combat games.

At the start of the game, you are delivered to

the combat zone by a landing craft or armored

personnel carrier. Four "friendly" soldiers

appear at the bottom ot the screen, representing

from one to four players. Each player gets three

lives plus another lite at 10,000 points. Your only

goal is to advance up the scrolling screen while

blasting everything in sight to get the highest

score possible. High scores are displayed, but

only the top three scores are saved to disk.

The screen scrolls down as you advance

upward around walls, buildings and fences,

avoiding enemy soldiers, bullets, cannon and

grenades. You carry three weapons: a light

machine gun, a heavy machine gun and

grenades. The light machine gun fires faster, but

the heavy gun has greater range, allowing you to

avoid enemy bullets while mowing down the

soldiers that fired them. Hand grenades will

destroy enemy cannon and any soldiers that get

too close to the explosion.

Ammunition is limited, but can be replaced by

walking over ammo boxes on the screen. H you

have no ammo, try to stay out ot harm's way and

sneak stealthily up the screen until you can find

an ammo box. Each box contains equal amounts

of ammo for each weapon.

I had some difficulty learning to use the

weapons. You have to jiggle the joystic k quickly

side to side to switch weapons. (You can also use

the keyboard. Player 1 would hit any key left ot

7, y ( h and b, for example.) Many times I wanted

to lob a grenade but wound up tmrfg an empty

machine gun. The weapon in use, your number

of lives and score are displayed on the right side

of the screen, within a bamboo curtain. (Has this

game got a theme or what?) As you jiggle the

stick your weapons will cycle through heavy

machine gun, light machine gun and grenades.

A bullet beside them shows how much ammo

you have left for each weapon. The bullet disap-

pears slowly as you fire. When it's gone, it's time

to find one of those ammo boxev

Eventually I got the hang ot selecting which

weapon I wanted. I don't use the light machine

gun much, unless I have no ammo left lor my

other weapons. You have to be very close to the

enemy to hit them with it. whic h means they can

hit you easily and you will soon die. Stay with

the heavy gun as much as possible or be

prepared to die a lot.

In order to have lour players at one time you

must order a joystick adapter from Microdeal

that fits into the printer port ot the ST. I don't

know ot many games for the ST that allow tour

players to shoot'em up simultaneously. It could

be fun. The instructions, though, warn players to

be careful not to shoot each other or throw

grenades too close to one another.

Leatherneck is a very lough game to beat. 1 he

tour player mode could be a definite advantage.

The players could work together to see how

much further you can get in the game. Besides,

I've always lound (hat the more players you

have, the more tun you have.

Should you buy the tour-player adapter?

Maybe. Hut you have to consider how many

games are there that will use- tour joysticks*

Unless, of course, Microdeal comes out with

several smashing (and more sophisticated)

games tor the ST that use this mode.

Sooner or later you run out ot lives t\nd the

game ends. I knvever. there are some things you

can do to extend your game. The main thing to

do is, to quote a wise old baseball player,

"hit'em where they ain't". Don't |ust go c barg-

ing into the battle, try to stay out ot the enemy's

way as much as possible. Use your heavy

machine gun's greater range as much as possible

and anticipate where enemy soldiers will

appear. The always come out in the same spots,

game after game. When confronted by an

enemy "pillbox", as I call them, that shoots in all

directions, you will find sate spots where its

bullets never go. Wait there tor the gun to sweep

past you. then move in quickly and lob a

grenade at it. lust be sure not to miss, or you'

have to scramble ba< k to safety.

The graphics in Leatherneck are good. The

scrolling scenery looks real and your Rambo-

style soldier looks tougli and mean. From the

scenery and the music: it is obvious you tire in an

Asian country. There are bamboo shacks and

exotic flowers. Other bits ot scenery include

tighter jets and helicopters that have been shot

down. The screams of the enemy soldiers you

shoot sound very real. This makes me wonder if

the game might not be too intense for younger

players.

Leatherneck comes on a single-sided disk with

a briet instruction manual. The manual has a BBS

number to call tor producl support, I never got

through to that number and when I called it kept

ringing. I used another phone number on the

bac k ot the box, an(\ connected with the BBS.

1 mostly played Leatherneck in the one-player

mode and found it/to be a challenging and tun

game. I enjoyed |/iymg il when I first bought it

and I still like it. Leatherneck gives you a taste ol

the stand-up arcade combat games, while you

wail for a more sophisticated home Computer

version.

name: LEATHERNECK
Type: Combat Arcade Game

Formats: Atari ST
Publisher: Microdeal, U.S.A.

Designer: Steoe Bak
Ages: 12 to adult

# Players: One to Four

Requirements: Color MonitorJoysticks,

special adapter for three or four players.

Price: $39.95

Ability Leoel:

Packaging:

Documentation:
Graphics/Text:

Playabitity:

CP Rating:

Beginner to Intermedin*

(6)

(7)

(i

(7)

7.15
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DEEPER IN
IS THE ONLY
WAT OUT.

It's the wierolest dream you ever dreamed. And you're trapped. Unless you can
find your way oul - through misleading clues, over wild landscapes and past

Characters stranger than you ever imagined.

No wonder Call A.P.P.L.E. magazine calls Dream Zone a "masterpiece" and
Compute says it's "filled with biting satire" and "outstanding graphics."

Dream Zone comes in Apple HCiS . Amiga'. IBM". Tandy®, and MS-DOS'
versions.

»

Available through our many line dealers.

Order Today! Dial (616) 698-0888

High Performance Software
5380 S2nd Street SE, Grand Rapids. Michigan 49SOH
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game o( tactical warfare." It is a perfect blend o'f

i. ist action and strategy. The game is so very,

very complex and there is so much to the game
that I can't even begin to tell it all-

in today's c omputer game world I rerely come
a< toss a game that is truly revolutionary... But-

Carrier Command with its animation-like, solid

J-D graphics, and complete game "environ-

ment" is a milestone in computer game simula-

tions.

Under a hail ot m/ssj/es my aircraft earner

speed towards the coast ofthe small inland that is

now m emeny hands. Enemy jets appear on the

horizon I launch two Walrus amphibious units

and a Mania to aitai k the heavily guarded island.

Dozens o\ lasi-i holts hurst from my carrier. One
oi my Walruses is destroyed. Buildings on the

island explode. Missiles slam into my carrier. The

remaining Walrus runs ashore and speeds toward

the inland c ommand post. More missiles pummel
the carrier. More enemy buildings explode. My
Mania is shot Irom the sky. Debris and shrapnel

i torn the buildings and structures rain down
upon the island. Ihe damage on the earner from

the missilrs is too much. The carrier has sunk -- a

is lost. Ihe game is over, but WHAT A CAME!

Name: Carrier Command
Type: Simulation

^ Formats: Atari ST, Amiga, Macintosh,
Commodore 64, and IBM

Publisher: Rainbird Software
Distributor: Mediagenic, Inc.

Designer: Realtime Software
Price: $34.95 $44.95

Ages: 13 and up
Requirements: ST: color machines only;

MS-DOS; CGA
# Players: One

Difficulty Level:

Packaging:

Documentation:
Graphics:

Realism:

Payability:

CP Rating:

Very difficult

Very Good (8.5)

Average (6.5)

Excellent (10)

Excellent (9)

Excellent ( 1 0)

9.20
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Terrific News!
Arcade ClassicsTo
Play At Home

MagMax and Seicross—Super exciting,

outerspace video games you can play at

home for the first time ever!

You take the controls of MagMax,

the giant robot warrior, and fight a three-

headed mechanical space monster

trying to destroy the human race. A beam

gun and magic black bullets help you

fight 30 different enemies.

In Seicross, you race a super space

bike through an army of enemy suicide

bikers. Gather Energy Packs to keep

your bike and laser beam energized as

you attack the Dinosaur Tank and rescue

the captive Petras people.

Free* MagMax Poster Offer

'Send $2.00 for postage and handling and FCI will

send you a full size MagMax poster

"I

Name Age

Address

City, State Zip

Fill out this coupon, enclose a check or money order for $2

payable to FCI, Inc. and send Uy

I
MagMax Poster Offer /
FCI, Inc.

*

150 East 52 Street

New York, NY 10022
Offer expires March 31. 1988. MagMax is a trademark ot Nihon Bussan Co.. Lid.

Look for these other FCI video thrillers

you can play at home:

j

Oqihmt PssD™
Dr. Chaos. Zanac and Lunar Pool are trademarks ot Fujisankti

Communications International. Inc and are licensed to< pl*y Oft

the Nintendo Entertainment. System • Ultima is a trademark o*

Richard Garnott . Marjmax and Seicross are trademarks of Nihoft

Bussan Co .Lid.

Nintendo and Nintendo Entertainment Systems are trademark of

Nintendo of America Inc.

Fujisankei Communications International. i*k

150 East 52 Street, New York. NY 100.

Tel. (800) 255 1431 In NY Statu (?12) 7M 1*0

Circle Readei Service hum' •



Three Arcade Winners from Arcadia

By Jeffery Scott Hall

From Arcadia comes Awesome Arcade Action
Pack Volume 1 containing not one but three

disks jam packed with hot arcade excitement.

Like other titles form Arcadia, this one is being

distributed under Electronic Arts affiliated labels

program. Not knowing what to expect, I opened
the package with hesitation. I pictured three

games of cheap imitations that just could not

survive on their own and needed the others to

back them up. Never have I been so surprised

until I started playing all three games. Next thing

I knew a few hours had passed along with a few
million shots. So, without further delay let's take

a closer look at all three games starting first with

Xenon.

XENON
Xenon is a vertically-scrolling game which
borders along the lines of the Atari coin-op game
Xevious, but gives the player a unique twist in

that you can switch back and forth between a

ground craft and a jet fighter. Gameplay takes

place in sixteen sectors and four zones, with

each posing a different threat. You can play with

either one or two players and start with three

lives. At the far right of the screen you will find

the status panel. This displays information you
need to know about both the game and your
craft. The top of the status panel displays four dif-

ferent numbers. On the top you will find your
current score. Just below, you will find two
separate indicators displaying a single digit

number. The one on the left tells you how many
lives you have left, while the one on the right

gives the current sector number you are in.

Below this you will find your craft's altitude

indicator, assuming of course you are in jet

fighter mode. Now, you will find the long range

communicator screen which is half way down
the status panel dividing the bottom indicators.

Most of the time the communicator will be off

until you enter a new sector, at which time

Captain Xod will appear and tell you which sec -

tion you are starting. Underneath, you will find

your craft's shield indicator showing the current

status ot the craft's outer shields. )ust below you
will find two bar graphs. The one on the left is

your rate and speed, and the one on the right is

your power-the distance your shots travel. At

the toot of the display is the weapons panel with

ten letters on it. These letters will light up depen-
ding upon which special weapon is activated.

There are many different types of enemies you
will encounter, and each will either be ground-
or air-based. Thus, you must select the correct

craft mode in order to destroy them. Some ot the

enemies you will find are spinners, eyes, lip

guns, landybirds, bubbles, and many other

powerful foes. Note, that the above is a listing of

call signs and not the actual visual graphic (i.e. A
ladybird is a flying jet with heavy defense and
little offense.) Each enemy will maintain heavy
fire on your craft draining your shields, until

finally you lose a life.

In order to help aid your mission, you will find

power capsules which appear throughout the

game to help strengthen your craft. Some of the

power capsules that you will find include lasers,

wings, armor, and homing missiles. When
you've collected one of these power capsules,

the weapons section on the status panel will light

up to show that this function is active.

ust when you think you've made it to the end

of a sector, a Sentinel comes in tor a final con-

frontation. He is a large sentient creature that

can only be destroyed by his Achilles heel-have

fun tinding it! After either getting killed or

destroying it you will pass on th the next sector.

Good luck.

SIDEWINDER

In Sidewinder you must pilot a galactic battle

cruiser through the Star Killer which is a massive

Space station armed with many defensive and
ottensive weapons. After starting the game you
will be provided with three ships, of which your
goal is to make it past all five levels ot the ship

which are: scout, raider, lancer, And bltt/er with

each posing a different threat to your mission.

During game play you will find tour different

kinds of power packs to add extra functions to

your ship which are: rapid fire, power shots

(destroy a multiple hit target with one), ghost

(makes you invincible), and hover (stops forward

thrusters allowing you to hit targets that would
not be. able to moving). It you are hit by enemy
fire, your extra ships powers are lost along with a

lite, so be careful.

BLASTABALL
Hdve you ever wondered what ice hockey

might- be like in the 37th century? Well,

Blastaball gives you a pretty good idea as two
ships take to the sky for the ultimate in a hockey
type environment. You have a choice ot ten dif-

ferent ships to choose from, each with its own
unique capabilities. Once a ship has been

25
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chosen both you ,\nd your opponent will use

them for that game. Blastaball is a harmless sport

in which no body get^ hurt due to the design ot

the ships which allow them to act like bumper

cars in the air. The goal is to either blast the ball

with your lower power energy beam or to bump
it using the ship into the opponents goal. You

will always start in the center where you and

your opponent fight for control of the puck to

see whonrsan score first. In order to keep tra< k

of the puck and both your ships, a radar s< reen is

displayed at the top of the screen. The game

ends when either you score nine points or the

three minute timer runs out.

SUMMARY
looking over all three games, I have found

only two major complaints. First, none of the

games have included a high score table allowing

them to be saved to disk. After all the work that

Arcadia has put into the development ol the

games, it would have been much nicer to see

your scores in a top ten listing instead ot just

being dropped after leaving the game. Second,

the manual that comes with the games is fair due

to misspelled words which make it difficult to

read and understand. Hopefully, in volume two

both the manual and inabilities tor a high score

table will change!

Arcadia has produced perhaps the finest

arcade package I have ever seen on any home
computer. All three of the games combine great

sound effects and graphic s to make them appeal-

ing to any arcade addict. If this is just volume

one, I can hardly wait to see what Arcadia has in

store for us in volume two!

Narne:The Awesome Arcade Action

Pack Volume 1

Type: Arcade
Formats: Amiga
Publisher: Arcadia

Distributed by: Electronic Arts

Ages: 10 and above
* Players: One or Two

Price: $49.95

Difficulty:

Packaging:
Documentation:
Graphics,/TexU

Playability:

CP Rating:

Intermediate

Good (8)

Fair (4)

Good (8)

Good (8)

7.90

Circle Reader Service number 1 8.
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THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE
Meet the challenge. Stimulate the mind. Inspire the imagination.

Get ready to exercise, not your body but your mind; and get ready to have

FUN. With Neurobics, fun is the key to getting ahead. Unlike any other computer

game you have ever played, Neurobics will take you to a world that pits you

against your own mind.

Neurobics, a game that proves that fun can be rewarding as well as entertaining.

Neurobics is designed to stimulate your memory, not test what you already know.

Six challenging and exciting games. Fun for the whole family.

Over 25 levels of play for each game.

Each time you start a game, the computer creates a new challenge, so ea< h |>U\

is different from the last.

Advancement depends on being able to improve your memory, concentration

and problem solving skills.

Neurobics is available now for the IBM PC and compatible

Available wherever software is sold.

For more information: I -9 1 9-579-8728

For orders: 1-800-882-8664OCEAN
ISLE2&

Ocean Isle Software. Ocean Isle Square. Building 3, Ocean Isle IV.t. h M ' '

Circle Reader Service number 54.
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The Truth About Joysticks

By Fred Blechman

Joysticks have been part of the computer
scene ever since the video game craze of the late

1 970's. However, a great deal of confusion exists

about the differnet types of joysticks and their

compatibility with different computers and
programs.

I've used about ten differnet joysticks with

various programs on several microcomputers,

and they generally worked pretty well.

However, when I started using joysticks on my
IBM PC/XT, I found that different joysticks work-

ed better with some programs than others. I

recently found out why!
This article will describe, in non-technical

language, how the joystick, computer and
program are interrelated - and how you can
make the best choice of joystick to use with a

particular program on the IBM PC.

Joystick Types
Despite the differences (or similarities) in

physical appearance, there are really only two
types of joysticks - switch and analog.

The switch-type joystick, used on the Atari,

Timex, Commodore and many other computers
over the years, consists basically of four

switches, one each for up, down, left and right.

The circuitry looks for a switch either open or

closed and responds appropriately. This orvoff

approach makes for fairly simple ciruitry, but not

very precise control.

The analog-type joystick, used with Apple and
IBM PC compatibles, uses two variable resistors

(called '"potentiometers" or "pots".) One
controls up/down movement, the other is for

left/right. The resistance of each potentiometer

at any instant is directly related to the position of

the joystick. Control is precise if the poten-

tiometers, circuitry and programs are properly

matched.

In both the switch and analog joysticks, the

control stick is usually mounted in a swivel

("gimbal") arrangement that allows freedom in

any combination of up, down, left, right or

circular movement.
With the switch-type control, action is only

taken when movement closes a switch, usually

at the extreme left, right, up, or down position.

By moving the stick to a corner, two switches

will be closed at once.

The analog stick is always reading and
controlling. Knobs, levers or slide bars (called

"trimmers") provide either a physical adjust-

ment of the gimballing mechanism or a change
in resistance to allow "centering" the stick

reading.

The firing buttons are simple switch closures,

although the circuitry that reads them differs

between computer types. Some joysticks even
have built-in auto-repeat firing circuitry.

Which Stick Is Which?
If you're buying a new joystick the box should

identify the type. Some will say "IBM and
Apple". By merely rewiring the button circuitry

inside the joystick, and changing the connrc tor,

an Apple joystick can be made to work with an

IBM. Since many manufacturers have had
Apple joysticks in their inventory, some have
become creative ans use a switch to change the

configuration from Apple to IBM, and include

adapter cables to mate with the proper

connector.

Why could this be a problem? Apple and IBM
joystick-reading circuitry, though similar, is nol

identical. The recommended value ol the

joystick potentiometers, for example, should be

150K (150 thousand) ohms for an Apple, <\\u\

100K ohms for an IBM. Depending on the

specific program you're running, you may have

to move the stick very little to get a large change
in sc reen action - or a large movement may have

a small effect, you may also not be able to reach

program limits. Some software is designed for

certain joystick values to work properly!

Also, be aware that joystick quality varies

considerably. Some have dead spots in their

potentiometers, or use cheap audio-taper pots

instead of linear-taper pots, and some joysticks

simply fall apart with continued use.

In addition to the box marking, another means
ot identifying an IBM joystick is the connector at

the end of the cable. The IBM PC game port

connector is a DB-15 female. This is a 15-pin

trapezoidal-shaped socket. Therefore, the
joystick cable should terminate in a DB-15 male
plug. The Apple II and II

s use a 16-pin DIP (dual-

inline pin) plug. The Apple lie and lie use a male
DB-9 9-pin plug. The Atari and other switch-type

joysticks also use a DB-9 connector, but they use

the female socket instead of the male plug. So, if

you can count pins, and can figure out what a

male and female means, you should be able to

£

^
\

Rightstick model from CH Products. The "Zoomer" from Beeshu. 28

Arcade
adventure

at its

finest...
Fast-paced, exciting

combat demands the

use of all your wits

and endurance to best

a world teeming with

assassins, wizards

and monsters. Expe-

rience captivating graphics of an unprecedented cal-

ibre. Relentless opponents will hone your combat

skills to a razor's edge. A simple yet powerful menu
and icon interface provides effortless interaction with

the world and its people, while the incredibly smooth
animation
presents a

continuous
panorama of

action and

Fantasy
role-

at its best!
Astonishing realism

is yours through
scores of unique char-

acters and sophisti-

cated conversations.

Immerse yourself in

the sights and sounds

of an ancient world embroiled in turmoil—the disap-

pearance of the king and his young
son —the struggle

for control of the

realm. The stakes v ^, -

.
«. •, *

are high; your role \ ^j \ *• ' ^\»
as the hero-for-hire

requires all the cour-

age and savvy you

can muster. Your
quest for truth will

teach you much of

the distinction be-

tween appearances

and reality. Magic

and intrigue com-
bined with finely

crafted game-play

bring you the best

of fantasy in...

To gel your copy of

Times of Lore, either

1) visit your local retailer

2) call 1-800-999-4939 8am
toSpmESTtoordcrbyVlSA/
MC.or

3) mall check (U.S. $) or VISA

/MG#| cardholder name and

expiration date to Origin. All ver-

sions $39.95 plus $2.50 shipping

and handling. Allow 1-2 weeks for

delivery.

Try it!A demo disk ofTimes 1
of Lore is now available for

the Commodore 64/128K.

Send $2.50 to Origin for yours
and credit it towards a direct

order purchase.

Available for the IBM - PC/ Tandy/
compatibles, Apple II Series, Com-
modore 64/128, Amiga and Atari ST.

Screens
shown
are for I he

Commodore.

Times of Lore

Stunning graphics and animation

Fast-paced combat action

Dynamic conversations

i Compelling plot

fffifimmm mmm
mmr i

::::̂
ORIGIN

"I'M

Times of Lore is a trademark of Origin Systems, In

136-B Harvey Road,
Londonderry, NH 03053
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The Differences Between Color Monitors
By Fred Blechman

If you own a microcomputer, you need a

monitor - a screen display - to see what's going

on. There is a tremendous amount of confusion

surrounding monitors, since there are so many
types.

This article will explain the most common ter-

minology in non-technical terms, and describe

the difference between various types of monitors

and how to identify them.

Monitor Types
In the "dark ages" of microcomputing (up to

about five years ago), TV sets were commonly
used as display screens. Because of their poor
resolution (you were lucky if you could clearly

see 40 characters on a line) and interference

patterns (internal TV circuitry radiation combin-

ing with computer signal radiation), the display

left a lot to be desired.

As the microcomputer industry matured
display improvements were demanded by users,

and a bewildering array of monitor types have
evolved.

In the single-color "monochrome" (usually

white, green or amber) field, there are "com-
posite" and "TTL" types. Color monitors can be
composite, "RGB TTL", "RGB analog", "EGA",
"VGA" or "multi-sync".

Manufacturers describe their units as having

"medium", "high", "super-high" or "ultra-

high' resolution, with absolutely no industry

standard to define these arbitrary classifications.

Be careful of claims!
*

Composite Monitors
Composite monitors are available with either

monochrome or color output. The term

"composite" is derived from the fact that the

standard broadcast color television signal in the

United States is a composite of all the necessary

video, color, audio, and synchronization signals,

combined into a single output signal. This is

usually referred to a an "NTSC" (National

Television Systems Committee) signal.

A computer intending to use this type of

monitor usually uses an "RCA phono jack" - a

socket about 5/16" in diameter with a center

hole. The mating concentric "RCA phono plug"

has <i mating shell with a projecting center pin.

This plug and jack combination are commonly
used with audio equipment, as much of which
was originally made by RCA, hence the deriva-

tion of the name.
A composite monitor is designed to accept the

NTSC signal, break it down into its components,

amplify the video and audio signals, display the

picture and teed the sound to a speaker (which is

usually built into the monitor.) A composite

monitor is essentially a TV set without an anten-

na or tuner section. Without the limitation ol

separating TV channels, a monitor can have a

much higher "bandpass", allowing more infor-

mation to get through.

The process of combining signals, then

separating them, creates distortion. Add to this

the various undesired side effects of harmonics,

beat frequencies and oscillator instability and
you end up with "crawlies" or interference

patterns on the screen. While a composite
monitor will produce a tar better picture than

connecting your computer to a TV set (usually

thru an "RF modulator" to the TV antenna),

there is still a lot left to be desired.

Then why are composite monitors so popular?

Because they represent a step-up for most users

compared to TV sets, and are an absolute

necessity when dealing with text exceeding 40
characters on a line, or graphics with more than

320 dots ("pixels") on a line. They are also about

one-quarter the price of RGB monitors.

RGB Color Monitors
To solve the high and ultra-high resolution

needs ot today's more sophisticated microcom-
puters, such as the IBM PC and it's workalikes,

RGB monitors - long used in industry - provide

the cleanest signal. "RGB" actually stands for

"red", "green", and "blue", the three colors

used to generate all other display colors. Each of

the three colors, instead of going through various

forms of electronic manipulation to provide a

composite signal, is processed in its purest form,

The "Ultimate" joystick from Beeshu, also

aoailable as a remote control unit
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identify any joystick type from its connector.

The remainder of this article wili only be
concerned with joysticks for use on the IBM PC
and its compatibles.

Using Two Joysticks

Some games, especially adversary "arcade"

games, use two players, and therefore two
joysticks. At least one flight simulator program,

Sierra-On-Line's "3-D Helicopter Simulator",

uses two joysticks. Since games and simulators

continue to become more sophisticated, we can

expect more programs to support two joysticks.

IBM BASICA and Microsoft CWBASIC provide

commands for two joysticks with two buttons

each. But all the IBM joysticks I've found are

wired only as STICK 1 . pins 1-7. So how do you
use two joysticks at once? There are two
solutions: a game board with two ports, or a "Y"
cable.

The "PC Game Control Adapter" is a PC half-

card th.it has two game ports, each wired to

accept a standard IBM-type joystick. Pins 1-7 on
each connector are routed to the appropriate

c ircuitry on the card to read each- stick separate-

ly -one as STICK 1, the other as STICK 2 - even
though the joysticks and their connectors <ire

identical. The card merely plugs in an empty
slot, and the two joysticks are plugged into the

two connectors. By their action in the |>rogram.

you can quickly identify which is STICK 1.

These game cards are getting rare, since most

"mulli I/O" boards contain a single-connector

game port, and most people either use no
joystick at all, or only one. Game cards are

sometimes available, trom $20 to $40, at

computer stores, computer shows, computer
swap meets and computer magazine mail-order

ads.

If your game port has only one 1 5-pin connec-
tor, it is in all likelihood still wired to operate two
joysticks. You need a "Y-Cable Adapter". Kraft

Systems sells one (#820043) for $14.95. CH
Products also sells one (#300-051) for $14.95.

The adapter plugs into the single game port and
splits into two connectors, into which you plug

the joysticks. There is nothing to set or change.

Clock Speed
You may also be confronted with another

problem - computer clock speed. If the program
you're using expects standard 4.77 MHz IBM PC
Speed, and you're running at a higher speed,

things will happen faster than they should.

This can make flight simulator programs, for

example, uncontrollable. For this reason both

Kraft Systems and CH Products produce game
boards that allow you to adjust the game
circuitry to compensate for the speed change.
Kyft's #82004-1 Joystick Adapter Card ($34.95)

his a three-position switch that allows you to

select PC, XT or AT modes for precise joystick

control. CH Products' CAMECARD III Plus

(#300-050 for $59.95) is a joystick adapter card

that adjusts for joystick resistance as well as

computer clock speeds to 16 MHz.

How Do You Choose?
Joysticks are just another area of potentia

incompatibility with particular programs. You
are probably wise, il you plan to use IBM
joysticks on a regular basis, to have a Kraft

Preimer III (100K)andaCH Products Mach III or

FlightStick (both 150K) and use the one that

works best with a particular |)rogram. I've tried

these joysticks, and they are all excellent quality.

I've tried other less-expensive joysticks and was
disappointed in them, especially with various

flight simulator programs.

If you are going to use only one or two
programs with a joystick, contact the software

manufacturer and ask them what joystick they

recommend for their program.

?
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and then combined in the monitor for the final

display.

There are two basically different types of RGB
monitors - digital (usually called "TTL" for

"Transistor-Transistor-Logic") and analog. Until

recently, RGB TTL monitors were the most

commonly used for color graphic displays. Late-

ly, RGB analog monitors are coming on strong as

the new IBM "VGA" standard takes hold.

RGB TTL monitors process 0-5 volt digital

signals, but some process only positive-going

signals, others negative-going only, and some

handle either. The "sync" (synchronization) can

also be positive or negative, and is sometimes

carried on the green signal (called "composite

sync"), but usually the horizontal and vertical

sync pulses are separate. Most RGB TTL

monitors provide an "intensity" input that

allows the use of 16 colors instead ot eight, but

not all computers issue an intensity signal.

In addition to the profusion of possible RGB

signal combinations and polarity, there is also

very little standardization of input connectors on

the monitors, or output connectors on the com-

puters they are used with. However, the most

common connector used on an RGB TTL

monitor is a 9-pin trapezoidal-shaped socket,

called a "DB-9".

You must match the monitor you use to the

computer. Different computers or display boards

use different signal types and sync frequencies.

For example, RGB TTL monitors for IBM's CGA
(Color Graphics Adapter) will not work with an

EGA (Enhanced Graphics Adapter). Similarly,

IBM's VGA (Video Graphics Array) requires an

RGB analog monitor!

Some "multisync" monitors are smart enough

to run just about anything, but they are expen-

sive and still might not work with your particular

hardware. It's a jungle out there!

The Grayscaler Alternative
If you have and IBM PC, most games require a

CGA board. This usually means an additional

cost for an RGB TTL monitor as well as the CGA
board. That can be several hundred dollars.

If you are willing to buy the CGA board

around $40), there is a reasonable alternative to

buying a RGB TTL monitor, especially if you

already have a monochrome composite

monitor. The "Grayscaler" is a small adapter

that sells for $39.95 and converts the RGB output

ot a CGA board to 16 shades of composite

monochrome!
You simply plug the Grayscaler into the RGB

jack of the CCA board, then plug the composite

monochrome monitor into the RCA jack ot the

Grayscaler. That's all there is to the installation.

Now you adjust the brightness and contrast of

your monitor to show all lb colors as shades ot

gray. This allows you to run CGA programs with

no hardware or software modifications -although

you don't actually have color.

For more information, contact Avocado

Computer, 17352 Yorkshire Ave., Suite 12, Yor-

ba
Linda, CA 92686. Phone: t714) 528-1025.

Picture Resolution

Color monitors, by their very nature, are not

capable of producing as clear a display as a

monochrome monitor. A monochrome screen is

composed ol a continuous phosphor coating

made up of microscopically small particles, each

of which is capable of glowing. A color screen,

on the other hand, is composed of a discrete

number of individual red, green and blue

phosphor "dots" arranged in "triads." The

distance between dots is called "dot-pitch",

normally expressed in millimeters (mm.) The

smaller the dot-pitch distance, the higher the

resolution the screen is capable of producing, it

the bandpass is relatively high.

Manufacturer's specifications are sometimes

exaggerated, and frequently incomplete. Even

though the bandpass is quoted, (the higher the

number the better) the dot-pitch specification

(the lower the better) may be the limiting factor.

Since the popular IBM PC offers a high-

resolution screen composed of 640 dots across

and 200 high in its CCA mode, many manufac-

turers claim this resolution for their monitors-

even if the results are fuzzy. "Sharpness" is a

visual preception hard to define, so manufac-

turers make claims that customers want to hear.

Color Boards for the PC
By Fred Blechman

Trying to use a computer without a display is like

trying to walk in almost complete darkness.

Before the IBM PC hit the marketplace, almost

all ready-built microcomputers either had their

own built-in displays, or plugged into TV sets or

"monitors".

TV Sets and Monitors
While TV sets were usable, their

"bandpass"--the amount of information they

could process-was limited to about 3.5 mHz
(millions of cycles per second) because of the

requirement to tune out adjacent broadcast

channels.

A monitor, on the other hand, could have a

much broader bandpass (18-20 mHz) because it

was processing only one signal directly plugged

into it.

TV sets were pretty much limited to displaying

text with no more than about 40 characters on a

line, but a monitor could show 80 characters on

a line. For graphics the difference was not as

evident.

The monitors, whether "monochrome" (either

white, green or amber characters on a black

background) or color, invariably were "com-

posite monitors", handling a complex signal

containing all the necessary information on a

single two-wire cable. These could easily be

identified by the single circular concentric input

jack (usually called an "RCA jack" because it is

so commonly used in typical home audio

equipment.)

A composite monitor produced a much

clearer amd more stable picture than a TV set,

and allowed more characters to be displayed on

I lie quality is really in the eye of the beholder.

The stillest test is having two units side-by-side

displaying the same picture. Most RGB TTL

monitors provide a readable, though not

necessarily sh.irp, picture. The difference shows

mostly in text, and is less t ritual with most color

monitors today th.in a t OUple ot years ago. The

resolution ol newel I < !A and VGA monitors will

compare very well with even a good

monochrome monltoi

What To Look For
When shopping for .i nxinih.i make Mire it

will handle the display signal configuration ol

your computer. Monot hmrne oi i olorf

Composite or RGB? Analog or IFl\ ( GA EGA
or VGA? Will the sockets m.iu h 01 is then an

adapter cable provided?

Many inexpensive monitors ,nr perfei tl>

adequate for use with the older low pru ed home
computers (Commodore 64/128, Apple II, Atari

8-bit, etc.) However, if your computer piodtues

80 characters on a line, and very high-resolution

graphics (640 dots on a line compared to the

typical 256 dots on a line for older home

computers), a high-resolution monitor is re-

quired for a good display. Some 50-called

"medium resolution" monitors will display .ill

the characters, but although they might be

readable, they will not be sharp and clear. I his

can be very tiring to your eyes.

When shopping for a monochrome monitor

look for specifications like "18 mHz bandpass

or "2000 character display", or "80 x !
•

Characters", or "650 lines of resolution" (highet

is better in all cases.)

For a color monitor, look for a bandpass ot no

less than 1 2mHz and a dot-pitch no greater than

.39 mm. Although a lower bandpass and highei

dot pitch will still give you a readable picture

text will be tiresome to read. If your only interest

is graphics and games, you may find "looser"

specifications perfectly adequate, and lower in

cost.

The best test is tft hook up the monitor you n

considering to your computer to be sure ol h.mi

ware capatibility, then fill the screen wiih te\i

and judge by the sharpness of the characters.

the screen. The monitor does not ilsell prod

c haracters or graphics. This is all done within \h

computer and merely displayed on the monitOf

Therefore, the better the monitor "resolution

the clearer the display.

Composite monitors are designed lo l

television standards, and are sometimi

"NTSC", since they comply with tMi

created by the National television

Committee.

Things were pretty simple > ll

color or monochrome C0fTip< ,
-

monitor, plugged it into the K( \ |#

back of your computer, and •

good picture. As a matter >' mm

8-bit computers (the older

Commodores) still use ( ompcnitr

today. M
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PSI...The New Wave

in
VidGame Software

Introduces

The
Rebellion's Over!

Your Mission:
Terminate the Rebels of Hollerith.

Your Role:

You dre the latest in Cyborg

Technology.

You are ... a Cyber Cop
& The Rebels

are Ready for You.

• Fast Action Arcade Adventure

• Full Spectrum Color Animation

• 3-D Spritable Characters

• Life-Like Battle Environments

• Plays in 3 Domains:
Atmospheric • Geosphere • Aquatic

• Realistic Sound Effects

• Quick Manual Response

• Choice of Play Longevity

vs. Higher Point Scores

• For IBM PC/XT/AT Commodore
64/128, Apple 2 + /E/C. On diskette.

TM

For Information, Write or Call:

Federsen Systems. Ir

COMIMG SOON!

2 N. Highview Ave. • Nanuet, NY 10954

(914) 623-2245
©1988 Pedersen Systems. Inc.

mm
1UE REBEL UNIVERSE

ed alert. The siren sounds. The crew of the

Enterprise reports to battle stations. With

_ _ weapons readied, you track enemy ves-

sels. Chekov confirms your orders to lock phasers

on target. But wait—could the attackers be Fed-

eration ships?

In Star Trek®: The Rebel Universe, you control the

Starship Enterprise, while Captain Kirk and his six

trusted officers help you resist an insidious

Klingon scheme which could overthrow the Fed-

eration. This graphic adventure brings the crew

of the Enterprise face to face with Klingons,

Romulans, and hostile Federation renegades

under Klingon mind control. Available for the

Atari ST—and now also for IBM, Tandy, Com-
paq, and compatible computers!

Tjraprac
-

I

THE REMl UNIVERSE

-

*

1

1

—
j|^~~^p|

^-1— N

SPECIAL OFFER:
For a limited time (while supplies last), Simon and

Schuster Software can bring the Enterprise to you.
We've created a replica of the Enterprise in the

form of an inflatable mobile. Sure to become
a collector's item, this mobile is only avail-
able to purchasers of specially marked
packages of Star Trek: The Rebel Universe.

Available at your local

computer software dealer, or call:

1-800-624-0023 (National)
1-800-624-0024 (New Jersey)

Copyright© 19H8 Paramount Pictures Corporation. All Rights Reserved.

STAR TREK is a registered Trademark of Paramount Pictures Corporation.

The Enterprise is a Trademark of Paramount Pictures Corporation.

Screens shown above are from the Atari ST version. ~.
r n , . , .. __
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You're in Seoul, Korea sweating

alongside the world's greatest athletes.

Or the Canadian Rockies facing finely-

tuned challengers who've waited a

lifetime for a shot at the gold.

You're geared up. You're set.

You're playing The Games.

SUMMER EDITION:
Eight events that test your power,

skill and guts.

Relive the heart pounding

excitement experienced by the 1988

U.S. OlympicTeam.

Sprint down a 110 meter track,

clearing hurdles in a fraction of a

second. Orjam your pole in the plan;

ing box and vault over a cross bar.

Hold a handstand in the Rings

competition, straining every rausc

in your arms. Follow up with a perfect

triple twist in the diving event.

Then try for another medal or

two in Sprint Cycling, HammerThrow,

Uneven Parallel Bars or Archery. It's

your chance to make history.

games
to earn an

official

licensefrom

1988 US.

WINTER EDITION:
Set world records without

leaving home.

Race down a snowy slope or

jump off one. Ski a slalom or cross-

country course. Speed skate, figure

skate, cruise the luge at 95 mph.

Then see what the judges think of

your heroic efforts.

To keep your pulse racing

regardless of temperature, The

Games feature exciting sound

effects, dramatic camera angles,

first person views and 3-D imagery.

Plus the traditional pageantry

colorful flags, opening, closing and

awards ceremonies— staged in

realistic settings.

Take on the computer or your

friends. (Up to eight can play, each

representing a different country.

)

And to make the action even more

heated, play with an EPYX high

performance joystick.

You'll find that The Games will

keep you in the mountains, in the

water and on the edge of your seat all

year long.

tore 64/128. Apple I! & Compatibles,

sh, IBM & Compatibles, Amiga.

PYX, Inr. AUTHORIZED
MJANT TO 36 U.S.C., SECTION 380.

Jcreeni md Commodore and IBM.

Circle Reader Service Number 38.



Now you and your Mac can play on
the greatest golf courses in the world!

LEADER BOARD

Now you have the opportunity to play the same courses that have

challenged golfs greatest legends. "WORLD CLASS" LEADERBOARD
features three famous 18-hole golf courses and each hole authentically

reproduces the distance, traps, trees, rough and water hazards of:

• St. Andrews - "The Most Revered Course in Golf"

• Doral Country Club - "The Florida Blue Monster"

• Cypress Creek - "The Largest and the Finest"

The fourth course, designed specifically for "WORLD CLASS" is the

"GAUNTLET COUNTRY CLUB". Only those who have mastered the

best courses in the world should expect to come close to par at "THE
GAUNTLET".

"WORLD CLASS" will challenge you with the same strategy and option

decisions you face in your real game. And because the look and feel are so

life-like, it may improve your actual golf game as well!

The Course Architect is an exciting feature that allows you to create your

own special golf courses for the most demanding of players. Other

outstanding features include:

• Ultra-fast screen updatesi

• Scorecard Printout.

• Realistic digitized animation.

• Incredibly detailed digitized trees and shrubs.

• Practice Putting Green and Driving Range.

• Digitized sound.

• Top View (A birds-eye view of the course and your current position).

• Course Architect that allows you to design your own golf course.

• One to four players can compete at three different playing levels.

• Choice of club, distance, type of shot (hook, slice or putting).

Also available to go with your "WORLD CLASS"
LEADERBOARD are:

Grounds

of the Mad

Overlord

The First Scenario

Available for:

• Apple
• IBM PC

or compatible
• IBM PS/2
• C64/128
Macintosh

Knight of

Diamonds

The Second Scenario

Available for:

• Apple
• IBM PC
or compatible

• IBM PS/2
• C64/128

Legacy of

Llylgamyif

The Third Scenario
*

Available for:

• Apple
• IBM PC

or compatible
• IBM PS/2
• C64I128

The Return

of Werdna®

The Fourth S

Available for:

• IBM PC
or compatil

i IBM PS/2

I
I

I

Wizardry's four superior scenarios

challenge you to overcome devious tricks

and sudden traps, strange and mysteri-

ous encounters, maze upon maze of

puzzles, stimulating and intricate sub-

plots and sophisticated themes. Ingenious multi-

level mind-bending tests abound with vile

creatures, unspeakable villains, courageous

adventurers and strong allies to hinder and

help you achieve ultimate victory.

=1lzbi=l-4
Sir-tech Software, Inc.,

P.O. Box 245, Ogdensburg, NY 13669

(315) 393-6633

TT l

araciers from Proving Grounds ollhe Mad Overlord required for Knight of Diamonds and Legacy of Llylgamyn
;

™ Registered trademark of Sir lech 5

Copyright by Sir-tech Software. Inc. ; Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc ; Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Comp
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines; C64 and C1 28 are registered trademarks ol Commodore Internalioi
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Among others, the IBM PC has changed that.

With the IBM's "open architecture", you install

a circuit board (frequently called a "card") to

determine the display characteristics and the

type of monitor required. The remainder ol this

article is about the various display boards used

on the IBM PC.

Monochrome Display Adapter

If you use the Monochrome Display Adapter

(MDA), you get one-color high-resolution

characters only. This includes regular text

characters plus the "extended character set" to

provide single and double border lines.

However, you can't use the MDA tor true

graphics, like circles and slanted lines.

The MDA provides exceptionally sharp

characters. Each character is formed within a

7-dot wide by 9-dot high matrix in a Spa< e9 dots

wide by 14-dots high. This provides two dots of

horizontal spacing between standard e harat tors,

and five dots vertically, which eliminates

crowding. The borderline characters, a\u\ some

other characters, use the entire space. There an*

80 characters on a line, and 25 lines. Ii you work

out the numbers, you'll see this takes a resolu-

tion of 80 x 9 or 720 dots across and 25 \ 14 or

350 dots high. This is called 720 x 350.

To get this resolution for their monochrome

display monitor, IBM modifier! the standard TV

vertical and horizontal scan frequencies (60 and

15,750 cycles per second, respectively) to 50

and 18,432 cycles per second to produce more

"pixels" (picture elements or dots) on the

screen. Also, to reduce interference from signa

mixing, they directly used the computer's digita

5-volt signal levels (called "TTL" for Transistor-

Transistor-Logic).

This means if you use an MDA board, you'll

need to have a TTL monochrome monitor

designed to receive video, intensity, horizontal

synchronizaion ("sync") and vertical sync

signals on individual pins, and with the non-

NYSC vertical and horizontal st an rates. Monitor

manufacturers produce compatible TTL

monitors at a much lower price than IBM's. The

monitor cable has a trapexoidal-shaped 9-pin

plug.

IBM Color and Graphics

With the Color Graphics Adapter (CCA) you

get limited graphics and up to lb colors (actual-

ly, eight colors with two intensity levels for

each). While you can now do true graphics

there are some serious color and resolution

restrictions.

In the highest resolution mode, you can have

640 dots across and 200 high. With 80

characters on a line, and 25 lines, that means

each character space is 8-dots wide and 8-dots

high. In order to leave horizontal and vertical

spacing between characters, the characters are

< onfined to a 5-dot by 7-dot matrix. This yields

poorly defined characters compared to the MDA
mode of 7 by c

) tor each character. While you

can get 16 colors of text with this resolution, you

get no graphics. Ii you want graphics in high

resolution, you go to monochrome! In lower

resolution, 320 by 200, you can get graphics and

text in eight < olors-but only four colors at a time.

The CGA board has two output jacks on the

back. The RCA jack is for monochrome com-

posite video, but it shows only four shades oi

brightness to represent the 16 possible colors, so

some color combinations "disappear." Further

more, with some programs, text is completely

unreadable from this output.

The other jack on the CGA board is a 9-pin

lack identical in appearance to the one on the

MDA monochrome card. I his jack is tor a

relatively expensive TTL-level RGB (Red-Green-

Blue) color monitor. This monitor operates at the

standard TV sweep frequencies o< 60 cycles per

second for vertical and 1 5,750 eye les per second

for horizontal. Be careful! Since the scan rates

and pin connections for MDA and CGA adapters

are different, you could injure your monitor by

plugging it into the wrong card! What genius at

IBM decided to use the same kind of socket for

both - and also, as you'll see later. EGA?

Grayscaler

There is a way to use a monochrome com-

posite monitor with a CGA card and show 16

shades of brightness - one lor each color. Con-

tact Avocado Computer, I7T>2 Yorkshire Ave.,

Suite 12. Yorba Linda, CA 92686 {Phone

714-528-1025) for information about their

$39.95 "Grayscaler". It simply plugs into the

CGA RGB connector and the compisite monitor

cable plugs into it. No hardware or sottware

modifications are required.

It is hard to find a composite NTSC

monochrome monitor these days. How can you

tell which is which? Look at the input connector.

A composite NTSC monitor has (m RCA input

jack. It may have more than one, and may have

an audio input jack as well. TTL monitors are

recognized by their trapezoidal-shaped 9-pin

input jac k.

Hercules

The so c ailed "Hercules Board" is named after

the company that added monochrome graphics

to the 720 by 350 MDA resolution. Many com-

panies produce Hercules-compatible boards,

which have become the standard for IBM

monochrome. However, to do graphics requires

special programming. This is provided in the

sottware you buy if it says "Hercules compati-

ble" or some such similiar expression.

EGA and VGA
Not content with the poor resolution and

limited colors available with CGA, IBM has

produced two more sophisticated graphic

boards -EGA (Enhanced Graphic Adapter) and

VGA (Video Graphics Array). Dozens of com-

peting manufacturers make boards that accept

these standards and go beyond them. Typically,

EGA and VGA boards are also downward-

compatible to the previous CGA and MDA stan-

dards, and also usually handle Hercules as well.

EGA is rapidly becoming the industry stan-

dard. It produces 16-color graphics with 640 by

350 resolution, but requires a special RGB TTL

monitor with a high horizontal sweep rate

(2 1 ,800 cycles per second), and a sensing circuit

to drop this rate to 15,750 cycles per second

when CGA is being used. The character space is

8 by 14 dots as compared to MDA's and

. I lercules' 9 by 14 dots. Be careful-this still uses a

9-pin connector!

The VGA is usable only with 80286 and 80386

equipped computers, such as the IBM AT and

some PS/2 models. It can display 256 colors from

a palette of 262,144 at a 320 by 200 dot resolu-

tion, and 16 colors from the same palette of

262,144 tor a 640 by 480 dot resolution.

Characters spaces are 8 by 16 dots. Another

special monitor is required - an RGB analog

operating with a horizontal frequency of 31 ,500

cycles per second. The VGA adapter uses a

15-pin connector.

What Do You Meed?
With tew exceptions CGA will run just about

anything you want. Some programs also support

EGA. and will look better, but will also run in

EGA. A notable exception is Spectrum

HoloByte's "FALCON AT", which requires

BOTH an AT computer (80286 microprocessor

and EGA as a minimum.

By Fred Blechman
I've just spent hours playing the part of an F-14

Tomcat Navy fighter pilot with an inexpensive

arcade game called Top Gun. Available for the

IBM PC and Atari ST from Thunder Mountain
(Mindscape's "low-end" label), I tested ihe IBM
version (which sells for only $ 9.95!) and found il

/Very compelling.

Here we are back in combat again - with a

vengeance! In this program you actually have a

split screen display, with the left side looking

through the windshield of Player 1 (which is the

computer in a single-player game), and the right

side shows the view through Player 2's wind-

shield.

An INSTALL program allows Top Gunto be

made self-booting on the 5-1/4" copy-protected

floppy disk. No mention is made of availability

on a 3-1/2" microdiskette. A CGA board is

required. The instructions don't tell you this, but

if you have BOTH monochrome and CGA
boards in your PC, you'll have to add the

MODE.COM file from your DOS disk, and add

MODE CO80 to your AUTOEXEC.BAT file on
the Top Gun disk to make it self-executing.

You are Maverick, the top fighter pilot in the

Navy. Your F-14 Tomcat is a high-powered,

highly maneuverable craft equipped with can-

non, Sidewinder missiles and high -heat

magnesium flares to decoy enemy missiles. At

the start ot the program (after selecting the player

options) a split-screen shows both your aircraft

carrier and the enemy carrier. Both aircraft then

take off, and your screen changes to the split-

screen cockpit views, with you engaging the

enemy fighter plane in a deadly, hi-tech

dogfight.

The upper portion of each screen shows a

weapons sight and a horizon with no landscape

features. Unfortunately, there is no sky/sea

reference other than a horizon line. When you

roll beyond 90 degrees you can get disoriented

and not know if you're right-side up or upside

down. This, couples with the extremely agile

rolling capability of this aircraft, makes it easy to

overcontrol into a series of rolls. If you let the

controls alone, the aircraft rights itself

automatically.

At the center of each screen the weapons sight

appears. You see a cross-hair sight when can-

nons are armed, a square sight when you have

the missiles armed, or no sight when you are

ready to protect yourself from an enemy missile

by dropping a decoy flare.

At the top of each screen two digital readings

appear. On the left is the altitude in feet, and on
the right is the airspeed in mach number.

The lower portion of each screen has a

number of indicators. A miniature side view of

the aircraft is used as a pitch (nose up/down)

indicator. You can go straight up or straight

down, but no loops. The F-14 climbs and dives

very rapidly, and it is easy to carelessly crash into

the si\i

A cannon temperature indicator lets you know
when your cannons will quit from overheating if

tiring continuously. It takes 25 direct hits for a

plane to be shot down, and a damage indicator

shows that status. When a plane is finally shot

down, it spins uncontrollably.

Another indicator tells whether the enemy
plane is above or below. One of the most impor-

tant indicators is a radar display that shows the

distance and direction to the enemy plane.

There's a thrust level indicator and selected

weapon indicator as well as a missile lock-on

indicator.

When your start the program, you are allowed
to select keyboard or computer for Player 1 , and
keyboard or joystick for Player 2. Only Player 2

is able to use a joystick.

I tried four different joysticks. They were all

too touchy with Top Gun in the turning function.

I lound myself rolling over and over whenever I

tried to make a steep turn. It took very small

movement to overcontrol with a joystick, so I

ended up using the keyboard. Even with the
keyboard, control is uneven. If you stop using

keyboard commands, the plane quickly
stabilizes in a level position. This means you
have to constantly be pushing keys to maintain
any attitude except straight and level. This keeps
you involved, typical of an arcade game.

I'd suggest practicing by setting both players to

the keyboard, with you as Player 2. The program
takes some getting used to, and it's easier if you
have Player 1 flying straight and level instead of

chasing you and shooting you down!
Once you have the idea and a little practice,

set Player 1 to computer, and you become
Player 2 with the keyboard. This is quite

challenging, although with practice I was able to

shoot down the computer consistently - though
not easily.

Using the radar, you locate your enemy and

maneuver into position to fire on him. You can

climb, dive, turn and roll to line up the enemy in

your cannon or missile sight. As you get closer,

the enemy plane quickly grows from a dot to a

detailed 3-D F-14 Tomcat aircraft in actual

relative position. It the enemy plane turns,

climbs or rolls, the image changes size and

perspective accordingly! This level of graphic

sophistication is surprising in such an inexpen-

sive program, and greatly adds to the realism. It's

too bad this graphic skill was not also used to

differentiate the sea from the sky, to prevent roll

disorientation.

While things are happening on the right

screen, the left screen (your enemy's windshield

and instrument panel) is just as active. You will

frequently see your F-14 lined up in the enemy's

gunsight! That's the time to get outa' there by

turning, climbing or diving, all of which you'

see in real time. Also, despite the graphic detail

of both planes, things happen at true arcade

speed, even on my plain-vanilla standard-speed

4.77 mHz PC/XT.

I found that cannons were easiest to use and
gave you the most hits, but since it takes 25 hits

to down the enemy plane, you have to chase

him around a lot. On the other hand, missiles

frequently down the enemy with one shot.

However, before firing the missile you are

required to "lock-on" with the enemy aircraft in

your sights for three seconds. That isn't easy if

the enemy is maneuvering. Also, the enemy can
drop a flare to divert the missile.

Fighting against the computer was challeng-

ing, but winnable. It seemed to me the computer
missed some good shots, but got better as the

dogfight progressed. I suspect that playing

against another live opponent is even more
exciting.

The program is supplied in a stiff transparent

plastic folder designed for rack display. The
documentation consists of a large folded sheet

with what amounts to twelve 5" x 5" pages,

well-written and adequately illustrated. The dif-

ferent keyboard controls for the IBM PC, PCjr

and Tandy 1000 are clearly defined.

The discreet use of sound added to the visual

effects without beinfi annoying. Music was
played during the ipitalization, with different

sounds for cannon, rfissile, and "kill" actions. I

was absolutely fascinated with this program,

both from the challenging and technical aspects.

Name: Top Gun
Type: F-14 Tomcat Arcade Game
Formats: IBM PC/XT/Jr., Atari ST

Publisher: Thunder Mountain (Mindscape)

Designer: Jon Woods
Ages: 10 to adult

t
Requirements: CGA graphics, 128K

* Players: One or two
Prices: IBM $9.95; Atari ST $14.95

Ability Level:

Packaging:

Documentation:
Graphics:

Realism:

Playability:

CP Rating:

Beginner-Interm t -di< itr

Fait hi
Average (6)

Very Good (li)

Goodi
Very Gotxt (

AM
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Vietnam Action At Home

Over the past year, a lot of arcade games have

made it home to the personal computer because

of the efforts of Data East. The company has

translated its most popular titles into home

versions for the serious arcade game lovers,

including Karate Champ, Kung-Fu Master,

Speed Buggy, Kid Niki and Karnov. More

recently, Data East has been devoting a lot of

time to the development and marketing of an

original title that was designed directly for the

home computer market, rather than translated

from the arcade. Ironically, this game is their

best. As an arcade game based loosely upon the

movie of the same name, Platoon aims for

higher success than any of the other games

released by Data East.

Platoon is made up of six sections, each

requiring different arcade skills to succeed.

Some of the sections are very short and can be

finished quickly. Others take a while to get used

to and may take a considerably longer time than

the other sections to complete. Keep in mind

that time in an arcade game is very short. A game

that lasts twenty or thirty minutes is considered

long. All the sections of Platoon put together

reach that length. However, some sections only

last four or five minutes, as opposed to the 10

minutes others take. That half hour won't be

spent bo red -I can guarantee that.

Data East spent a lot of time on promoting

Platoon and announced the game months in

advance of its release to get people interested in

the game. All this effort did not go to waste.

Platoon is a very fast-paced game, with great

graphics, easy-to-use joystick controls and music

that steadily grows in tempo as you get closer to

the finale. The atmosphere that Platoon creates

is that of the movie and the game play revolves

around the story of that award-winning motion

picture. Because each section of Platoon has dif-

ferent game play, it is easier to analyze the game

in pieces. So here goes nothing.

Although the game is descirbed as having six

sections, which it indeed does, there are five

times that the computer must load a section up

from the disk. Sections 3 through 6 are loaded

separately and involve distinct scenes, but

Section 1 and 2 are linked together onscreen.

Section 1 is the Jungle and Section 2 is the

Village in Platoon. You have a five-man platoon

that you can control in these sections of the

game and you can switch from one man to

another as desired. The plot is that you must

escape the jungle and a large patrol that is

following your men. You prevent the enemy's

advancement by finding explosives and blowing

up a bridge to prevent their crossing. After blow-

ing up the bridge, you go to the Vietnamese

village, where you look in huts for a flashlight

(even thought it says "torch" in the manual),

map and trap door that leads to Section 3. You

get to the village by moving your man past the

bridge; so, in this regard, the two sections are

connected into one long sequence that takes ten

minutes to complete.

It takes a while to get used to the joystick in the

jungle and Village sections. You guide one man

through different screens and along different

paths in the jungle that strongly resemble one

segment of Aliens: The Computer Game. The

paths of the jungle go left, right, up and down,

with a new screen coming up when you move in

a vertical direction. Trees sometimes block your

movements and you have to retreat. Although

the manual suggests that you map the jungle,

you neither have the time or the need to do so.

?

The game moves too fast to stop and draw lines

on a piece of paper. With enough experimenta-

tion, you will have the correct route through the

jungle memorized and you can move on to

bigger and better things.
1

The joystick moves your soldier in the four

directions and the fire button lets a bullet fly

from your gun. Enemy soldiers are constantly

chasing you, falling out oi trees, coming out of

trap doors in the jungle's floor and generally

getting in the way. You have to take them out as

soon as they appear, while you are moving, to

have any success, for you still must find your

way through the maze. Along the way, you'll

also encounter trip wires across the path. You

must hop over these carefully. Normally, when

shot by the Vietnamese soldiers, you take a hit-

Each of your five platoon members can take only

four hits before given a "retired in action" status.

A trip wire kills a soldier instantly. These are the

most dangerous things you'll encounter in the

jungle.

You can easily switch to another soldier if the

one you're currently using has three hits, in

order to preserve as many men as possible. The

joystick controls the soldier fluidly. However, I

have a couple of minor complaints about the

jungle part of the game. The trip wires

sometimes appear in front of the verticle path

leading up or down "out of screen." This means

-that you instantly die if you try to go in that direc-

tion bacause you can't get on the path over the

wire. I found a remedy to this problem. Go back

the way you came until the wire is off-screen.

When you return, the wire will either be gone or

on a different part of the path. A bigger com-

plaint is the random placement of wires and
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The evil Shogun Kunitoki has slaughtered the entire Brotherhood of the White Ninja.
You alone survive. And you—alone—must avenge the Brotherhood.

Prepare for action and adventure. Find your way to Kunitoki's distant fortress. Scale
mountains. Cross raging rivers. From the vivid Wilderness to the grim Dungeons, six
animated landscapes will take your breath away—if you live to see them.

. . ."One of the finest martial arts games we've ever
seen"

—Computer Entertainer

"Far above anything like it on the market."
—Commodore Magazine

"A +—Graphics that rival Amiga games"
—Run

"Watch where you're swinging those nunchukas"
—Info

Now available for
IBM/Tandy, Apple II,

Apple IIGS, and
Commodore 64/128.
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snipers in the ground that sometimes places

them behind bushes along the path that give the

game a 3-D effect. Because these elements are

hidden, you don't see the soldier or wire and

lose hits or a life. Data East should have

prevented this situation from happening,

because I lost many a good man in this way until

I memorized the quickest route through the

jungle and thus lessened the chances of such an

occurrence.

Vietnamese soldiers constantly attack you in

Platoon, throughout the entire game. They are

nowhere quicker or sneaker than in the jungle.

You have to deftly move the joystick to beat this

section. In particular, you must be able to turn

around, duck and fire at enemies that come from

behind to avoid getting too many hits. Because

of the many enemy soldiers, people may get

discouraged with the first section. Keep trying-it

only took me fifteen minutes to master the

movements. Along the way you sometimes

happen across yellow boxes. These take away a

hit for any soldier. When you see one, quickly

switch to the soldier that has the most hits and

pick up the box. His hit count will be reduced by

one. If you preserve all of your men until you

reach the bridge, you will be able to restore all of

them to perfect health. Every soldier you hit after

the bridge and before you enter the village drops

a yellow box. By switching soldiers, you should

be able to bring everyone back up to health.

The village is nothing more that seven or eight

huts that you must enter. The controls are the

same for your soldier, with one difference.

When you enter a hut, by pushing up on the

joystick in front of an object, a description of the

item is given to you. Some objects are booby-

trapped and will kill a man instantly like the

wire. But, unlike the wires, these booby traps are

not controlled by randomness-they are in the

same hut every game. In these huts, you must

find a map (of the tunnels you are about to

enter), a flashlight and the trap door leading to

the tunnels. There is really nothing to this section

of Platoon. One additional feature is the inclu-

sion of Vietnamese villagers. If you shoot them, a

morale indicator lowers. Your game ends

whenever your morale drops to zero in any of

the sections. This happens by taking too many

hits and/or shooting too many villagers.

After finding the trap door in a hut, you enter

Section 3, the Tunnel Network. The screen in

this section is divided in half, with the left half

showing a first-person view, a la Bard's Tale, of

the tunnels and the right half showing the map

%

that you found. You turn left and right and move

forward in these tunnels with the left, right and

up directions of the joystick. Your movements

are duplicated by an arrow on the map. Occa-

sionally, the enemy pops into view and the

crosshair that is constantly on the screen musi be

used to shoot the soldier by placing the crosshair

over the man and firing. Unfortunately, you must

conserve bullets in these and all remaining

sections of the game. This is where the rooms in

the tunnels come into play.

In these rooms, you are safe from enemy fire

(except in one room) and there are objects that

you must examine-similar to the huts. You must

find an unblocked exit, two boxes of flares and a

compass to escape the tunnels, but there are also

extra ammunition and medical supplies to

restore your bullets to full potential and remove

a hit respectively. It is easier to navigate the

tunnels than the jungle. Once you find the

rooms you need to visit, subsequent plays of the

game will go a lot quicker. I always make it to

the exit by the skin of my teeth and with a couple

of bullets. You only get two men with which to

finish Section 3, so make them count.

Section 4 takes you out of the tunnels and

into The Bunker. It is night time and you are be-

ing attacked in your bunker by soldiers hiding

behind partially obscuring bushes and trees. This

section is slightly more difficult than the Village

section. You use a crosshair again to aim at the

enemy and must conserve flares and bullets.

Since the screen is dark, you must fire a flare gun

to see your foe. Each flare gun lasts a few $

seconds, so be very judicious in your use of the

night lights. Using the crosshair is very easy. That

is because you are supposed to concentrate

more on the goal of the section than the inter-

face - a nice thing to see in a game.

Section 5 is the most difficult and highest-

paced section of the game. In this section called

The )ungle, you see the foliage from a different

perspective. You move your man up and down

the screen, avoiding obstacles and enemy fire, as

well as left and right at the top of the screen to

get to a different "square" of the jungle (just like

in the arcade game Contra). The compass shows

which direction you are facing and a timer

counts down 1 hours-how long you have to get

to a foxhole before the napalm air strike that is

scheduled to hit your area of the jungle. Came

play is difficlt because there is so much going on

at once, but once again joystick controls are

fluid.

The final section is called The Foxhole and you

must hit the renegade Sergent Barnes with five

grenades to eliminate the traitor so that you can

take cover in the foxhole before the napalm

strike. You simply must avoid his fire and throw

some grenades back at him. The controls are just

like in Section 5. You move up and down the

screen as well as left and right. After getting in

the foxhole, you are given a finale that is worth

all of the efforts to finish the game. After finishing

Platoon once, you will be compelled to try again

to get a higher score. The game is definitely

addictive.

Platoon is one of the better efforts to be

released in a while. The game play is great, with

varying areas of difficulty to accomodate all

tastes. The game requires well-rounded joystick

skills for success and boasts a great soundtrack

and lifelike graphics to add that extra

"something". Although certain parts may

require more practice than others, Platoon is

neither too hard nor too easy. The only thing that

stopped me from trying Platoon again was hav-

ing to write this review. The following of the plot

of the movie, inclusion of the morale meter and

other elements go along with the attempt at

preservation of sanity that was so evident in the

motion picture. Ultimately, Platoon turns out to

be an original arcade game for the home com-

puter that keeps you as enthralled as those

quarter-eaters in the shopping malls do.

Name: Platoon

Type: Arcade

Formats: C64, IBM, ST
Publisher: Data East

Designers: Ocean Software

Ages: 10 and above
# Players: One only

Price: $2935 (C64), $39.95 (IBM),

$44.95 (ST)

Difficulty:

Packaging:
Documentation.

Graphics/Text:

Playability:

CP Rating:

Intermediate

Aoerage (6)

Average (6)

Excellent (9)

Good (8)

7.75
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By H. Bloom

It won't be long— NASA estimates now that il

will be 1 995 -before the first Space Station will

be assembled in low Earth orbit. It will take

immense effort and coordination of many skills,

plus billions of dollars. Someone has to manage

this entire project. Spate M*A*X lets you be that

person.

The scenario ottered in this detailed simulation

is that the world's first commercial (not govern-

ment) Space Station is to be constructed and

operated in low Earth orbit. A corporation,

Space M'A'X Enterprises, has been formed

exclusively for this venture, with funding trom

many large companies.

Space M*A*X has developed c\n inventory <>t

Space Station modules for launch, assembly and

operation in space. The special products that

can only be manufactured with unique

processes that depend upon the low vacuum

and near weightlessness of space— special

medicines, metals, glass, alloys, chemical com-

pounds—have a ready market on Earth, and can

be produced for a profit if all goes well

Your assignment, as Simulator ( )perator (think

of this as Program Manager) is to direct the entire

program- This involves launch o( the com-

ponents, assembly and operation ot the space

M'A'X Space Station within a defined time

schedule and budget. Your resources include

Space Shuttles, Heavy-Lift launch Vehu les,

Space Station modules, flight crews, assembly

and operating crews, consumables (like food.

water, oxygen, etc.), a project budget, and .i

fixed number of days to complete the project.

If you are within budget and ahead ol

schedule, look for a big bonus in you already-

good paycheck. You can also participate in

profit sharing, it there is any. You can also gel

tired!

M*A'X, in case you're wondering, stands lor

(look at the capital letters) Materials pro* easing,

Astrophysics, experimental.

The Operator's Manual
Your first assignment is to get intimately

acquainted with the 138-page Space M'A'X
Operator's Manual. This will take some time,

since it contains an enormous amount ot detail,

much of which you will need to intelligently run

this simulation. The whole first section of the

manual is a short course in shuttle and space

station technology at a relatively non-technical

level —but comprehensive enough lor use as a

reference to follow actual spa* e flights in the

news.

The 6-3/4" by 9-3/4" bound Manual is

beautifully printed, with lots ol color and

monochrome photos, illustrations and screens.

and clearly written text. Actually, I don't recall

ever seeing a more impressive soitware manual.

Anti Piracy Protection

Space M*A*X is provided on three colored

5-1/4" diskettes— one each ot red, blue and

black. 3.5" microdiskettes are available for $3.

Although there is no copying protection (making

it easy to install Space M*A*X on a hard disk

£

system) you can't use the program unless you

have the actual Manual that came with the disks.

You are asked three questions, including the

color of a randomly selected part ot a color

photo or illustration in the Manual. Also, a

section of the start-up red disk contains the

Manual number, and they are compared during

the security check.

Tutorial

Space M*A*X is complex. You cant just

bumble through U <mm\ expect to get very tar.

However, with a little training you can rapidly

get the feel ot what's happening. In the latest

version of Space M*A*X, Version 2.1. an ex-

cellent tutorial is included. While the tutorial

doesn't replace the Manual, it will save you con-

siderable time and possible frustration.

The tutorial is available right after you clear the

security (anti-piracy) check. You don't get a lot

of options, but you can go through selecting

modules, launch and assembly in space. A

number of very informative text screens lead you

through each stage of the operation, ^v\ the

typical operational screens appear as in the

regular program. You even get to use the cursor

keys (no joystick in the tutorial) to move and

assemble station modules.

The "Real" Thing
After going through the tutorial a few times to

get the feel ot Space M*A*X, you can start a new

protect. Here you get to make a lot of choices.

You select a level of difficulty, with Level 1
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Role-Playing at its Finest

By Cheryl Peterson

QUESTRON II is a fantasy role-playing game
in which you explore terrain, fight the various

monsters you run into and build up a character

capable of meeting the game's final challenge. In

the original Questron, with the help of Merson
--a powerful wizard (Mantor) and recover the

"Book of Magic." In Questron II, you must

destroy the evil book by going back in time and
preventing Mantor and his henchman from

creating it.

With only the knowledge of your quest and a

few hints provided in the manual, you are off to

explore the new world to which you have- been
transported by Mesron's magic. Mesron will help

you with the Quest if you can find a way to

communicate with him. You must gather infor-

mation about your quest so you will know how
to proceed at each step of the game. The
cathedrals, dungeons, tombs and castles you ex-

plore contain "keys" to accomplishing the

quest. Many items can only be gained by suc-

cessfully navigating the most dangerous areas of

the game. A couple of items can only be had by

overcoming a large number of opponents in a

short period of time.

Ways exist to improve your characters'

statistics making him better able to survive the

hazards of the quest. As you defeat opponents
you gather gold which can be used to buy better

weapons and armor. Not everyone you meet is

inimicable to you, though, so you might try talk-

ing before fighting.

As your character grows so does the value and
usefulness of the items he can buy. Towns are

good sources of food, weapons, armor, transpor-

tation and other necessities of life, though these

items can sometimes be found in other areas.

Magic is available to your character, if you can
afford the gold needed to buy spells. If you are so

inclined you can try your hand at games of

chance (my favorite is blackjack) to try to in-

crease your meager gold supply.

If you can find it, there is a source of maps
available within the game. Once found, the

mapmaker will display complete maps of the

surface and the tombs. These maps do not

include the dungeon layouts or Mantor's lair.

Have something ready to make copies of the

maps with, since they can't be repeated at will.

I played the game on two different computer
systems: the Commodore 64 and the Amiga. The
game was very similar on both machines, though
of course the Commodore 64 disk drives were
quite a slower. Unlike many game ports this one
was not a simple copy to the more advanced
machine. Rather the graphics and sounds were
substantially improved and took advantage of

the marvelous effects that can be accomplished
with the Amiga. This takes nothing away from

the C-64 version which is very well done within

the constraints of that machine. The graphics

and sound were great on both machines. The
dungeon views took a bit of adjusting to, but that

is the way they should work. You actually do get

a feeling that you are wandering down endless

corridors. The three-dimensional effect is quite

nice. Using primitive animation techniques, the

monsters actually look like they are moving as

they approach you in the Amiga version.

If you find a specific object while exploring the

first dungeon, it will create a magic map as you
move through the various levels of each
dungeon. This makes it much easier to return to

the surface once you've found what you need
from the dungeon. The map shows a layout of

the corridors you explored with arrows
indicating where you can go up and down to

new levels. Traps and treasure are identified as

well. Once a treasure has been taken, its

representation disappears from the map. This

can be especially useful if you want to leave

some treasures to be picked upon your way out.

It's a good idea to search for traps each time you
enter a new corridor. If they spring on you, the

damage is usually heavy.

Since I am one of those people who hates to

make a map as I'm exploring, I thought the easy

availability of maps were great! Those who like

to make their own maps may be disappointed to

have this feature.

The game is not copy protected so you can
make backups of both the game and character

disks. This makes it much easier to play. If you
have several copies oi your character disk and
make a "fatal" error in your play, you can

always go back and restart from the last place

where you saved the game.

lor those familiar with Richard Garriott's

Ultima games the user interface for Questron II

will seem very familiar. The command set and
scrolling background are almost identical to

those used by Ultima l-IV and in the original

Questron. Easy to remember one-key com-
mands are used to move your character about
and interact with the "characters" in the game.
An onscreen help menu refreshes your memory
about the commands available. You onlv need

to press the first letter of the command to

activate it. If you have a mouse or joystick hitch-

ed up to your system you can just point to the

command you want to activate it. If you want to

repeat the last command you can just hit the

"RETURN" key.

The game takes several ciays to complete, even
if you play for many hours each day. I played it

through twice and even knowing how to play, it

still took a couple of days. There is a short-

cut/trick to playing and winning in the least

number of turns possible, but I won't spoil your
fun by telling you how to do it. Instead, you'll

have to discover it for yourself.

I really enjoyed this game and it can easily take

a week or more to play. The entertainment value

is high and persistence is a major factor in winn-

ing this one. The endi/ig sequence after you win

the game is cute ancyxomises a Questron III is

coming soon. After playing Questron I and II, I

am really looking forward to the next one.

Scorecard

Name: Questron II

Type: Fantasy Adventure
Format: C64 and Amiga Formats reviewd;

also available on Apple II, Apple IIGS, IBM,

Atari ST.

Publisher: Strategic Simulations, Inc.

Designers: Charles and John Dougherty:
Westwood Associates

Price: $49.95 forAmiga, Apple IIGS and
Atari ST; $4435 forApple II and IBM:

$3935 for C64
Hardware: Disk drive

* Players: One

Ability Level:

Packaging:

Documentation:
Graphics/Text:

Playability:

CP Rating:

Intermt\ti.th

G<»Hi<

Goott(H)

Good (8)

Excellent ( I

li -A.
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AMIGA VERSION IBM AND COMPATIBLES VERSION ATARI ST VERSION

» *

i

*»*

IF YOUR DEALER DOESN'T CARRY TITUS PRODUCTS

THEN HAVE HIM ORDER IT FOR YOU
OR ORDER DIRECT BY CALLING:

(818)709-3693

THE YEAR IS 2050.

VIOLENCE AND TERROR HAVE TAKEN OVER THE WORLD, CIVILIZATION HAS DISAPPEARED,

VIOLENT STREET SPORTS ARE NOT ENOUGH TO SATISFY THE BLOOD LUST OF A NATION.

A NEW SPORT HAS EVOLVED. YOU ARE AN OFF SHORE WARRIOR. ANYTHING GOES.

THE BATTLE CAN BRING YOU FAME OR DEATH... THE ONLY RULE IS TO WIN WHATEVER THE COST.

CAN YOU MEET THE CHALLENGE AND BECOME THE SUPREME OFF SHORE WARRIOR.
A WORLD AWAITS, PREPARE FOR THE ULTIMATE TEST. .

.

^TITUS™ y$Jj 1988 TITUS SOFTWARE CORP., OFF SHORE WARRIOR, TITUS AND THE TITUS LOGO ARE REGISTERED TRADE MARKS OF TITUS SOFTWARE CORP. IBM, ATARI ST

AND AMIGA ARE REGISTERED TRADE MARKS OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES, ATARI INC AND COMMODORE AMIGA RESPECTIVELY

20432 CORISCO STREET, CHATSWORTH CA 91311 PHONE : (818) 709 - 3693 - FAX : (818) 709 - 6537
Circle Reader Service Number 52.

IDEAL
CHRISTMAS

GIFT!

You could share in

prizes worth $200,000 by
playing the latest multi-player

multi-format PC game from Australia.
Use the 5 free entry forms

included with every Aussie JOKER
POKER game or send for free entry
forms.

At the end of each month
December 1988 through April 1989 four
finalists and 240 winners of other JOKER
SOFTWARE games will be randomly drawn
from all entries received that month.

The 20 finalists will be flown to Las
Vegas to play Aussie JOKER POKER in the
Golden Nugget casino.

Highest scorers in each of four semi-
finals will compete in a Grand Final with a
first prize of $100,000 in cash.

1,220 Prizes Value $200,000
1,200 Joker PC software games
at $29.95 to $49.95 dependent
on disk format. Game prizes

at sole discretion of sponsor.

Cash Prizes for
AussieJOKER POKER
Contest Grand Final:

Highest Scorer:

Second Highest Scorer:

Third Highest Scorer:

Lowest Scorer:

16 Consolation Prizes of $1,000
each to eliminated Finalists

$60,000

$100,000

$5,000

$2,500

$1,500

AMIGA™

AussieJOKER POKER is
available for SIX major PC's
If your PC has a mouse or keyboard, a mono
or color monitor and a 512K minimum ram
(except Apple II and C64/128 use 64K and
keyboard only) you and your family can
practise at home for the Las Vegas final of
the Aussie JOKER POKER contest.

Prue includes air travel for Finalists and their guests
from the major airport to Las Vegas with two days and
two nights accommodation at the Golden Nugget $15,000
(approx retail value $750 each subject to departure points)

All taxes and other expenses not specified
herein are sole responsibility 0/ winners.
All winners will be notified in writing.

Suggested retail prices:

IBM & compatibles
(CGA Board required)
Amiga & Atari ST

$16,000 Macintosh (mono only)

Apple II

C64/128

$39.95
$49.95
$49.95
$39.95
$29.95

II ordering by telephone add $3 shipping & handling and check that
your PC meets the minimum hardware requirements as no cash
refunds apply. Warranty is limited to free replacement of faulty
products returned by prepaid post.

AussieJOKER POKER Contest Rules
1. No purchase necessary to enter.

2. Void where prohibited by state or federal law.

3. To enter, simply complete and return the the official
entry form.

4. Limit five entries per family or household. Five free
entry forms and full contest rulj^ are included with
"Aussie Joker Poker" or may be obtained by sending
a stamped self-addressed envelope larger than
5V2" x 7V2" with a hand written request to: Aussie
Joker Poker Contest Entry Forms, P.O. Box 22381,
Gilroy, CA 95021-2381. Mail-in requests limited to
one per name, household or family and must be
received no later than 3/31/89. WA & VT residents
need not include return postage. Full rules also
available from participating Mindscape retailers.

5. Monthly entries must be received no later than the
last day of the month in which a drawing will take
place in order to participate in the month's drawing.
Drawings will be held from December, 1988
through April 1989, inclusive. Final entries must be
received by 4/30/89.

6. Contest open to legal residents of the U.S.A. and
Canada (other than Quebec).

7. Odds of winning depend on number of eligible
entries received.

8. Contest subject to complete official rules.

I

SEE YOUR NEAREST MINDSCAPE
SOFTWARE RETAILER

~^7

A Gambling Game of Skill & Chance

IBlto^7

IBMa
Another Worhferi#^own Under

MINDSCAPE INC

IBM. Apple& Macintosh. Amiga. Alan ST and C64/128 are trademarks or registered trademarks of International Business Machines
AppleComputer. Inc.. Commodore Amiga. Inc. .Atari. Inc.

.
and Commodore Electronics Ltd. respectively. 1 1988 Joker Software JP 12

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR
or if not available order direct on

1800-24 JOKER
24 hour order service

RETAILERS CALL: 1-800-221-9884



Could You Use A Free Game?
Take Advantage of this Special Offer from Computer Play and

DataSoft to Get Yourself a Free Game Now!

What's the Offer?

It's Easy. Subscribe to Computer Play and receive one of these four games free from DataSoft!

f

TOMAHAWK
Test your instincts, reflexes and

nerves in the cockpit of the wor-

ld's most advanced helicop-

ter— the Apache AH-64A. It's

one mission is to seek and de-

stroy anything unlucky enough

to get in its way.

Features include 3-D, real-

time graphics, day/night vision

systems, a choice of pilot levels

and attack or practice missions.

Atari, C64/126, Apple II, IIGS, IBM

1IIISI

A IMMHOB!»
GLOBAL

COMMANDER
As the Earth's omniscient dip-

omat, your goals are to estab-

ish working relationships with

individual nations, promote
good relations among the 15

United Nuclear Nations, and
maintain the economic and
military balance. If you do your

job well, the world will thank

you; if not . . .

Atari C64/128, Apple II, IBM, Atari ST

221 B BAKER ST.
A graphics-text adventure for

up to four players that deter-

mines who possesses the most

skillful deductive powers.

Start at 221 B Baker Street and
travel through the streets and
alleys of Victorian England
gathering clues and attempting

to solve some of the most in-

triguing cases ever faced by
Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Wat
son. The game is afoot.

You'll be gettir

issues of Com|
Play packed wi

latest informati

computer garrw

a great game 1

DataSoft free!

are top quality

with retail pric

COSMIC RELIEF
Professor Renegade is the

only scientist who can save Ear-

th from a giant asteroid. But

where is he?

Choose one of five adven-

tures to find Renegade. Survive

stone snakes, reptile birds and
acid storms. When the pro-

fessor is located, help him build

an asteroid deflector (it requires
— I- i;u„ -.« «*„

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO. 110

FRANKLIN PARK, IL 60131

up to $39.9

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

COMPUTER PLAY
P.O. Box 10

Franklin Park, IL 60131

So what are you waitir

Send in this coupon, the pi

card opposite this page or call one of

the 800 number listed in the coupon.
| Overseas; $50.00/12 issues air mail.

C64 128, Amiga, Atari ST, Appl

C64/128, Atari ST, Amiga, Apple II, IBM

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE

UNITEDSTATES

SOFTWARE
16} Conduit Sff««l
Annopoltt. MD 21401

( JO » . UI-9S77
fAX (lOt. 768 2367

\QD*e

I

DISCOVERY SOFTWARE announces two additions to its

LINE OF HIGH QUALITY, ARCADEACTION HITS: "HYBRIS"AND "SWORD
OF SODAN"! EXPERIENCEA TOTALLYNEWDIMENSION OF GAME PLAY-

48 Computer Play

ING THAT WILL POWER YOU INTO THE 21ST CENTURY!
Available at leading software retailers. Or, call 1-800-342-6442 for VISA and MasterCard Orders. For check or money orders, send: $29.95 (ZOOM!), (ARKANOID
- Amiga), (GRABBIT); $34.95 (BETTER DEAD THAN ALIEN); $39.95 (HYBRIS); or $49.95 (ARKANOID - Macintosh), (SWORD OF SODAN), (VIP). Add $2 shipping

and handling and mall to DISCOVERY SOFTWARE INTERNATIONAL INC. 163 Conduit Street. Annapolis. MD 21401. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

AMIGA Is a trademark of Commodore-AMIGA, Inc. MACINTOSH is a trademark licensed to Apple Computer Inc. Better Dead Than Allen to a trade-

mark of Electra Software. Atari and ST are trademarks of Atari Corp. IBM Is a registered trademark of International Business Machines, inc C64 to a



Become a Zoomer and Get Hooked

By Jeffery Scott Hall

Zoom! from Discovery Software, is an arcade-

strategy game like no other on any home com-
puter. After ihe game has loaded, you will find

yourself watching an animation sequence, called

the Zoom! Land M,i>;i« show, which is as com-
pelling as the game itself In this show you will

be introduced i«» Zoomei showing off by doing

some sensational magi< trie ks, all while a stereo

sound tra< k plays in the background.

what is ZOOM?
In this game, you assume Ihe role of Zoomer, a

cute round ball with feel and eyes, which is

controlled by you through a ihree-demensional

grid. The objective ' s to move Zoomer around

square bloc ks inside ihe grid, which will leave a

colored trail behind him. Once this trail has

been completed on all lour sides, the grid will

change colors inside the squares that have been

completed. You should always try to color at

least two or more squares at a lime. This will

increa... the point meter (see below) and give

you more points foi the squares colored. You
will find Zoom! to contain a whopping 50 dif-

ferent levels ol pi. iv .nid each one requires a dif-

ferent Strategy to complete! I have spent about

40 to 45 horns ol play with Zoom!, and still have
not made N pasi level seven. The programmers

themselves have made it only to level 12. Why?
This is due to what the programmer calls the

"oops fa< tin which is what makes Zoom! so

unique. While you are playing the game, you
will find yourself nearing the completion of a

level when eithei an enemy or a black hole pops
up to stop you. This is what the programmer
refers to as ihe "oops \,u tor". That is, the events

which happen at random throughout the game.
Oh, I almost forgot to mention that Zoomer

has enemies which will chase him around the

grid, and if caught I ould prove to be fatal. You
will find the ever so ( ommon Jaggernaut, which
is actually a pair ol hungry lips out to swallow

you whole. The Wormletts are three ugly

creatures rolled into tu)e as they squirm their

way across the maze erasing the lines that

you've completed. Another enemy you will

encounter are Spheroids, three giant bouncing

balls that try to smash you in hot pursuit. These

are just some of the enemies you will find, many
more lurk in waiting at different levels of play.

However, no matter what type of enemy you are

facing make sure you are always aware of its

location. If you lower your guard you might find

yourself surrounded, requiring you to forefit

your life. As if this wasn't enough, you will also

find Black Holes to appear at random in your

maze. These will pop up in the grid at the most

inconvenient times, either swallowing you into

A A A SI HfSCOHF
810888 r >l

an endless void ot a horrified death or preven-

ting you from completing the squares.

So, in order for Zoomer! to survive, bonus
items will pop up within the grid for you to eat.

This will give Zoomer an extra ability that he

ordinally doesn't have. Such items include Ice

Cubes which freeze the enemy on the spot,

Candy that gives you an extra burst of energy for

speed. Money Bags containing precious bonus
points, Apples coloring in four squares, Rockets

blasting you to the next level, Magic Potions that

render your enemies harmless, and Glue which
slows the enemy down. The last bonus is the ?,

giving you unknown powers. When you have

eaten a > in the grid, watch the top of the screen.

The I will change to different patterns represen-

ting the various extra abilities available to

Zoomer. If you can time it right, you can get an

extra life whenever the correct symbol is

displayed.

On the far right of the display screen, you will

find the games status which display the current

score and level, number of lives, a point meter,

and a magic power meter. The point meter gives

you either higher or lower scores depending

upon what level the meter is at when you outline

a square. If you eat a blue vial in the grid, the

magic power meter goes to full. When this

happens you will be invincible for a short period

of time, so make sure and use this time wisely.

complete the grid first for the most points. At firs

glance one might think of Zoom! as just anothei

reincarnated pac man type game, but after jusl

one game you will notice absolutely no similarif

between the two. If you are amongst the top tei

bes Zoomers!, you will be requested to you
name in order to save it to disk. Zoom! is th<

best arcade-strategy game I have ever seen oi

any home computer. Its irresistible combinatioi

of superb graphics, sound effects, and musi<

make it the most addictive game I have evei

found!

SUMMARY
ZoomJmay be played by either one or two

players, and team play. In team play you must
compete against another player at the same
time, racing against each other to see whom can

Scorecard

name: ZOOM!
Type: Arcade-Strategy

Format: Amiga
Publisher: Discovery Software

Designers: Frank Neuhaus, Jochen Wiegett,

Gisela Wiegelt, Thomas Lopatic*

and Bob Hires

Ages: 10 and above
* Players: One, Two, and Team

Price: $29.95
Difficulty: Intermediate

Packaging: Good (8)
Documentation: Good (8)
Graphics/Text: Good (8)

Realism: Good (8)
Payability: Good (8)

CP Rating: S.O

Circle Reader Serolce Number 23,

to play faster, harder

and better than every

one else.

PETE ROSE
Baseball's All-Time Leading Hitter

Take complete charge of all pitching and hitting

with pop-up option windows.

YOU'RE ON THE FIELD

Pick your heat from 23 pitches.

Gauge your throw and gun

down the runner. Steal second

in a cloud of dust. Five differ-

ent batting options give you all

the power of Pete.

Judge the fly, scoop hot grounders, chase down

drives at the wall.

YOU'RE IN THE DUGOUT
Set a blistering batting order

and pitching rotation. Bring in

relievers, pinch-hitters and

pinch-runners. Call for the steal

or hit-and-run.

For IBM* Tandy* and 100% Compatibles. 512K RAM and Graphics Adapter Required. Not Copy Protected.

HOW TO ORDER: Visit your retailer or call 800-227-6900 for Visa/MasterCard orders. Direct price is S39.95 for the IBM/Tandy version and

S34 95 for the Commodore 64/128 version. A shipping and handling charge of S4.50 applies to all direct orders. Sales tax will be added to

orders in California and Texas.

BMfsr/ur*

Faster than Earl Weaver
Baseball™ Harder than

Hardball!™ Here's your

game— Pete Rose Pennant

Fever. Now you can play

every position and catch all

the action from eight different

field-level views!

Hear the crack of the bat,

the roar of the crowd, all the

umpire calls. Digitized voice

and sound plus the hottest

graphics bring you baseball

that's better than all the rest.

Because Charlie Hustle won't

accept anything less.

/

It's spikes first when you gotta have the bag-
tell 'em Charlie sent ya.

YOU'RE IN THE FRONT OFFICE

As GM, you've got 10 seasons

to build a dynasty. Draft red-

hot rookies and buy expensive

free agents. One or two player

action give you all the realism

of the championship chase.

PETE ROSE PENNANT FEVER

BASEBALL AT ITS BEST.

50 Computer Play Tandy screens shown Screens may vary depending on computer system Gamestar and Pete Rose Pennant Fever are trademarks of Gamestar

Earl Weaver Baseball, Hardball 1
.
IBM. and Tandy are trademarks ot Electronic Arts, Accolade. Inc

.
International Business Machines Corp

.
and Tandy Corp .

respectively

Circle Reader Service Number 36,



Game Company
Addresses

Abracadata

Box 2440

Eugene, OR 97402
503-342-3030

Absolute Entertainment

251 Rock Rd.

Glen Rock, NJ 07452
201-652-1227

Access Software

545 West 5th South

Bountiful, UT 84010

800-824-2549

Accolade Inc.

550 S. Winchester Blvd. #200
San Jose, CA 95128

408-985-1700

ActionSoft

210 W. Springfield Ave.

Champaign. IL 61820

217-398-8388

Activision/Mediagenic

2350 Bayshore Pkwy.

Mountain View, CA 94043
415-960-0410

Artworx Software

I844Penfield Rd.

Penfield, NJ 14526

716-385-6120

Atari

1196 Borregas

Sunnyvale, CA 94086
408-745-4851

Avalon Hill

4517 Harford Rd.

Baltimore, MD 21214

800-638-9292

Bandai America
12951 East 166th St.

Cerritos, CA9070I
213-926-0947

Baudville

5380 52nd St. S.E.

Grand Rapids, Ml 49508
616-698-0888

Beeshu Inc.

101 Wilton Ave.

Middlesex, NJ 08846
201-968-6868

Blue Lion Software

90 Sherman St.

Cambridge, MA 02140

617-876-2500

Britannica Software

345 Fourth St.

San Francisco, CA 94107

415-546-1856

Broderhund
17 Paul Dr.

San Rafael, CA 94903
800-527-6263

CAPCOM, USA
1283-C Mountain View
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
408-745-7081

Cinemaware
4165 Thousand Oaks Blvd.

Westlake Village, CA 91362
805-379-9401

Constellation Software

17 St. Mary's Court
Brookline, MA 02146

Cosmi Corp.

1431 N. Figueroa St.

Wilmington, CA 90744

213-835-9687

Data East USA
470 Needles Dr.

San Jose, CA 95112

408-286-7074

DataSoft

19808 Nordhoff Place

Chatsworth, CA 91311

818-886-5922

DigiTek

10415 N. Florida Ave. #110

Tampa, Fl 33612

813-933-8023

Discovery Software

163 Conduit St,

Annapolis, MD 21401

301-268-9877

Dolphin Marine Systems
Box 188

Downington, PA 19335

215-269-6800

Electronic Arts

Box 7530

San Mateo, CA 94403
800-245-4525

Epyx
Box 8020

Redwood City, CA 94063
415-366-0606

FCI
150 E. 52nd St.

New York, NY 10022

212-953-8100

FTL
6160 I.usk Blvd. C-206

San Diego. CA 92121

619-453-5711

Final Frontier Software

18307 Burbank Blvd. #108

Tarzana, CA 91356

818-996-0431

First Row Software

900 E. 8th Ave. #300
King of Prussia, PA 19406

215-337-1500

Frontrunner Software

Box 435

Collinsville, CT 06022

203-233-3144

GDW
Box 1646

Bloomington, II. 61702

309-452-3632

Infocom

125 Cambridge Park Dr.

Cambridge, MA 02140

617-492-6000

Interstel

Box 57825

Webster, TX 77598
713-486-4163

Intracorp

14160 SW 139th Court

Miami, FL 33186

305-252-9040

Joker Software

1399 S. 7th East #17
Salt Lake City, UT 84105

801-485-6080

Keypunch Software

1221 Pioneer Bldg.

St. Paul, MN 55101

612-292-1490

Koei Corp.

20000 Mariner Ave. #100
Torrance, CA 90503
213-542-6444

Konami
815 Mittel Dr.

Wood Dale, IL 60191

312-595-1443

Logical Design Works
780 Montague Expwy. #403
San Jose, CA 95131

408-435-1445

l.ucasfilm Games
Box 2009

San Rafael, CA 94912
415-662-1800

Lyric Software

6 Beach Plum Dr.

Northport, NY 11768

800-243-0345

Masterpiay

8417 Sun State St.

Tampa, FL 33614

813-888-7773

Mastertronic/Melbourne House

711 West 17th St. Unit G9
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
714-631-1001

Microlllusions

17408 Chatsworth St.

Granada Hills, CA 91344
800-522-2041

Microprose Software

180 Lakefront Dr.

Hunt Valley, MD 21030
800-645-8632

Mindscape
3444 Dundee Rd.

Northbrook, IL 60062
800-221-9884

Muse Software

5 West Ridgeville Blvd.

Mount Airy, MD 21771

301-831-7090

New World Computing
Box 7286

Mountain View, CA 94043
415-960-0410

Nintendo

4820 150th Ave. N.E.
Redmond, WA 98052
800-633-3236

Ocean Isle Software

Ocean Isle Square #3
Ocean Isle Beach, NC 28459
919-579-8728

Omnitrend
Box 733

W. Simsbury, CT 06092
203-658-6917

Origin Systems
136 Harvey Rd. #B
Londonderry, NH 03053
603-644-3360

Paragon Software

600 Rugh St.

Greensburgh, PA 15601

412-838-1166

PBI Software

1163 Triton Dr.

Foster'Citv, CA 94404
415-349-8765

PSI

2 N. Highview Ave.

Nanuet, NY 10954

914-623-2245

Polarware/Penguin

1055 Paramount Pkwy. #A
Batavia, IL 60510
800-323-0884

Rainbird

2350 Bayshore Pkwy.

Mountainview, CA 94043

415-960-0410

Romstar, Inc.

22857 Lockness Ave.

Torrance, CA 90501

213-539-2744

Scorpion Software

10475 Perry Way #G-103
Wexford, PA 15090

412-935-5066

Sega

5730 Forbes Blvd.

San Francisco, CA 94080
415-742-9300

Sierra On-Line
Box 485

Coarsegold, CA 93614
800-344-7448

Sir-Tech Software

Box 245

Ogdensburg, NY 13669
315-393-6633

Software Toolworks

13557 Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
818-907-6789

Spectrum HoIoByte

2061 Challenger Dr.

Alameda, CA 94501
415-522-3584

SSG
1747 Orleans Ct.

Walnut Creek, CA 94598
415-932-3019

Strategic Simulations

1046 N. Rengstorff Ave.

Mountain View, CA 94043
415-964-1353

SubLogic

Box 4019

Champaign, IL 61820

800-637-4983

Sun Corp.

2250 Elmhurst Rd.

Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

312-228-1451

Taito

660 S. Wheeling Rd.

Wheeling, IL 60090
312-520-9280

Tengen

1901 McCarthy Blvd.

Milpitas, CA 95035

408-435-2650

Three-Sixty Pacific

2105 S. Bascom #290
Campbell, CA 95008
408-879-9144

Titus

20432 Corisco St.

Chatsworth, CA 91311

818-709-3693

Vic Tokai Inc.

370 Amapola Ave. #104
Torrance, CA 90501
213-320-1199

XOR Corp.

5421 Opportunity Ct.

Minnetonka, MN 55343

612-938-0005

UNDERSEA WARFARE, ON YOUR DESK!
It's a fact. And it's incredibly exciting. While you read this in the comfort and safety of your own home or

office, nuclear submarines of awesome power are playing a deadly game of cat and mouse. Now you can

52 Computer Play

experience the thrill of commanding

REAL LIFE DRAMA
It's happening right now. They're prowling

under seas with exotic names: the Laptev

Sea, the Kara Sea, the East Siberian Sea

and the Sea of Okhotsk. Fantastically

quiet, some of these subs arc more quiet

than the sea itself. And they're jammed
packed with electronics so advanced, so

secret that even if we knew the whole
story, we couldn't tell you.

But by digging through published,

unclassified documents, we were able to

uncover enough to bring you a generous

taste of this secret, ongoing adventure.

You'll be in the 'hot scat' as your patrol

is ambushed in the inky waters off

Murmansk. You'll feel the tension rise as

the enemy torpedos approach. You'll decide

whether to return fire with a Mk 48

torpedo, or to dive deeply, under the

thermal layer, to close for a better shot.

And I'll bet you'll feci a lump in your

throat as you return from an especially

hazardous patrol. Battle weary, but ready to

fight another day.

That's the riveting world of the modern

submariner. And best of all, you can

experience its dangers and thrills from the

security of your own home.
,

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
Imagine the ideal computer battle map. It

would look good and be easy to read. But

it would also be something that you could

play with. With Under the Ice , the modern

naval wargame from Lyric Software Inc.,

that's just what you get.

You don't just look at this baulc map,

you interact with it through your mouse or

keyboard. Sure, you can scroll by clicking

on one of the 4 arrows in the compass rose.

But zooming is just as simple. Just point

at a section of the map. Click the mouse
button or key and zap! It zooms. Want a

closer look? How about being able to

zoom down 16 levels of magnification?

Lots of map features are optional or can

be changed by the player. For example,

grid lines arc handy on a map, but they

need to be programmable. Sometimes you

need them 10 miles apart, sometimes 1

mile and sometimes you don't want them at

all. All optional map features have the

flexibility you'd expect in a means-business

software package.

EASY TO PLAY
If you're like me, you like to sit down with

a new game and play it, without having to

learn a bunch of knucklc-brcaking keyboard

commands. On the other hand, I like a

game with some depth. One that seems

not just one, but an entire wolfpack of these extraordinary machines.
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simple at first, but which expands as I play

it.

If you have a mouse, you can play Under

the Ice without ever touching the keyboard.

The sophisticated 'point and click' interface

puts all the power of drop-down menus,

windows, dialog boxes, on-screen buttons

and icons at your disposal. Under the Ice

runs under Digital Research's GEM
graphics system (included). The same
system used for many of today's powerful

business packages.

If you don't have a mouse, that's no

problem. The arrow keys plus the Home
and End keys simulate the mouse. Simple,

single keystroke shortcuts make it easy to

give commands.

BUT IT'S THE SIMULATION
With Under the Ice you get the best

Submarine Warfare game ever. You get the

subs: Los Angeles, Trafalgar, Sierra,

Typhoon and 8 other classes... You get the

sensors: BQQ-5 long range hull sonar,

BQR-15 towed array sonar... And you get

the weapons: Mk48 Torpedos, Tigcrfish,

Sea Lance... British, Soviet and US subs,

all in full detail.

Key to the game is the sonar simulation.

Modeled using the same passive and active

sonar equations used in military

simulations, it's stunningly realistic. Hide

under thermal layers. Detect enemy subs

using direct path, bottom bounce or

convergence zone sonar paths. If you know
anything about submarine warfare, you'll

find this simulation fascinating. And even

if you know nothing (like most of us), the

20 page manual will give you an easy to

understand introduction to this provocative

subject.

But one of our customers said it best.

Jim Dcrrybcrry of Riverside, CT wrote the

"sense of realism oLthe simulation of sonar

and a real feeling ofbeing in command of a

sub engaged in a serious struggle. The
confusion gives a feeling of excitement."

GUARD THE DEPTHS
RISK FREE!

Wail till you play this new modern naval

war game. You'll find nothing comes close

for visual impact, case of use and accuracy

of the simulation.

If you're not 100% thrilled, simply return

the game to Lyric Software in it's original

box within 30 days for a full and courteous

refund.

To order Under the Ice , send just S39.95.

We'll ship it within 3 days of receiving

your order. For even faster delivery, call

and we'll be happy to send it C.O.D. NY
residents please add sales tax.

Requirements: IBM-PC with 512K,

EGA, VGA graphics.

Or Atari ST with color

Hercules, CGA,
Mouse optional,

monitor.

Lvric Software Inc.

6 Beach Plum Drive
Northport, NY 11768
U.S.A.
C.O.D. Orders Only 800-243-0

Technical Informalion 5 1 6-754-5571

»
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(Management Trainee) the least threatening,

though still very comprehensive. You tan sele< I

space insurance - but the cost comes out oi your

budget. You can display on the monitor only, or

also get daily reports sent to your printer You

can have music play at appropriate limes dike

the Air Force theme song during launch), ^nd

you can disable the launch and landing graphic s

to save some time. However, the graphics are

exceptionally well done and add to the teehng oi

being there, so you'll certainly want to leave

them enabled the first few times you run Space

M*A*X.
You also gel to t hoose whether you want the

space assembly process io be conlolled with a

joystick or with the keyboard. I tried three

different joysticks. They all worked, but were
much more tricky to use than the keyboard. One
joystick - a cheap generic - was particularly

jumpy, even though the program provides a

joystick calibration routine. Using the joystick is

more i hallenging than the keyboard, so you may
prefer it- Using the keyboard is very straight-

forward. <»

( )nce you've made your optional choices, you

are in the Mission Control Center. Here you can

request various detailed full-screen reports

which you can dump to a printer with the SHIFT-

PrtSc keys, these include a Project Cost Profile,

Orbital Operations and Project Revenue Profile,

or a variety of financial reports.

You can also load tor launch, launch, load for

deorbit, deorbit, perform various operations or

SAVE your current project for future continua-

tion. With a new project, you have nothing in

orbit, so you load for launch.

A launch Readiness Profile screen (typical of

the many 8-coloi 80-column text screens used

with Spate M*A*X) lets you select the launch

vehicle (shuttle or heavy-lift), which specific

modules (from the sixteen types available, stay-

ing within load limits), and crew mwmbers. If a

Logistic s Module is being launched, you also get

U) select the weight ot each of the twelve types of

consumables,

( )nce you confirm your choices, you are laun-

ched into orbit and the Orbital Operations

screen lets you perform various tasks. Normally,

you'll want to assemble the modules you just put

in orbit. You can also view the Space Station

with a beautiful graphics screen that shows the

launch vehic les and the current assembly state of

the Station orbiting above Earth. You can even
see the tiny assembler workers in their space

suits hovering around the station. Incredible!

19) Search all checkered pattern rooms you find!

20) Is Sorpigal boring you? Travel with the Leprechaun

at 11,3.

21) Find the man 10' under Sorpigal at 2,2. He has a

mission.

22) The SuCCUbuS Queen in Portsmilh (11.8) doesn't

like visitors!

23) Find the IK. II I II siatue in Sorpigal.

Well, that's about it. I hope my rather lengthy list of

hints is of use to you. Thank you lor your time and

consideration.

Steve A. Shewchuk
British Columbia

Congratulations on you inagural issue! It's about lime

someone published a comprehensive magazine dedicated

lo the computer gamer. I found your reviews to be well

written and informative, and I have only two small

gripes! First, on your scorecard lor POLICE QUEST,
page 33, you list the formal only as IBM. I know for a

fact that it is available also for the Apple 11GS, I've seen

it! Second, in your snapshot o\ DESTROYER, page 56,

you state that it is available for the Apple. True enough,

but it is also available in the IKiS format. Call me picky,

but those of us that own a IK . S are always on the

lookout for games that run in the 16-bit mode! Once
you've seen the graphics and heard the sound effects

you'll know why! The IIOS is an Apple, but it is a far

cry from the I1C or III-. All I ask is thai you specif)

when a game is available in a IKiS specific version. In

any case, congratulations again on a superb job! I look

forward to seeing Issue No. 2.

Hints for Might & Magic

Might & Magic Players; If you have a fairly high level

party and are searching for someplace to rake in treasure

and experience take heed. Use whatever means necessary

to get to map area B-2, coordinates X-2, Yl. Facing

west you will encounter a I.ich and several Mummies.

Kill the 1 tch first as he can cast Disintegration. This is

best accomplished by casting the Cleric spell Holy

Word, which has the added benefit of killing the

Mummies. A high level fighter type also stands a fair

chance to kill the I.ich. Do not rely on your Sorcerer,

l.iches are exctremel> resistant to magic! After killing

the I.ich and the Mummies you will immediately

encountei another Lich and more Mummies! Deal with

them in the same manner and then search for treasure.

Occasionally you will find one of the elusive black boxes

thai contains a powerful magic item. And even if you

don't, you will have gained nearly ten thousand

experience points!

Michael L. Brunk £
Ellabell, GA

From Alaska Even—
It was with great excimem that I purchased my first

edition of CP. which 1 saw last Saturday while browsing

the racks of a magazine store in Vancouver, B.C. As an

avid C.G.W. fan, it has been frustrating as that

magazine can be difficult, if not impossible, to find in

Canada or Alaska.

Congratulations on an impressive inaugural issue.

Within 5 minutes of the purchase, I was considering a

sear's subscription. Then I noticed a subtle but consis-

tent omission that caused me to become quite upset. It is

quite apparent that you place almost no emphasis on my
computer {also the computer of choice of many of my
shipmates) the Atari ST.

Examples abound, but in brief: POLICE QUEST, no

mention is made ol the ST version, although Sierra

Qn-Line knew from day one they would include and ST
version; lots oi innuendo about how great Amiga or

NFS games are. So great (Wagner: Amiga is the ultimate

game machine), have you ever seen GAUNTLET on the

ST!? Negative comments about Atari in general, in-

cluding your INDUSTRY NEWS that were in reference

Summary
'm impressed-1 mean, REALLY impressed-with

this program. I've never been a Program!

Manager, but I'll bet if I spent a couple on

hundred hours with Space M*A*X, really getting)

into the details, I could qualify for a high payinj

management job, not only in aerospace, but in]

industry.

Anyone presently working in the spaa
industry with any intention ol moving up to|

management should buy Space M*A'X and treat

it seriously.

Name:Space M*A *X - Version 2.

1

Type: Construction Simulator
Formats: IBM PC/XT/AT/Jr.

Publisher: 2FS Final Frontier Software

Designers: TL Keller

Ages: 16 to adult

Requirements: CGA, 192KRAM, 5-1/4"

360K drive
# Players: One
Price: $59.95

Ability Level:

Packaging:

Documentation-

Graphics:

Realism:

Playability:

CP Rating:

Intermediate-Advaneed
Excellent (9)

Excellent (10)

Excellent (9)

Excellent (9)

Very Good (8)

9.15

Circle Reader Service Number 24.

to the old machines but left the impression that all Atari

is dead. The Atari is healthy in Europe. In England/

RAINBIRD and PSYGNOSIS both premiere their items]

on the ST. But no mention of this was included.

Finally, it is virtually an insult that your Readei

Response Card docs not list the ST as a currently owned|

computer in Item I.

It is apparent that a lot of thought and considerations

went into preparing CP. I would like to wish you a lot of

luck for the future, but it would be much easier if at[

least a few positive notes and reviews of the ST and it's]

capabilities be included.

One need only look at DUNGEON MASTER by FTLI

to see why, for many of us, the ST is the computer for

the best games!

Rick Fontana

Juneau, Alaska

Asyou can seefrom this issue and (he past two, the STis\

being covered in our pages on a consistent basis.

More Criticism—

After reading the reviews of the computer football

games in your October 1988 issue, 1 was left with a feel-

ing of confusion. It seems that GFL FOOTBALL was

given a much higher rating than JOHN ELWAY'Sj
QUARTERBACK. I found this hard to believe because]

a friend of mine owns GFL FOOTBALL and when I

showed him JOHN ELWAY'S QUARTERBACK, he)

was amazed. He couldn't imagine how QUARTER-
BACK could retain the feel and playability of the arcade

game on a plain TANDY 1000. What more can you ask

for in a football game? It's addicting, realistic, the]

graphics are exceptional, and it talks!

I don't think it was fair that four different peoplt

reviewed the games. That leaves the question of whether

the outcome might have been different if the reviewers

61
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The COMPUTER PLAYSCORECARD
One of the unique features of our magazine is the

patented COMPUTER PLAY Scorecard. In order for

you to be able to utilize it fully, we will explain the

definitions of the various categories and give details

on the final CP RATING.

NAME: This is the specific name found on the game
package.

TYPE: We will attempt to specify the category of

game being reviewed. Choices include ARCADE,
ADVENTURE, TEXT, SIMULATION, TRADITIONAL,
EDUCATIONAL, CREATIVITY, STRATEGY, and
CARTRIDGE.

FORMATS: The currently available formats will be
listed. Normally, we will also note the version of the

game that was used for the review.

PUBLISHER: The company which created the game.

DISTRIBUTOR: The company that actually sells the

game.

DESIGNERS: The individuals who designed the

game. *

AGES: The suggested age range for which the game is

appropriate?

# OF PLAYERS: The number of players who can play

at one time.

•«• THE RATINGS •**

ABILITY LEVEL:Beginner, Intermediate, or Advanced.

Our reviewers are instructed to rate this from the

viewpoint of the average gamer.

REQUIREMENTS: Specific hardware or memory
requirements beyond the minimum computer system

for a specific format.

PRICE: The manufacturer's suggested retail price.

//

PACKAGING: Are the materials slick and colorful?

Does the package look professional? Are "bonus
items provided to enhance the game experience?

DOCUMENTATION: Are the instructions clear and
understandable? Are all game situations covered? Arj

all necessary player aids or maps provided?

GRAPHICS/TEXT: Are the screen graphics clean an(|

colorful? Do they add to the game? Do the graphics!

take full advantage of the machine's capabilities? For]

text games, was the story exciting and imaginative?

This category includes sound and animation.

REALISM: This category is for vehicle simulations,

war games, and traditional games (such as chess).

Does the game faithfully recreate the "look and feelj

of the events being simulated? Are the statistics or

historical facts correct? Did the game give you a true]

experience?

<u
o.
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by David Smith

%s%

GAME RATING
SUMMARY

NAME
Dungeon Master

Solitaire Rnyalc

Superstar Ice Hockey
ULTIMA V
Bard's Talc III

Nobunaga's Ambition
Where in I umpe is Cannen Sandiego?

Zak McCrackcn/ Alien Mindbenders
TV Football

PHM Pc>mm.s

Flight Simulator 3.0

The Throe Stooges

GFL Football

Hellcat Ace
Death Sword
GBA Basketball

Tetris

The Games: WinterEdition

Police Quest

Decisive Battlev ol the Cival War
Shadowgatc
Super Sunday
Jam Session

Falcon F-16

Project Stealth hunter

Rommel
Tomahawk
Pete Rose Pennant l-'evei

Hardball!

Empire
Sons of Liberty

John Elway's Quarterback

Gunship
World Class Leader Board Goll

Sporting News Baseball

Ace of Aces
Romance of the Three Kingdoms
A.C.E.
Jinxter

Kid Niki

JET
Hunt for Red October
NFL Challenge

Pro Challenge

Ebonstar

VIDEO TITLES

The Legend of Zelda

Double Dragon
RBI Baseball

Contra

PUBLISHER
FTL Games
Spectrum HoloByte
Mindscape
Origin Systems

Interplay Products
Koei

Broderbund
Lucas film Games
Cinemaware
Lucasfilm Games
MicroSoft

Cinemaware
Gamestar/Mediagcnic
Microprose

Palace/Epyx

Gamestar/Mediagenic
Spectrum HoloByte
Epyx
Sierra On-Line

SSG
Mindscape
Avalon Hill

Broderbund
Spectrum HoloByte

Microprose

SSG
DataSoft
Gamestar/Mediagcnic
Accolade

Interstel

SSI

Melbourne House
Microprose

Access

Epyx
Accolade

Koei

Spinnaker/UXB
Rainbird

Data East

subLogic

DataSoft

XOR
XOR
Microlllusions

Nintendo
Tradewest

Tengen
Konami

RATING
9.65

9.50

9.28

9.25

9.25

9.15

9.10

8.90

8.90

8.85

8.75

8.75

8.72

8.60

8.60

8.52

8.50

8.50

8.50

8.40

8.40

8.40

8.35

8.30

8.25

8.20

8.11

8.00

7.78

7.74

7.50

7.50

7.48

7.40

7.35

7.26

7.16

6.76

6.75

6.75

6.58

6.47

6.40

6.24

5.25

9.13

7.98

7.68

7.63

*

PLAYABILITY: The big one. Did the game hold your

interest? Did you play for hours or get bored quickly!

Did the game draw you into another world? Would
you immediately want to show the game to a friend.

Did the game break new ground in design? Did you
want to play it again the next day? I

Despite the \m \ thai there are five < ategories in the

rating process, you will note that a game will never

get a truly good rating without getting a good score

for payability.

THE NUMBERS
As you will note when readin a SCORECARD, each

reviewer rates the game in each category and assign]

a text and numerical rating. I

A formula is then applied to the various ratings in

order to reach the final CP RATING, the reviewer's

overall rating of the game.

The percentages for each category are: I

PACKAGING — 10%, DOCUMENTATION — 15%,

i

GRAPHICS/TEXT — 25%, REALISM — 25%, and

PLAYABILITY — 50%. I

Yes, the percentages add up to 125%. This is I

because some games can only be rated for I

GRAPHICS but not for REALISM (such as PAC-MAN1
Others can be rated for both but one category is mo|

important than another. In these cases the 25% is

split. FLIGHT SIMULATOR might be rated 10% for

GRAPHICS and 15% for REALISM.

The breakdown in percentages to each category ij

subjective but represents our best efforts to assign a]

single rating for every game. We feel that every

category is important. The game may be great but

cheap packaging may detract from the overall value]

READER INPUT

We give you the ratings for each category. If your]

own desires are different than ours then you can sti
1

work out your own formula. Perhaps you are totally'

uninterested inpackaging. Then you can simply foci

on the other category ratings.

YOU CAN'T TELL THE PLAYERS WITHOUT A . . .

The actual space taken up by the scorecards is smalj

but they are an essential part of this magazine. The
|

credibility of our reviewers and the magazine itself

rides on the scorecards. We want a casual reader to]

be able to quickly spot the winners and losers each
month. We welcome suggestions on how this procej

can be improved and standardized. Each issue will

contain a summary of all ratings from previous issue)
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3D like it's never been done before!

MOVE WITH UNBOUNDED 3-D R
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Never before has
lere been such

nooth 3-D anima-
3n and realism in a
cience adventure.

David Smith's FLY-BY

vironment Simu-

or™ creates a com-
3te and unrestricted

world to explore.

Unprecedented
graphic technology

and your computer's

mouse let you navi-

gate down corridors,

around corners in

one continuous

motion. Objects come
into view with smooth,

hidden surface 3-D

animation. There are

no boundaries, no
dead-ends.

As Regional

~- /v\A

Marshall in the inter-

galactic forces, you
must unravel The

Colony's mysteries.
,

Where are the

human inhabitants

of this once thriving

settlement?

What is the

meaning of the

strange prism-shaped

pods? '

What is the origin

of the endless army
of hostile aliens that

you must blow away
with Power Armor
technology?

I

• ;

And how are you
going to get any
survivors and yourself

the hell out of here?

Good questions. If

you've got answers,

don't let anything in

this world keep you
from The Colony. •

Srr.ilh

r3.\i\< VI) Don II'' M. .ill,l ,-.* *
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Other Ports
The World of Graphics

An example of Studio 8's precision graphics.

By Rusel DeMaria
Well, not a whole lol of new games came out

for the Macintosh or the Atari ST this month, but

a couple of game publishers came out with high-

end graphics programs for the Mac II. I thought it

might be worth a look at what Mediagenic and

Electronic Arts have offered us. Even if you don't

have a Mac II, or even a Mac, Photon Paint and

Studio 8 are examples of what is coming in

graphics on computers with high resolution color

screens.

Both of these programs include features that

you might not have dreamed of having, features

that combine elements of other types of

programs.

Before going on about these programs,

however, I would like to introduce a few

concepts about graphic programs in general, and

Mac programs specifically.

There are basically three types of programs

--paint, draw, and CAD, though the distinctions

between them sometimes become blurred.

Basically, paint programs use bit mapped images

-images that are drawn pixel by pixel. In

contrast, draw and CAD systems use object

oriented graphics, which means that each

separate component of a picture is a separatate

object and can be manipulated independently.

There are several fine programs for the Mac

—serious programs with serious price tags -- that

allow you to perform every level of paint, draw,

or CAD. For instance, Pixel Paint is already a

very fine paint program from SuperMac. Claris'

MacDraw II is a very good drawing program

58

with some measurement and other features

associated with CAD systems. Aldus' Freehand

and Adobe Illustrator 88 are programs that com-

bine some aspects of draw and paint programs,

while VersaCAD and MGMStation are full

featured CAD programs designed to be used by

architects, engineers, and other technical arists.

So where does that place Photon Paint and

Studio 8? Basically, like Pixel Paint, these are

high-end paint programs that use bit mapped

graphics and Color QuickDraw to raise the

artistry of graphic production on the Mac.

Though they don't have the object orientfed

aspects of draw packages, images created with

these programs can be saved to standard formats

or even copied and pasted through the Clip-

board.

Photon Paint offers some interesting effect:

Besides the basic paint tools, you can create am

use color patterns on the fly, take selected sec-

tions of a drawing and wrap them aroum

predefined or freehand three dimensional shape!

(like cones, spheres, and cubes). You can us<

luminosity effects to simulate light sources, cop;

and paste objects in a translucent Blend modej

modify the color palette in a variety of ways, an]

manipulate selections from a painting in man;

other ways. My only immediate complaint about

Photon Paint is the lack of a method for dragg^

ing selected portions of a painting. The way U

move a painted object is to select it, then cut (oi

copy) it, then paste it where you want it. Onj

very good feature is the paint roller tool whicl

lets you selectively and repeatedly reproduce thi

contents of the Clipboard onto your drawinj

wherever you want them.

I'm told that, even though the version o]

Photon Paint was supposed to be a releasi

version, Microlllusions has decided to add mod
than thirty new features before officially releas-

ing this product. So there's more to come.

On the other hand, Studio 8 is both powerful

and easy to use, and I prefer its interface

somewhat. For instance, it is easier to mov<

selections, plus there are several more

sophisticated options for controlling the way

section becomes selected, including the ability to

pre-define colors for exclusion from the selec-

tion. This can result in some amazing effects, like

creating stencils which elimiate only the object:

within a solid background, leaving spaces when

they were.

Also, Studio 8 comes with a superior manu;

and on-line help. Currently, the manual for

Photon Paint is somewhat sketchy and contain!

no graphics to illustrate the more compl<

techniques, and there is no on-line help.

Studio 8 is loaded with features and subtli
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Anyone interested in serious graphic arts on

the Mac should take a look at these programs.

They are truly amazing, and can produce very

high quality results.

On the entertainment side, I received a great

game this past month. It's called Arkanoid. and

it's from Discovery Software. This game, based

on the Taito coin-op hit game, is a breakout

lover's delight. It takes you through a scries of

ever more challenging breakout scenes accom-

panied by bell-like sounds as the hall hits the

bricks. There are essentially four types of bricks

- one-hit bricks which disappear with one hit,

multiple hit bricks which may take several hits,

indestructible bricks which simply get in the way,

and, finally, special bricks which, when struck,

release the special powers capsules. These may
make your paddle bigger, make the ball move
slower, or even turn your paddle into a laser

shooting weapon. Whatever the effect, you need

only capture the capsule with the paddle to gain

the power, though getting a new power capsule

generally replaces the former.

One of my favorite capsules splits the ball into

three, which leads to some wild games. Arkanoid

is a magnificent game if you like breakout, which

obviously I do. It's one of those games you can

play over and over, and if you get a little too con-

fident, you can try to play it as a Jedi master.

You'll have to have Jedi reflexes if you do,

though.

Discovery has also released Better Dead Than

Alien for the Atari ST. This program is an

updated version of Space Invaders with belter

graphics, more control, and optional "capsules"

which can enhance your power. You can play in

one- or two-player mode, and one of the attack

waves is more like a game of Astroids so you can

really get two games in one if you are a fan of

both those classics. On the other hand, this game
is far more interesting than the original Space

Invaders, and can lead to good challanges. The

graphics are great and so are the sounds.

My wife's current favorite saying is "They

don't call it a deadline for nothing/
1 and on that

somber note, I'll say, "See you next time/'

abilities. A mask feature lets you prevent paint-

ing on specific colors, for instance, so, among
other uses, doing delicate touch ups you can pre-

vent accidentia! drawing on finished areas by

masking their colors. One of my favorite features

is the document preview which lets you see a

reduced image of a picture before you load it.

Pixel Paint has s similar feature, but it is slow by

omparison with Studio 8's version which is

ilmost instantaneous.

You can mix blend colors, use tints to overlay

pictures, select and copy or move areas, use an

vedropper tool to capture a color, create dif-

ferent gradient effects, even use a watercoloi

brush to acheive the "wei look." Other features

let you rotate, twist, and otherwise reshape selec

lion. One option lets you draw a Figure with

handles thai allow you to push and pull h into a

differenl shape - ;i feature normally found only

On draw programs. Iheie is even ;i perspective

option thai lets you place a selected area in

perspective with lots of ways to control the

per sped ive itself.

Studio H includes some very good tutorial

lessons on how to use advanced features, and

really opens up the possibilities of painting on a

compuiei

The Epyx 500XJ™ is no

ordinary joystick.

It's a lethal weapon.

The 500XJ scores way
higher, faster and easier

than any other joystick

ever made. Which isn't

too surprising, consider-

ing what cool stuff it has.

Like a grip that fits in the

palm of your hand for

radical control. Super fast

trigger finger firing for

deadly timing. Quick-

thrust stick movement for

doing it to 'em. And a

great warranty you'

probably never need.

With a joystick that scores

this high, this easy there

ought to be a law. Aren't

you glad there isn't?

The 500XJ.
Guaranteed to
blow 'em away.

AVAILABLE FOR APPLE, IBM, AMIGA, COMMODORE, ATARI, NINTENDO AND Si

Circle Reader Scrvh < Nu»\
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COMPUTER PLAY

"BEST OF THE YEAR" AWARDS
Do You Have an Opinion of What the Best Games of 1988 Are?

Then Vote Now for the Games of Your Choice!

Here's how it works: The games listed on our ballot below have been nominated by our

editorial staff. Circle the game of your choice, or write in your own choice in the space

provided in each category, and mail in your ballot today. Do it today so you don't miss

out on a chance to WIN!
That's right. All ballots received by December 31, 1988 will be entered in a drawing and

10 lucky winners will each receive a copy of each game voted as one of the best of 1988.

That's quite a prize and all you have to do is enter. No purchase is necessary so you can

send in your choices on a 5"x 7" white piece of paper if you wish. Also, 25 other lucky

winners will each receive a year's free subscription to COMPUTER PLAY. So don't wait.

Mail in your ballot today.

Remember, all ballots must be received by December 31, 1988.

OFFICIAL BALLOT
Adventure (.umn

A. Texi

1. Sherlock Holmes

2. Noitl ind Ben

Most Creative Game

Circle or Write in the game of Your Choice.

B. Graphu

1. /.ik \i < ra ken

2. Km IUCSI IV

3. Rocket K.u

4. Jinxicr

5. Return u> Atlantis

6.

Strategy Games

1 . Empire

Battle Chess

Global Commander
Typhoon of Steel

Romance ot the 3

Kingdoms

Best C64/ 128 Game

1. Zak McCracken

2. Red Slorm Rising

3. Skate or Die

4.

6.

Best Amiga Game

1, Zoom!
Role Plu\iiiK (.MiiuMl

1. Hard's laic Ml Arcade Games
Rocket Ranger

Battle Chess

2,

3.

4,

5.

Kit.ma V
Questran n
Autoducl

Phtntisic in

6.

Simulations

A. Sports

1. The Games: Summer

Edition

2. Jordan vs Bird

3. Sporting Ncvv li;i ketball

4. John Elway's Ouaiicrback

5. Superstar Hockey

Arkanoid

Zoom!
Teiris

Awesome Arcade Action

Platoon

6.

Best Atari ST Game

1. Final Assault

2. Dungeon Master

3. Starglider 11

6.

B. Military

1. Nobunga's Ambition

2. Strike Fleet

3. Red Storm Rising

4. Battlehawks 1942

5. Rommel

6.

Flight Simulators

1. Microsoft 3.0

2. Falcon F-16

3. F-16 Strike Eagle

4. Gunship

5. JET

6.

Best Apple II. IIGS Games

1

.

Pirates

2. Zany Gol!

3. Questron II

1.

2.

3.

Final Assuali

Dark Castle

Manhole

4

Best Graphics

1.

2.

3.

Battlehawks 1942

Falcon F-16 AT
Manhole

4.

Best Sound

1.

2.

3.

Rocket Ranger

Obliteraior

Crystal Quest

4,

Game of Ihe Year

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Zoom!
Rocket Ranger

Nobunaga's Ambition

Red Storm Rising

Dungeon Master

6.

Best PC Game

1. 4x4 Offroad Racing

2. Nobunaga's Ambition

3. Jordan vs Bird

4.

Best Mac Game

1. Arkanoid

MacGolt Classic

Solitaire Royale

Mail to:

COMPUTER PLAY
2629 Manhattan Ave. #232

Hermosa Beach, CA 90254
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had reviewed different games than they did. It is obvious
thai some of the reviewers were more easily pleased than

others. This will cause some readers to be misled. I don't

think that the reviews of the football games draw any
valid conclusions. It would be a shame if someone took
the advice of the reviewers and bought one of the games
without trying QUARTERBACK first. Another thing,

vour review has the price of QUARTERBACK at

S44.95. 1 got my copy at a bookstore for aboul $30. Ii is

this kind of misleading information that will Mop me
trom buying a copy of your magazine in the luture.

Steven J. Clement

Belpre, OH

Another Subscriber—
I was impressed with the quality of your new

magazine and have decided to buy a subscription.

Enclosed you will find a money order lor SI 9.97, Please

start my subscription with the September issue.

I've been playing computer games since the first home
machine (PONG) was released. I've collected every

system 1 could get my hands on {Atari 2600 & 5200,

Intellivision, Coleco, Nintendo, Sega, C-64 and Amiga
500) and have over 500 game titles in my library.

Unfortunately, 5 to 10% of those arc junk and so I can

really appreciate the objectivity in your reviews. There's

nothing more infuriating than plunking down $40

dollars for a bad game.

Keep up the good work and I look forward to the next

issue of COMPUTER PLAY.
Tomm Munro
Federal Way. WA

Satisfied Reader—

l was rummaging through the computer magazines in

a local grocery store last week and noticed one that was

unlike the others. It had to be the title that grabbed me;

COMPUTER PLAY. I couldn't believe it. A magazine

that finally had a theme of leisure instead ol business.

The color of the cover and catchy art was also appealing

to me. I picked it up and started flipping through it. It

was great! Every page was full of entertainment soft-

ware. There was games of all kinds; Adventure, fantasy,

role playing, arcade, strategy, etc. They were all there.

I'm glad you came around, because frankly I was sick

and tired of thumbing through hundreds of pages of a

business pc-magazine I subscribe to and finding only a

few pages devoted to entertainment software. I was not

even looking at your magazine for a minute and already

1 wanted a subscription. After purchasing your first

issue of CP, I sat down in a comfortable chair and read

from cover to cover. I loved how you rated the newly

released games with the "scorecard' and showed what

the screens looked like.

Thank you, and good luck with CP...il's truly the best

magazine I've ever read!

Brian Evans

Jaffrey, NH

More on Elway—
I am writing on behalf of all the "armchair quarter-

backs" in the world (or, at least, southern California)

who participate either by watching our favorite team on

TV or by (in my case) playing computer football.

Kirst, let me tell you how excited I was to pick up the

October issue of Computer Play and discover that you
were reviewing football game products. Being an avid

sports fan(atic), 1 was practically foaming at the mouth
10 tear into these reviews and see which games were
worth a trip to my local software store to purchase.

However, subsequent to these reviews, and after per-

sonally testing the game (except TV Sports Football,

which was not yet available) and reevaluating the

reviews, I have come to the conclusion thai you have
been "sacked for a loss".

After reading the reviews a second nine, I noticed that

each product had a different reviewer. With what. then.

did they base then comparison? < >u a scale of I to 10(10
being the best), a program was rated on graphics,
realism, payability, etc. Since a u-urvu-i only rated that

one particulai game, how could he/she rate a game's
graphics 1 or 8 when there was nothing to eompan it

tK.unst I hat reviewer \ taste for "the ultimate

graphics" ma> have been impossible to saiisly. The
same can be said lor realism, payability, etc.

I own a copy ol all games reviewed (except for TV
Football), and my personal choice for top football game
is John Elway's Quarterback. Unlike your reviewers, I

have tested almost all football games. Of course, this is

only my opinion. I was a quarterback in school football.

I also played quarterback for the Army football team.
J.E. Quarterback allows me (and my thrice operated on
knees) to once again "throw the bomb", or "run the

keeper". I spend hours almost every night playing this

game. I haven't touched the other football games much
since I bought John Elway's Quarterback. (And. no, I

do not work for Melbourne House, nor am I affiliated

with them in any way).

in closing, I would like you to consider the following
points:

(1) Athough many games are purchased on a whim,
even more are purchased through recommendations
from friends, or from reviews in magazines such as

yours.

(2) If I were to review a game. I would need some basis

for comparison, so thai I could present the fairest review
possible. (For example, assume game A is rated 10 for

graphics, realism, or payability, etc. All other games
could be rated against this "standard").

(3) In the future, allow reviewers to lest at least 3-4

similar products, and base their judgement on that com-
parison.

Again, you have a great magazine, and I look forward
to the reviews of other fine products.

Chuck Boerncr

Fountain Vallev, CA

-Williams, Ferrari, or McLauren. Race the formula 1

circuit on the PC or the C64 and sec things from the

cockpit view of the car. Accolade has also enlisted the

sevices of five top sports announcers to endorse pro-

ducts - Jack Whitaker, Chick Hearn. Bud Collins,

Marv Albert and Hank Stram -- to announce Jack

Nieklaus' Greatest 18 Moles ot Major Championship

Golf. Fa.sl Break, Serve and Volley, T.K.O., amd 4th

and Inches. Accolade's Play-By-Play sweepstakes will

run from November 1988 through March 1989. Grand
Prize is a "Sports Fan Fantasy for Two" which consists

of a day at a live sports broadcast with one of the five

announcers.

Mediagenic has released F14 Tomcat, another fighter

simulation for the C64, and Predator for the C64. This

month they should be releasing Cyborg Hunter and

Rampage for Sega. They have also announced Rampage
will be available for the Apple lie Plus computer. Also

coming is Chop n' Drop, a realistic Karate game.

Cinemaware has shipped their TV Sports Football.

and they are hard at work on two new games for the TV
Sports series. Look for some new titles to ship around

June and then again in September. All in all, look for at

least five new titles from Cinemasvare in 1989.

Computer Play Online

Computer Play Magazine Is

now online with:
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Current Articles

are featured in

The Electronic Gamer

(type Go TEG) and look for

COMPUTER PLA Y ONLINE!

If you have any questions, hints or

tips, or just want to leave a note

by Email, our access number is

76702,253. We would love to

hear from You!!! Check with the

TEG column for our montl.iy up-

dates and interesting articles!!

'

LOTTERY JACKPOTS
NOTJUSTDUMB LUCK!

GAU, HOWARD is

ihc nation's leading tot-

tery expert Her track

record in helping Lotto ,

players win big prizes is A

unprecedented in the his- f
lory of lottery At least

13 major Lotto prizes

(including TEN first

prizejack pots) totalling

$30.8 million were won
with (.ail's systems!

At last, .now avail-

able on I BM PC S- 1 /
4"

or 3-1/2" diskettes the

famous Gail Howard Lottery Advantage mimbct selection

methods, the SmartLuck ComputerAdvantage1*
'.and the

complete authentic Gail Howard Balanced Wheeling
Systems'", the Smart Luck Computer Wheef" Both

systems are menu driven (user friendly).

Gail Howard's Smart Luck Computer Advantage'"

(S39.95 + $2s/h) has the most successful number selection

systems ever devised for beating the odds in Lotto.

Contains a series of 1 1 programs, nine of which produce

10 charts and listings, the entire historical winning

numbers list for one Lotto game of your choice ($7 for

each additional Lotto game) and options to add latest

drawings. Available for any state of international Lotto

game. Please specify which l,otto gamers).

Gail Howard's Smart Luck Computer WheeP(S29 .95 *S2

s/h) has a unique built-in Balanced Game'" feature which

makes all other wheeling systems obsolete.

Never before has a lottery computer system offered so

much!! Over 100 Balanced Wheeling' Systems'" with

minimum win guarantees. Includes Balanced Power
Number Systems" which let you play more numbers for

less money with the same win guarantees. Systems for

every Lotto game in the world! Checks for wins. Gail

Howard's Balanced Wheeling Systems'" arc truly a

mathematical breakthrough for the Lotto player.

Gail Howard's book, LOTTO: How to Wheel a Fortune

(228 pages -$ 14.95 *S2 s/h)

SMART LUCK
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
P.O Box 1519 - Dept Z2 - White Plains, Ny 10609

312-934-3300
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Snapshots By Daniel Carr

ROLL THEM BONES
Be a high roller with STRATEGIC
CRAPS and rake in ihe bucks. In ihe

"Play" mode, the actual casino game is

simulated with you making bets, rolling

the dice, and seeing Ihe pay off. I he pro-

gram will then explain Ihe wins and losses

on every roll, You can bel manually or use

the auto key-stroke. In the "Strategy"

mode, you can analyze bcitmg strategics

with 32,500 rolls Ol ihe due I he program

will provide Statistics SUCh -is house player

advantage, bets made, money bei and

distribution ol numbers lolled. IBM,

Apple family, Mac APPLICATIONS
PLUS INC. Circle Reader Service

Number 1.

FUN in THE
SATiTA MONICA BA Y

In TOWLK rOPPI I R [Tie planet

Nebulus has a problem, eight very

dangerous looking tOWCTI have i isen Irom

the deep. Destructo Inc. isn'i taking any

chances so they're lending you to knock

them down. Ioim to the towers you will

have to travel through the toxil waters in

your MK 7 Mini-Sub, climb the slippery

slides which rotate in * I) and set your

charges at the summits. Baddies alone ihe

way up include tailing boulders, tunnels,

naturally mutant molecules, wscus or

vicious robots ami various species ol can-

non balls. Once a tOWCI is blasied, jump in

your sub and head lor the flCXI one Each

tower is different With Scoring based on

your time and screw -up-. < M. with

Amiga, Atari ST, Apple II series I PYX.
Circle Reader Service Number *

EATMY DUST!
Georgia Mud Fest, The Michigan Winter

Wreck-Off, Death Valley Trek or Baja

Callenge are the i racks for you to race on

in 4 BY 4 OFF-ROAD RACING. Gel

ready by choosing your truck, customiz-

ing it and then slocking il with the right

tools and pans. A little food and water

wouldn't hurt either. Tear inio sand

dunes, slop through mud holes and skim

along ice in four races with a variety of

terrain and obstacles. You can race

against several opponents including the

Demon Truck. C64, IBM, EPYX. Circle

Reader Service Number 2.

BECAUSE ITS THERE
CATEGORY
Go mouniain climbing wiih FINAL
ASSULT and either reach the top or fall

to your deaih. You have six different

routes to choose from including an easy

"Hat Trick" lo the monsier "Consider

Me Gone". Once you pick your trail, it's

lime to check your equipment. Basic gear

is automatically supplied, however

anything can be changed. Over 50 dif-

ferent items ranging from tools to wine

can be packed in your rucksack. Now that

you're ready, set the lime of day and

season and you're off. Use the joystick to

masier climbing over ice and rock with

hand and feet icons as your guides.

Amiga, Atari ST, C64, Apple II series and

IBM. EPYX. Circle Reader Service

Number 4.

ALLY OOP!

THE GAMES, SUMMER EDITION is

the official computer came of 1988 U.S.

Olympic Team. One to eight players can

each represent one of 24 countries. The

events include uneven parallel bars, rings,

pole vault, hurdles, hammer throw,

diving, archery and cycling. The program

Features three-dimensional scrolling and

effects with all graphic modes (IBM) sup-

ported. A slowplay option allows a player

to analyze his routine and Diamond
Vision (TM) gives an on screen replay of

performance and score. C64, IBM.

EPYX. Circle Reader Service Number 5.

G.I. JOE
Become an AIRBORNE RANGER and

fight your way through four different

missions in desert, Artie and temperate

areas. You start out with an M-16,

grenades, plastic expolosives and LAW
rockets. With the IBM version you can

edii the equipment and supply mix to take

along on your mission. Once loaded, fly

over the enemy territory and drop three

resupply pods and then parachute out.

Bad guys include guards, scouts, bunkers

and machine gun nests. Time and limited

resources force you to fight hard and fast.

IBM. MICROPROSE. Circle Reader Ser-

vice Number 6.

•• <*

WRAP IT GOOD
Go from battling tanks and aircraft in

Skyfox to blowing up starbases, asteroids

and space fighters in SKYFOX II: THE
CYGNUS CONFLICT. It seems those

nasty Xenomorphs are planning to lake

over the whole constellation of Cygnus so

ihe Feddys are sending you in the Sky fox

II warpfighter to stop the invasion.

Weaponry includes photon pulse bombs,

anti-matter mines and neutron disrupters.

Defend with shields and the decepter

device. Navigate with your scanners and

use wormholes to travel the vast area of

Cygnus. Choose from Ten scenarios each

with five levels in this arcade style adven-

ture. Amiga, C64. IBM. ELECTRONIC
ARTS. Circle Reader Service Number 9.

ACES HIGH
Fly the F-19 STEALTH FIGHTER on

hundreds of combat and reconnaissance

missions over Europe, Libya, and the

Persian Gulf. Each of these regions is 250

miles by 250 miles, and includes g<

political, economic and military siluatioi

( targets) to encounter. The program ii

eludes lots of richly detailed 3-D graphii

to fly through and supports CGA, EG.
MCGA/VGA and Hercules graphi

modes. It's hard-drive installable tor

IBM. MICROPROSE. Circle Reader

vice Number 8.

; : Channel Three
nrnm * _* i

JLife Force
Fans of the Konami hit, Gradius,

will be pleased to learn about Life

Force, a sequel of sorts. The story

goes that, somewhere in a remote

quadrant of the universe a

dangerous creature called Zelos was

GRurrrsviLL
In BARBARIAN, the mighty wizar

Necron has killed youi father. As Hego«
you're not going to take this lying dowfl

So it's off to Nccron's dungeon fo|

revenge. This action-arcade style gan

features excellent color graphics with ov

20 different monsters and iraps, 3

animated sequences, and 48 high-r

background scenes. The game is limed

which the amount of time you've spe

reaching Necron and killing him cqu

the time you have to get out. Amiga, AiaJborn. It seems that Zelos has quite
ST, C64. PSYGNOSIS. Circle Read<

Service Number 7.
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DRUID ADDICTS
In ENLIGHTENMENT, Acamantor

back, and this time he wants revenge up*

the land of Bclorn. Hasrinaxx, the mighl

hero who gave Acamantor the boot 1'

years ago, must gel his act (and a party ol

an appetite - he likes to eat galaxies

and things.

Unfortunately, your galaxy is

next, unless you can stop Zelos who

has encorporated (literally) the

defenses of some of his swallowed

prey. You'll have quite a battle on

your hands, but, fortunately, you

won't have to fight alone. That's

because Life Force lets two players

play at the same time.

The basic play of Life Force is

similar to that of Gradius. You fly a

ship through various battle grounds,

facing off against a guardian

monster at the end of each. You can

pick up special power pods which let

vou enhance your weaponry,

shields, or speed. The key to successadventures) together and banish Acam
tor from the land forever. You must travJis to arm yourself well with the
through desert, swampland, caverns (Jpower pocjs as they greatly increase
darkness, and a land of poisonous fungi i

order to enter the five levels of Aeama
tor's dungeon. The game features e

cellent graphics. 15 levels, 32 spells plus

two player mode. Amiga, C64, Atari S

RAINBIRD. Circle Reader Servic

Number 10.

Next Month: Dcja Vu, Uninvitei

Heavy Metal, Fire and Forgel

Sword Soldan, Space Station Obli

vion, More!

|

your ability to survive and destroy.

Life Force actually takes place ta-

ble Zelos' body, and so you often

;et the sense that you are a germ be-

ing attacked by all kinds of

liological defenses. In fact, though

lany of the scenes are not par-

ticularly biological in nature, I inc-

lined them all as interglactic an-

lbodies and such. The graphics are

•cry well done, and the game is dif-

icult to play, even with a teammate

your side. However, as with many
if these games, good teamwork and

iratcgy can lead to success.

For those who can find out, there

is a secret that will give you more
lives, which is good because you can

only continue a game a few times.

However, playing the game with the

ordinary number of lives is more
rewarding, if you concentrate hard

and learn the secrets of the game.

In some ways, though the story

line is very different, Life Force

reminds me of the Fantastic Voyage,

that story about the minaturized sub

that travels through the human
body. It also has some similarities to

Contra, in which you end up inside a

giant alien invader. But Life Force

has its own appeal, and adds two

player action to the thrills of

Gradius.

Name: Life Force

Type: Arcade action

Format: Nintendo
Publisher: Konami
Ages: 6 and up
* Players: 1 or 2

Requirements: NES
Price:

Ability Level:

Packaging:

Documentation:

Graphics:

Playablillty:

Intermediate

Good (8)

Good (7)

Very Good (8.5)

Very Good (9)

CP Rating: 8.48

Circle Reader Service Number 66.

aneene

moonscape of monoliths

and chasms. You're drilling

to release explosive vapors

on a space station whwe
nothing is quite what it

seems. Walk disappear

columns are really elevators,

pyramids generate energy:

#

ifs a complex world with

rules all its own...And
youll need all the ingenuity

you can muster to master

its secrets.
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Amiga, Atari ST, Commodore
64/128, IBM & compatibles.

O 1988 Epyx, Inc. Screen

from IBM. Game
program licensed

from Incentive

Software Ltd.

(UK-)© 1987

Incentive

Software Ltd.

i
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Coming Attractions

What does January have in store for COMPUTER
PLAY? Wargames! We've put together a

comprehensive listing with ratings of over 170

wargames as well as accompanying articles on the

history of wargaming and the best hardware for

wargames. JL Miller, our resident wargame expert,

wrote the entire section and the results are superb,

so if you have any interest in wargames, The
Wargamer's Desk Reference is must reading for

you.

We've also got a large number of very diverse

games reviewed in January. Everything from Wall

Street to mountain climbing to big time wrestling is

covered in this issue. Final Assault by Epyx takes

you mountain climbing where one mistake can get

you flattened in a hurry. Takedown from Gamestar
introduces you to the world of wrestling and Wall

St. Raider from Intracorp lets you try to make a

million in the stock market.

Our flight simulator series continues with Solo

Flight from Mocroprose and several war related

games are reviewed as well. You'll find Red Storm

Rising from the Tom Clancy bestseller and also from

Microprose, Typhoon of Steel from SSI, Global

Commander from DataSoft.

Our long-awaited review of Star Saga: One from

Masterplay should also be appearing in January so

Starglider from Rainbird.

\[ LUCASFILM ON THEARTAND SCIENCE OFENTERTAINMENT.

COMBAT FLYING IS PURE SCIENCE.

Untilthe enemy Show up
II- YOU'VKKVKR FLOWN
a PC. you know how it ran mhi

ulatc every nuance ol n oil

nl.uir |)< rformani i envelop*

And il you i urn enlr.ile lunl

enough on the mslriimmls.

you'll

soon

learn

Hybris from Discovery.

don't give up on it yet. There will be lots more

games, of course, as well as our regular features so

don't miss out! Get your copy early. And.. .don't

forget to vote for your choices for best of '88 in this

issue on page 61. See you next month.
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of tracers skimmed the a

VaPs tail. Just as I

corrected my aim, he dove.

I stuck like glue to his plane, taking it apart

by bits and pieces. Suddenly, he pulled up

and bailed through the shattered canopy.

Moments later, the Val exploded..."

wh.it the limits are.

Hut wIimi vnii'rrm <Ur.' .

torpedo run .it .m i nciny llal-

lop. with fl.ik blowing by you*

i iuiopy .uid two/rr.M i In v.in"

Up MIHI I, ill. .ill tll.ll in Ollt

the window. And you learn lo

fly by the seal of your pants.

I hat s (he idea behind

Battlehawks 19427 the new

-^^ m WWII naval air combat

I simulator from Lucas-

^m m film Games. Besides the

M intellectual challenge of

J ^f mastering six classic carriei

planes, you get the white-

hot rush of diving into some

very hairy situations.

Relive History.

Or Rewrite It.

Battlehawks 1942 gives you

an authentic pilot's eye view—
from both sides— of four

battles that turned the tide in

the Pacific. As an

Auiirii .m « wrier pilot,

ou'llflyWildcii

fighta . Dauntless

divr bombei .mil

Avenger torprdo

bombers, horn the

Japanese side,

you'll fly Zeroes.

Vals and Kates.

You'll tighten up your c

bat skills in a dozen training

missions, then fly more than

30 real ones, from the Coral

Sea to the Santa Cruz Islands.

Even The Theory Is Real

The technical detail and

historical depth of Battlehawks

1942 are bound to satisfy the

most hard-core simulation

buffs. Everything has been ex-

haustively researched, right

down to the optimum airspeed

and attack angle for dropping

torpedoes.

64 Computer Play

Bombing a moving ship half a mile

below, diving at 250 mph and dodg-

ing flak, can be a little tricky.

Flight characteristics and

, instruments are authentic.

, So are weapons and enemy

i tactics. About the only

feature that isn't authentic

is something combat pilots

never dreamed of. An

instant replay camera.

Ground School

It Isn't.

[ We asked WWII pilots

how to make Battlehawks

"In early 1942,

American planes

were no match for

my Zero. I was

a hawk in a flock of

geese — soaring,

looping, pouncing, destroy-

ing. I was truly saddened for the

brave men in those sluggish planes.

All too soon, the planes got better..!'

1942 iee\ like the real thing.

To a man, they said make it

intense.

So instead of polygon-block

Your Wildcat's heavier armor and

guns win in a shootout, but watch out

if a Zero gets on your tail.

graphics, we use high-resolu-

tion, digitally-rendered images.

Ships and planes look almost

photographic. Bombs and tor-

pedoes explode in infernos of

flames and smoke. The feeling,

as one veteran pilot put it,

is like flying into a beehive.

And that's where the science

eaves off, and the fun starts.

|ucASFn_|y|
N

Battlehawks 1942 n available for IBM and close compatibles Amiga ami At&t \

Will be available tn early 1989 IBM is a trademark of International BuiftM U Wi

Atari ST is a trademark ofAtari Corp Amiga is a trademark nfi OffMMH
All elements of the game fantasy are trademark* of' Lttcasftlm I td TM

Ltd All rights renewed



Get ready for four of the most challeng- Permanently.You will when you endure There are boulders, rivers, potholes,

ing, rugged, rump-bumping cross the longest winter of your life in the ice, and mudbogs to contend with.What

sleet and slosh of The Michigan are mudbogs? You'll find out. (Just after

Course.The Georgia Red Clay you find out there's a Demon 4x4 chas-

Course has enough mud to keep ing you all through the race. A Demon
you a human fossil for 2,000 years, hellbent on your destruction.)

Plenty of thrills guaranteed on the folfou inq grounds tfumbo mud.
ixicked stum skid sand, and the \( rubhwst t> • 'am south of the bordrr

And then there's Death Valley

Get it. D-E-A-TH Valley.

Start with pre-race strategy.

If you win enough races, collect

enough points, only then will the

Victor's Cup be yours. It's

country road racing courses this earth Select and customize your personal the least wecan do. After

has to offer. vehicle.Your supplies.Your repair equip- all, you did go through

Fight the torturous terrain of Baja. ment. Believe us. You'll need everything, hell to get there.

Rocks, boulders, skid-sand, even a few

spikey cactuses. And of course, heat

that's hot enough to fillet any forehead.

Ever had your hands stuck to the wheel? commodonww. ihm & compatibles, a,,,,*,,
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